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ABSTRACT 
 
UNCOVERING THE GENETIC BASIS OF BIOFUEL-RELATED TRAITS IN 
BRACHYPODIUM DISTACHYON 
 
SEPTEMBER 2016 
 
SCOTT J. LEE, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
 
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
 
Directed by: Professor Samuel P. Hazen 
 
 
Biofuels derived from plant biomass present a promising avenue to address the 
negative aspects of fossil-fuel dependence. The sustainability of biofuel production relies 
in part on the efficient degradation of lignocellulosic feedstocks. In order to capitalize on 
the potential of lignocellulosic biofuels, the genes underlying natural genetic variation for 
conversion efficiency must be determined. We have developed a robust and high-
throughput assay to measure feedstock quality using the anaerobic bacterium Clostridium 
phytofermentans. We have measured biomass accumulation phenotypes and utilized this 
assay to perform quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping and a genome-wide association 
study (GWAS) in the model grass species Brachypodium distachyon. We detected four 
biomass accumulation QTLs and one bioconversion QTL, BIOFUEL1 (BFL1). We 
additionally found four significant total biomass accumulation marker-trait associations 
(MTAs) and two bioconversion MTAs within our GWAS. We developed near-isogenic 
lines and confirmed the effect of the BFL1 QTL and provide evidence that Bradi2g01480, 
a glucosyltransferase belonging to CaZY family 61 is the current best candidate for 
underling this QTL. Additionally, we have performed whole-genome resequencing on a 
total of 42 B. distachyon accessions at an average coverage of 72x to accelerate candidate 
 vii 
gene discovery. These accessions will join the growing genetic resources for B. 
distachyon, enabling even more robust association studies in the future. The discovery of 
genomic regions significantly associated with biomass accumulation and conversion 
phenotypes should enable more rapid gene discovery. Only by uncovering the genes 
regulating these biofuel-related phenotypes can there be efficient and targeted 
development of improved, dedicated biofuel feedstocks.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Lignocellulosic biofuels 
Due to environmental concerns over the deleterious impact of fossil fuel use, 
there is a growing need to develop cost-effective renewable fuels. The Energy 
Independence and Security Act of 2007 mandated that 36 billion gallons of alternative 
fuel be produced by 2022, with 22 billion gallons being produced from non-cornstarch 
sources (EISA 2007). Almost all of the plant-based biofuels used in the US are currently 
derived from cornstarch. However, there are a number of problems associated with the 
use of a food crop like maize for the production of biofuels. Chief among them is an 
increase in food commodity process when the supply is diverted to biofuel production. 
Additionally, maize requires heavy fertilizer input and high-quality soil for optimal 
growth, increasing costs and competition with other food crops for arable land (Hill et al 
2009). Lignocellulosic biomass is an appealing alternative source of low-cost sugars for 
the production of bioethanol and other biofuels. Second-generation energy crops, 
including sorghum (Sorghum bicolor), switchgrass (Panicum virgatum), Miscanthus x 
giganteus, and poplar (Populus spp), provide many benefits over maize as a primary 
feedstock for ethanol production (Sanderson and Adler 2008; Graham-Rowe 2011). 
These species are generally not used as food, require minimal inputs, and can thrive on 
marginal lands. Thus, they will not compete with food crops for arable land (Hill et al 
2009). Yet, improvements must be made for these second-generation biofuel feedstocks 
to succeed.  
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The key improvements to enable lignocellulosics to emerge as a viable feedstock 
include an increase in yield and a decrease in processing costs (Dornburg et al 2010; 
Yuan et al 2008).  According to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), 
the US can potentially produce ~1.3 billion dry tons of biomass annually; however, large 
strides toward increasing yields would be required to actually meet this production level 
(Perlack et al 2005). Increasing yields, along with dedicated bioenergy crops, will 
provide the necessary biomass to feed a growing biofuel industry. At the same time, 
increasing the quality of that biomass, in regards to how easily it is converted to simple 
sugars, will decrease the associated costs and energy requirements and enable the 
economic feasibility of switching from fossil fuels (Hill et al 2009; Byrt et al 2011).  
Several grass species are particularly well-suited energy crops. These include 
switchgrass, miscanthus, sorghum, and sugarcane, which are grasses in the Poaceae 
family (Wu and Ge 2012). The traits that make for ideal energy crops are high biomass, 
drought tolerance, high nitrogen-use efficiency, ability to grow with minimal inputs and 
on marginal lands, tall stature, and fast growth habit. However, some of these traits, along 
with the generally complex genomes and lack of well-established transformation 
protocols for these species make them poor candidates for basic research and discovery. 
For these reasons, Brachypodium distachyon has emerged as a powerful model grass 
species. B. distachyon possesses many traits of an ideal plant model organism, including 
short stature and life cycle, sequenced and annotated genome, growing germplasm 
collections, and well-established transformation protocols (Christiansen et al 2005; 
Garvin et al 2008; Filiz et al 2009; Bevan et al 2010; Vogel et al 2010; Brkljacic et al 
2011; Mur et al 2011). As a close relative to these proposed bioenergy crops, 
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advancements in B. distachyon should be effectively translated, allowing for efficient 
improvement of both yield and conversion phenotypes (Draper et al 2001; Vogel et al 
2010; Brkljacic et al 2011, Li et al 2012). For these reasons, B. distachyon serves as an 
ideal candidate to study the genetic basis for important biofuel-related traits in the 
grasses. 
1.2 Biomass accumulation 
Increases in grain yield in food crops have been favored since the beginning of 
agriculture; however, increases in total biomass accumulation have become a relatively 
new target for selection, specifically for lignocellulosic crops (Sadras 2007; Fuller 2007; 
Salas Fernandez et al 2009). The accumulation of plant cell walls consisting of cellulose, 
hemicellulose, and lignin referred to as lignocellulose is a highly polygenic trait and has 
been associated with a wide range of biological processes including reproductive 
transition, carbon fixation and assimilation, nitrogen utilization, and plant hormone levels 
(Murray et al 2000; Jahn et al 2011; Tadege et al, 2015).  
It has been demonstrated in the legume Medicago truncatula that delaying the 
transition from vegetative to reproductive growth can significantly increase biomass 
yields while also increasing biomass quality (Tadege et al 2015). Additionally, 
manipulation of the levels and production of gibberellin (GA), a native plant hormone, 
have been shown to significantly influence biomass accumulation (Biemelt et al 2004). 
For hormones, using overexpression and repression of GA biosynthesis and its 
downstream effectors, GA levels can be manipulated to increase or decrease biomass 
accumulation respectively (Biemelt et al 2004). Although increased levels of gibberellin 
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lead to an increase in total biomass accumulation, this alteration also significantly 
increases lignification (Biemelt et al 2004). Increased lignin, a polyphenolic compound in 
the secondary cell wall, has a very strong, negative correlation with biomass digestibility. 
So while total biomass accumulation is increased with higher GA levels, the subsequent 
conversion of that biomass to biofuels may be significantly decreased due to the 
increased overall lignin content (Chen and Dixon 2007; Novaes et al 2010; Lee et al 
2012a). Thus, it is important to understand how these mechanisms work in concert, in 
order to improve both yield and quality concurrently. A quantitative trait locus (QTL) 
mapping experiment in maize for plant height implicated plant hormones in addition to 
GA, including abscisic acid, auxin, and brassinosteroids, in the control of this trait (Salas 
Fernandez et al 2009). The most bioactive brassinosteroid, brassinolide, has been well-
characterized in multiple plants species and shown to significantly impact plant yield 
through promotion of cell elongation (Sairam 1994; Sakamoto et al 2005, Morinaka et al 
2006). Reduction of brassinosteroids in Arabidopsis thaliana, pea, and tomato leads to 
significant reduction in total biomass and usually dwarf plants (Normura et al 1997; 
Bishop et al 1999; Li et al 2002). Less is known about the activity of brassinosteroids in 
grasses, though mutant analysis of a homolog to an Arabidopsis brassinosteroid 
biosynthetic gene in maize, ZmDWF1, resulted in significantly dwarfed plants (Tao et al 
2004). A QTL experiment in A. thaliana found that mapping of particular metabolites, 
including citrate, sucrose, and Gly-3-phosphate, could serve as reliable predictors of 
QTLs for plant biomass accumulation (Lisec et al 2007). It has also been shown that plant 
height QTLs have high correlations with biomass yield traits in both maize and sorghum 
(Lübberstedt et al 1997; Murray et al 2008; Ritter et al 2008). Considering the 
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complexities of biomass accumulation as a trait, understanding the genetic components 
underlying this pleiotropic phenotype is a key aspect to increasing biomass production 
while minimizing the negative impacts on feedstock quality. Additionally, studying 
phenotypes closely correlated with total biomass accumulation, such as plant height, may 
lead to novel discoveries. 
1.3 Feedstock quality 
A drawback to utilizing lignocellulosic biomass for fuel production is the 
necessary deconstruction of the plant cell wall into fermentable sugars. Traditionally, 
mechanical and chemical degradation is first utilized to reduce particle size, followed by 
expensive enzymatic digestion of plant polysaccharides, resulting in the release of simple 
sugars. While miscanthus has been estimated to produce twice the ethanol/acre compared 
to cornstarch-based ethanol, the cost of producing ethanol from lignocellulose is 29% 
higher compared to the cost of production from cornstarch (Khanna et al 2008).  Clearly, 
it is imperative that, along with increasing total biomass yield, there must also be a 
parallel increase in how readily that biomass in converted to biofuels. Feedstock quality 
is a measure of how easily a particular biomass can be converted into simple sugars. The 
majority of the above-ground lignocellulosic biomass comes from the thick secondary 
cell wall, which is deposited after cell elongation has ceased.  
The majority of the aboveground lignocellulosic biomass comes from the thick 
secondary cell wall, which is laid down after cell elongation has ceased. Therefore, the 
key to understand the dynamics of feedstock quality is to understand the composition and 
development of the secondary cell wall. Secondary cell walls in grasses are comprised 
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primarily of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin (Figure 1.1). Cellulose microfibrils, 
made of β-(1,4) linked D-glucose monomers, are a major component of both the primary 
and secondary cell walls of vascular plants. Hemicelluloses are a much more 
heterogeneous grouping of matrix polysaccharides, including xylans, arabinoxylans, and 
xyloglucans. Hemicellulosescrosslink with cellulose microfibrils and serve to strengthen 
the cell wall. These two polysaccharide components represent ~70% of the total above-
ground biomass in temperate grasses (Vogel 2008). 
Lignin, a heterogeneous phenolic polymer, is the primary non-sugar component of 
the secondary cell wall. Lignin polymers increase the recalcitrance and hydrophobicity of 
the cell wall by crosslinking to hemicelluloses and cellulose microfibrils. Lignin 
polymers are composed primarily from the radical coupling of three major 
phenylpropanoids, namely p-hydroxyphenyl (H), guaiacyl (G), and syringyl (S) subunits 
(Bonawitz and Chapple 2010). The composition and organization of these major 
components within the plant secondary cell wall can drastically impact how amenable it 
is to deconstruction. This, in turn, significantly influences the amount of energy and time 
required to free sugars for fermentation. Lignin has been the primary target for 
modification to increase feedstock quality due to its role in strengthening the cell wall 
and also the fact that it is a non-fermentable component of the total plant biomass 
(Grabber et al 2004; Bonawitz and Chapple 2010). Numerous studies have confirmed 
that, in most cases, reducing lignin content significantly increases digestibility (Chen and 
Dixon 2007; Dien et al 2009; Lorenz et al 2009; Lee et al 2012a). Additionally, 
alterations in the arrangement and interaction of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin may 
impact enzymatic interaction with the plant cell wall, thus influencing overall 
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digestibility (Chiniquy et al 2012; Ding et al 2012). However, depending on the system of 
conversion, the types and quantity of hemicellulose and the total cellulose content may be 
important factors to consider, as well (Lorenz et al 2009).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Illustration of plant secondary cell wall composition. Cellulose microfibrils (yellow), 
hemicellulose (blue), and lignin (red). (Genome Management Information System/ORNL 2008).  
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The current biofuel production paradigm utilizes Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and 
traditional strains cannot utilize five-carbon sugars (Clomburg and Gonzalez 2010). 
Therefore, in this production scheme, increases in cellulose and six-carbon rich 
hemicelluloses would be desirable. There is ongoing research toward utilizing other 
organisms for fermentation, including Clostridium phytofermentans, Zymomonas mobilis, 
and genetically engineered E. coli strains which would be able to utilize both the five- 
and six-carbon sugars released from plant feedstocks (Deanda et al 1996; Warnick et al 
2002; Dulop et al 2011). These organisms may require different modifications in order to 
observe an increase in bioconversion. Significant, observable natural variation for 
feedstock quality has been measured in numerous species including maize, rice, sorghum, 
shrub willow, miscanthus, and B. distachyon (Lorenz et al 2009; Jahn et al 2011; Lee et 
al 2012a; da Costa et al 2014). Determining the genetic basis of this natural variation 
should allow for improvement of feedstock quality and thus biofuel production in 
general.  
1.4 Tools for uncovering the genetic basis of quantitative traits 
Quantitative traits are defined as phenotypes that vary in degree and are 
polygenic, or under the control of multiple genes or loci. Quantitative traits can be 
difficult to study because of the dynamic positive and negative impacts of numerous 
interacting loci. Numerous methods have been developed to study quantitative traits and 
uncover the underlying genetic mechanisms including QTL mapping and genome-wide 
association mapping studies (GWAS).  
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In plants, QTL mapping can be done through the interrogation of recombinant 
inbred line (RIL) populations. These recombinant populations are commonly generated 
by selecting two parental lines that show significant differences for the phenotype of 
interest. Once these parents have been selected, they are crossed to produce a 
heterozygous F1 generation. The F2 individuals are then inbred by selfing through single-
seed descent. Inbred individuals are then genotyped individually, previously through a set 
of PCR-based genomic markers, more commonly now through genotyping-by-
sequencing, to create a collection of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) distributed 
within the genome. Once genotype information has been collected, it is integrated with 
phenotypic information for each individual recombinant line. The essence of QTL 
mapping is the analysis of each individual marker with regard to the phenotype of 
interest. A QTL is found when a particular marker is significantly associated with the 
phenotype of interest. The initial QTL mapping may generate a large number of putative 
QTLs (Salvi and Tuberosa 2005). The effect size of a QTL, or the percentage of 
phenotypic variance attributed to an individual QTL, may be utilized to determine which 
QTL intervals are interrogated initially. Generally, traits that are quantitative in nature 
show a normal distribution of phenotypic variance within a population. Although QTL 
mapping does not reveal the identity of the causal gene(s) underlying each QTL, this 
approach does provide a narrower window in which a smaller number of genes must be 
interrogated.  
This strategy has been successfully used to identify genes involved in a wide 
variety of complex phenotypes in a number of different species. These include previous 
experiments to identify genes involved in biomass accumulation and digestibility. One 
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study in rice uncovered 17 QTLs for hemicellulose content, including a QTL that 
significantly increased glucose content, presumably through an increase in mixed-linkage 
glucan (Zhang et al 2012). Additionally, attempts to map biomass accumulation have 
been successful in A. thaliana and in Eragrostis tef, an annual grass (Lisec et al 2008; 
Zeid et al 2011). One study mapped QTLs for digestibility that were independent of 
biomass accumulation, demonstrating that these two traits are not always negatively 
correlated (Brereton et al 2010). Clearly, QTL mapping is an effective method for gene 
discovery of polygenic traits. In B. distachyon, QTL mapping has also been successfully 
utilized for novel gene discovery. A RIL population derived from a cross of the Bd21 and 
Bd3-1 lines was developed and successfully used in two separate experiments to map 
genes related to plant pathogen resistance (Barbieri et al 2012; Cui et al 2012). With the 
resources to conduct QTL mapping in B. distachyon, there is an opportunity to 
interrogate the genetic basis for the observed natural variation for both biomass 
accumulation and feedstock quality in the grasses.  
While QTL mapping focuses on the genetic and phenotypic variation between 
two inbred lines, GWAS mapping can take advantage of all the standing natural variation 
within a given population. For plants, GWAS differs from QTL mapping in that the lines 
studied are not the product of facilitated crosses; GWAS relies instead of hybridization 
and divergence that have occurred naturally over time. As with various methods of 
genetic linkage mapping, the main goal of GWAS is also to study associations between 
sequence polymorphisms and a phenotype of interest. However, by utilizing a greater 
amount of genetic diversity, GWAS provides more opportunity to uncover genetic 
variation for polygenic traits. A potential drawback with GWAS is false associations due 
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to underlying population structure amongst individuals. If, for example, a particular 
group of genetically similar individuals also shares a particular trait in common, then 
those genetic similarities may be highly associated with the trait but may not actually 
represent the underlying, causal polymorphisms. For this reason, one key aspect of 
GWAS is the consideration of population structure and kinship analysis (Astle and 
Balding 2009). False positives can be avoided by accounting for the genetic relatedness 
of the lines utilized in the study. GWAS has proved an effective tool in both plant and 
animal systems in uncovering the genetic basis of polygenic traits (Sacconne et al 2007; 
Neale et al 2010; Weng et al 2011; Wang et al 2012; Sonah et al 2015; Tyler et al 2016). 
GWAS has been utilized in the grasses to uncover the genetic basis for agronomically 
relevant traits, including plant height and flowering time in rice, barley, and maize 
(Cockram et al 2010; Lorenz et al 2010; Weng et al 2011; Wang et al 2012). Despite the 
success of mapping numerous marker-trait associations (MTAs) using GWAS, 
discovering the underlying causal genetic mechanisms has proven difficult. Nevertheless, 
a number of plant studies have been successful in determining the casual genes for given 
traits, including a leaf shape QTL and also a photoperiod-sensitive flowering-time MTA 
in Zea mays, LIGULELESS and ZmCCT, respectively (Tian et al 2011, Yang et al 2013).  
Overall, both QTL mapping and GWAS have proven to be effective strategies; as 
statistical analysis tools and sequencing technologies improve, these approaches will 
continue to increase in power. Utilizing these QTL mapping and GWAS, we can begin to 
understand the genetic mechanism regulating both biomass accumulation and quality, as 
well as the dynamic interplay between them. By identifying the genes regulating these 
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two important phenotypes, it should be possible to use that understanding to improve 
future, dedicated biofuel crops. 
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CHAPTER 2 
BIOLOGICAL CONVERSION ASSAY USING CLOSTRIDIUM 
PHYTOFERMENTANS TO ESTMATE PLANT FEEDSTOCK QUALITY 
 
Published work: Lee, S. J., T. A. Warnick, S. Pattathil, J. G. Alvelo-Maurosa, M. J. 
Serapiglia, H. McCormick, V. Brown, N. F. Young, D. J. Schnell, L. B. Smart, M. G. 
Hahn, J. F. Pedersen, S. B. Leschine and S. P. Hazen (2012b). "Biological conversion 
assay using Clostridium phytofermentans to estimate plant feedstock quality." 
Biotechnology for Biofuels 5: 5. 
2.1 Abstract 
Background: There is currently considerable interest in developing renewable sources of 
energy. One strategy is the biological conversion of plant biomass to liquid transportation 
fuel. Several technical hurdles impinge upon the economic feasibility of this strategy, 
including the development of energy crops amenable to facile deconstruction. Reliable 
assays to characterize feedstock quality are needed to measure the effects of pre-
treatment and processing and of the plant and microbial genetic diversity that influence 
bioconversion efficiency. 
 
Results: We used the anaerobic bacterium Clostridium phytofermentans to develop a 
robust assay for biomass digestibility and conversion to biofuels. The assay utilizes the 
ability of the microbe to convert biomass directly into ethanol with little or no pre-
treatment. Plant samples were added to an anaerobic minimal medium and inoculated 
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with C. phytofermentans, incubated for 3 days, after which the culture supernatant was 
analyzed for ethanol concentration. The assay detected significant differences in the 
supernatant ethanol from wild-type sorghum compared with brown midrib sorghum 
mutants previously shown to be highly digestible. Compositional analysis of the biomass 
before and after inoculation suggested that differences in xylan metabolism were partly 
responsible for the differences in ethanol yields. Additionally, we characterized the 
natural genetic variation for conversion efficiency in Brachypodium distachyon and shrub 
willow (Salix spp.). 
 
Conclusion: Our results agree with those from previous studies of lignin mutants using 
enzymatic saccharification based approaches. However, the use of C. phytofermentans 
takes into consideration specific organismal interactions, which will be crucial for 
simultaneous saccharification fermentation or consolidated bioprocessing. The ability to 
detect such phenotypic variation facilitates the genetic analysis of mechanisms 
underlying plant feedstock quality. 
2.2 Introduction 
Lignocellulosic plant biomass is comprised mostly of cell walls, which are a 
complex composite of proteins, lignin, and polysaccharides; the latter holds promise as 
raw material for biofuel production. The most abundant polysaccharide in the majority of 
tissues is cellulose, which exists as unbranched chains containing up to 15,000 b-(1,4)-
linked glucose molecules (Brett 2000). By contrast, the shorter hemicellulose 
polysaccharides are chemically and physically more complex (Scheller and Ulvskov 
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2010). The most abundant forms exist as glucan chains much shorter than cellulose or b-
(1,4) linked xylose, both with diverse side-chain substitutions of arabinose, galactose, 
fucose, xylose, or glucuronic acid. Biological conversion relies on an organism, such as a 
unicellular fungus or bacterium, which will convert these simple sugars to high-energy 
chemicals such as ethanol or butanol. Unlike seed starch or the soluble sugars found in 
phloem sap, the fermentable sugars found in cell walls are recalcitrant to extraction.  
The composition and interaction between the polysaccharides and lignin strongly 
influence their amenability for conversion to renewable fuels. Whereas lignification has 
extensive merits for the plant, it has adverse effects on the digestibility by ruminant and 
biofuel-generating microbes. For example, up to 50% of the variation in in vitro 
digestibility of commercial maize hybrids can be attributed to differences in their lignin 
content (Barriere et al 2003). Lignin is composed of three monolignols: p-coumaryl, 
coniferyl, and sinapyl alcohols, which polymerize to form p-hydroxyphenyl, guaiacyl, 
and syringyl phenylpropanoid units, respectively (Bonawitz and Chapple 2010). The 
biosynthesis of the alcohol monomers occurs in a specialized branch of phenylpropanoid 
metabolism, through which successive reductions, hydroxylations and methylations can 
occur. Crosslinking lignin with polysaccharides in the secondary cell walls of vascular 
tissue increases hydrophobicity, and thus gives these functional tissues the capacity to 
efficiently conduct water (Bonawitz and Chapple 2010). Concurrently, the 
polysaccharides are less accessible to enzymatic digestion or mechanical penetration by 
potential pathogens (Grabber 2005). The pathway for lignin biosynthesis is well 
conserved among vascular plants, and involves at least 10 gene families, including 
cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase (CAD) and caffeic acid 3-O-methyltransferase (COMT) 
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(Xu et al 2009). Each step in the lignin pathway has been perturbed in various species, 
resulting in changes in lignin content, composition, and, in many cases, digestibility 
(Chen and Dixon 2007; Li et al 2008). 
Genetic diversity of plant cell-wall properties within species is evident in the 
decades of plant breeding for improved feed and forage quality in crops such as maize, 
sorghum, and alfalfa (Hill et al 1988; Vogel and Jung 2001). The merits of animal feed 
have been tested frequently in vivo, either by evaluating animal performance in response 
to a particular feeding regimen, or by estimating digestibility in vivo using livestock with 
fistulae (Scales et al 1974). With the latter approach, the gastrointestinal tract of a 
surgically prepared animal is sampled to measure the remaining biomass. An equivalent 
in vitro method was developed using rumen fluid inoculum from fistulated cows (Tilly 
and Terry 1963). Digestibility is estimated through analysis of the organic matter lost 
from the simulated ruminant gut conditions after 4 days of incubation. The throughput of 
this approach is considerably higher than in vivo, and begins to meet the needs of 
traditional plant-breeding efforts and genetics research. High-throughput assays to 
estimate feed and forage quality parameters also include compositional measurements of 
cellulose (Updegraff 1969), total lignin and monomer content (Hedges and Mann, 1979; 
Kirk and Obst 1988), and hemicellulose content and composition (Lerouxel et al 2002; 
Hazen et al 2003), which also serve as valid measurements of biofuel feedstock quality. 
Although the parallels between digestibility and amenability to conversion to biofuels 
might be apparent, industry standards for biofuel feedstock quality are still needed. 
Regardless of species, all new crop varieties must meet certain standards for 
industrial-processing efficiency and consumer-market quality. Beyond the expectation of 
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high biomass yield with few inputs on marginal land, conversion quality standards for 
energy crops have yet to be defined by the biofuels industry. Recently, several methods, 
including some high-throughput platforms, have been established that treat plant samples 
with hydrolytic enzyme cocktails, such as fungal cellulase and xylanase/xylosidase, then 
assay for total sugars as a measurement of digestibility (Chundawat et al 2008; Studer et 
al 2009; Santoro et al 2010; Navarro et al 2010; Gomez et al 2010). This approach can be 
taken one step further, using translational assays that mimic industrial simultaneous 
saccharification and fermentation (SSF) paradigms, in which the liberated sugars from 
the polymers can then be fermented by Saccharomyces cerevisiae to measure total 
ethanol yield (Dien et al 2009; Fu et al 2011). 
A distinct and promising approach to cellulosic biofuel production is consolidated 
bioprocessing (CBP) technology for conversion of biomass to fuel. CBP could lead to a 
significant reduction in processing costs, greater than the reductions gained from any 
other potential improvement, such as reducing enzyme loading, eliminating pre-
treatment, or improving the processes associated with converting sugars to ethanol (Lynd 
etl al 2008). The recently discovered anaerobic forest soil bacterium Clostridium 
phytofermentans may further enhance the efficiency of CBP. This organism produces 
ethanol as its major fermentation byproduct during growth on all substrates tested, 
including cellulose, hemicellulose, pectin, and starch (Warnick et al 2002), as well as 
switchgrass, corn stover, and pulp wastes (Warnick and Leschine, unpublished data). 
Unlike S. cerevisiae, of which only engineered strains are capable of limited pentose 
utilization (van Zyl et al 2007), C. phytofermentans directly converts a wide array of 
fermentable components of biomass to ethanol, including cellulose, pectin, 
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polygalacturonic acid, starch, xylan, arabinose, cellobiose, fructose, galactose, 
gentiobiose, glucose, lactose, maltose, mannose, ribose, and xylose (Warnick et al 2002). 
Without the addition of exogenous cellulases and xylanases, CPB using C. 
phytofermentans can yield approximately 70% of the yield of SSF using engineered S. 
cerevisiae (Jin et al 2011). 
In this paper, we report on an assay that provides the ability to measure the 
influence of variation in biomass composition, pre-treatment methods, and conversion 
processes on digestibility, and thereby determine the potential effects of numerous 
variables in biofuel production. In addition to sorghum, feedstock quality was evaluated 
for cultivars of shrub willow (Salix spp.) and Brachypodium distachyon accessions to 
demonstrate the applicability of this assay for a wide range of feedstocks, from woody 
crops to herbaceous grasses. The C. phytofermentans bioassay provides a direct and 
quantitative means of assessing feedstock quality, both in terms of digestibility and 
conversion. 
2.3 Materials and methods 
2.3.1 Plant material 
Genetic material consisted of Sorghum bicolor ’Atlas’ (designated as the wild 
type for this analysis), and three near-isogenic brown midrib (bmr) mutant lines: bmr-6, 
bmr-12, and the double mutant bmr-6/bmr-12 (Pedersen et al 2008). Degrained plant 
samples were collected as previously described (Dien et al 2009) from a single field at the 
University of Nebraska Agricultural Research and Development Station (Lincoln, NE, 
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USA) in the summer of 2005. Briefly, when all plants reached the hard-dough stage of 
maturity, samples of all four genotypes were taken from each of two replicate plots 
arranged in randomized complete blocks. After harvesting by flail chopper, samples were 
oven-dried at 50°C. In a separate experiment, 17 accessions of S. bicolor subspecies 
bicolor, Sorghum verticilliflorum, and Sorghum drummondii were collected in the 
summer of 2010 (Table 2.1). All but one accession, cultivar RTx430 (Miller 1984), are S1 
families derived from Plant Introduction accessions obtained from the Plant Genetic 
Resources Conservation Unit, and represent an array of S. bicolor subspecies diversity. 
The replicates were composited to create a single sample for each genotype. 
  All plant biomass samples were then washed using a hot ethanol solution to 
remove free sugars. First, the samples were placed in 50 ml plastic screw cap tubes, filled 
with 70% v/v ethanol solution, and then incubated at 70°C for 1 hour. After 30 minutes, 
the supernatant was discarded, replaced with fresh ethanol solution, and returned to the 
water bath for an additional 30 minutes. Samples were then given a final rinse with a 70% 
(v/v) methanol solution and subsequently air-dried for 24 hours in a fume hood. Using a 
25.0 ml stainless-steel grinding jar (catalog number #02.462.0213; Retsch Inc, Newtown, 
PA) with one stainless-steel grinding ball of 15 mm in size (catalog number 05.368.0109; 
Retsch) per jar, samples were homogenized (Mixer Mill MM400; Retsch) for 3 minutes 
at 30 Hz. Particle-size determinations were made using the USP General Test 786 
Method I by analytical sieving. First, 5 g of dry plant tissue was placed on the top of the 
sieves and the apparatus was covered. The ground plant tissue was then passed through 
increasingly fine wire-mesh sieves (US standard sieves #80 (177 μm), #120 (125 μm), 
#160 (88 μm), #230 (62 μm), #270 (53 μm)). The sieves were shaken vigorously for 1 
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minute, then each sieve was carefully weighed, covered again, and the process resumed 
until the weight of each fraction was within 5% of the previous measurement. At that 
time, the fractions in each sieve were carefully collected, and final measurements taken. 
The weight of each sieve fraction was recorded, and divided by the total weight to 
determine the percentage each fraction represented. 
Dry seeds from five inbred B. distachyon accessions were sown directly into 100 
mm pots containing potting mix (#2; Conrad Fafard Inc., Agawa, MA, USA) Growth 
chamber temperature was maintained at 20°C with a 20 hour light/4 hour dark cycle at a 
fluence rate of 200 μmol of photons/m2/s, and relative humidity of 68.0 to 68.5. Fully 
senesced stems were washed and milled as described above. Seed of Bd30-1, Bd3-1, 
Bd21, and Bd2-3 were kindly provided by David F. Garvin (USDA-ARS) and seed of 
ABR8 by John Draper (Aberystwyth University, UK). 
Shrub willow (Salix spp.) biomass samples from 14 genetically diverse genotypes 
were selected for conversion-efficiency analysis. These included commercial cultivars 
selected from controlled intraspecies and interspecies crosses, and unimproved accessions 
obtained from naturally established stands in northeastern USA and Canada. Biomass was 
harvested in December 2009 after the third post-coppice season from plants growing in 
four replicate plots in the 2006 Yield Trial in Constableville, NY, USA. Stems were 
chipped. and the four replicates pooled. The chips were dried to a constant weight at 65°C 
and rough-milled using a mill (Wiley mill; Thomas Scientific, Swedesboro, NJ, USA) 
with a 20mesh screen. Further fine milling down to a particle size of 0.5 μm was 
performed using an analytical mill (MF 10; IKA, Willmington, NC, USA). Samples were 
then milled and washed as described above for sorghum. 
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2.3.2 Ethanol analysis 
C. phytofermentans ISDg (ATCC 700394) was cultured in a defined medium, 
MQM5.1 (2.0 g/l Na H2PO4, 10.0 g/l K2HPO4, 1.0 g/l (NH4)2SO4, 1.0 g/l L-cysteine 
hydrochloride monohydrate, 20 ml/l XT solution (5.0 g/l xanthine and 5.0 g/l thymine in 
0.06 N NaOH) 10 ml/l AA1 solution (.0 g/l of each of the following amino acids: alanine, 
arginine, histidine, isoleucine, leucine, methinonine, proline and valine), and 10 ml/l 
Bach’s trace element (BTE) solution (Cote and Gherna 1994)), Resazurin (1 mg/l) was 
added as an oxidation/reduction indicator. After autoclaving, 10 ml/l CPV3 solution (20 
mg/l p-aminobenzoic acid, 1 mg/l biotin, 30 mg/l folinic acid, 80 mg/l nicotinamide, 5 
mg/l pantethine, 2 mg/l pyridoxal hydrochloride, 30 mg/l riboflavin, and 10 mg/l 
thiamine) was added. 
The C. phytofermentans inoculum was initially grown in MQM5.1 with 3 g/l 
cellobiose using the anaerobic techniques described by Hungate (Hungate 1969) in 10 ml 
volumes in 18 × 180 mm tubes sealed with neoprene stoppers. 
For the biological conversion- quality assay, Hungate tubes, containing 50 mg of 
plant tissue and 10 ml of MQM5.1 media were inoculated with 0.1 ml of the initial 
culture. Sorghum and B. distachyon samples were incubated without shaking for 72 hours 
at 37°C, unless specified otherwise. Willow samples were incubated for 120 hours. At 
that time, 1.0 ml of each sample supernatant was collected and filtered using a 0.22 μm 
syringe-driven filter unit (Millipore Corp., Billerica, MA, USA). Samples were separated 
using an HPLC (Shimadzu Corp., Kyoto, Japan) equipped with a carbohydrate analysis 
column (300 mm × 7.8 mm; Aminex HPX-87H; Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, 
CA, USA) and a refractive-index detector. The column was operated at 30°C with 0.005 
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N sulfuric acid as the running buffer at a rate of 0.7 ml/ min, and 5.0 μL sample 
injections. Retention time for ethanol (17.84 ± 0.02 minutes), was determined using a 
commercial mix (Fuel Ethanol Residual Saccharides Mix; catalog number 48468-U; 
Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) containing glycerol, glucose, maltotriose, maltose 
monohydrate, lactic acid, acetic acid, dextrin, and ethanol. Standards were run at the 
beginning, middle, and end of every distinct HPLC analysis to ensure accuracy and 
precision of measurements. 
2.3.3 Cell-wall extraction and glycome profiling 
Approximately 100 mg of wild type and bmr mutant sorghum biomass, either 
inoculated with C. phytofermentans or uninoculated, were washed sequentially with 
absolute ethanol and acetone. The biomass materials were dried overnight in a fume hood 
at room temperature. The dry residues were sequentially extracted with increasingly 
harsh reagents at suspensions of 10 mg/ml (based on starting biomass weight used) to 
obtain fractions enriched with cell-wall components. The biomass was first incubated as a 
suspension in 50 mmol/l ammonium oxalate (pH 5.0) and mixed overnight at room 
temperature on a shaker. The suspension was then separated by centrifugation at 3400 g 
for 15 minutes at room temperature. The clear supernatant obtained was decanted, and 
saved as the ammonium oxalate fraction. The pellet was washed by suspending in the 
same volume of deionized water, followed by centrifugation as above. The resulting 
supernatant in the washing step was discarded. The pellet was then subjected to 
additional sequential extractions using in turn 50 mmol/l sodium carbonate (pH 10) with 
0.5% sodium borohydride w/v, 1 mol/l containing 1% sodium borohydride w/v, and 4 
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mol/l KOH containing 1% sodium borohydride w/v following the same steps as described 
above to obtain the sodium carbonate, 1 mol/l KOH and 4 mol/l KOH fractions 
respectively. Both KOH fractions were neutralized using glacial acetic acid. All fractions 
were dialyzed using molecular-porous membrane tubing (Spectra/Por; Spectrum 
Laboratories Inc., Rancho Dominguez, CA, USA) with a nominal molecular-weight 
cutoff (MWCO) of 3,500 against four changes of deionized water (sample:water 
approximately 1:60) at room temperature for a total of 48 hours, and then lyophilized. 
All extracts were first dissolved in deionized water to a concentration of 0.2 
mg/ml. Total sugar content of the cell-wall extracts were then determined using the 
phenol-sulfuric acid method (DuBois et al 1956; Masuko et al 2005). The extracts were 
subsequently diluted to the same sugar concentration of 60 μg sugar/ml for loading onto 
ELISA plates (Costar 3598; Corning Costar Corp., Corning, NY, USA). A sample (50 
μL) of each diluted extract was added to each well and allowed to evaporate overnight at 
37°C until dry. ELISA was conducted using an array of 147 monoclonal antibodies (see 
Additional file 1) specific to epitopes from most major groups of plant cell-wall 
polysaccharides as described previously (Pattathil et al 2010). ELISA data are presented 
as heat maps in which antibodies are grouped based on a hierarchical clustering analysis 
of their binding specificities against a diverse set of plant glycans (Pattathil et al 2010). 
2.3.4 Statistical analysis 
Three or four independent fermentation reactions were sampled at each time for 
each feedstock sample. Analysis of variance and Scheffé’s test were performed using the 
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agricolae package, and Student’s t-test using a Bonferroni’s correction for multiple 
comparisons in R v2.11.0. Significance was set a P < 0.05 or rP < 0.01. 
2.4 Results 
2.4.1 Effect of feedstock concentration and time on ethanol concentration 
We evaluated the effect of S. bicolor wild-type biomass concentrations ranging 
from 2.5 to 15.0 g/l on ethanol concentration in supernatant after 3 days of incubation 
with C. phytofermentans. The concentration of ethanol increased by 0.03 mg ethanol/mg 
feedstock, and the replicated treatments were a good fit to a linear model (Figure 2.1A). 
All subsequent experiments were conducted using 5.0 g/l (or 50 mg in 10 ml) of liquid 
media. To determine the effect of time after inoculation on ethanol yield, samples were 
incubated for 3, 5, and 7 days. Similar to the trend observed with the increased feedstock 
concentration, ethanol production increased linearly, by 22.13 mg ethanol/g feedstock per 
day (Figure 2.1B). Thus, to facilitate rapid assays, the shortest incubation period of 3 
days was used for all subsequent experiments. 
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Figure 2.1 Ethanol concentration increased linearly with time and feedstock concentration. Effect of 
feedstock concentration (A) and time (B) on ethanol yield (mean ± SEM) by Clostridium phytofermentans 
growing on wild-type Sorghum bicolor (three to five experiments). 
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Figure 2.2 Sorghum brown midrib lignin mutants yield more ethanol than wild type. Degrained field-
grown plants were ground and incubated for 3 days with Clostridium phytofermentans. Data are mean ± 
SEM of three separate experiments. Bars annotated with the same letter are not significantly different at P 
< 0.05 (Student’s t-test). 
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Figure 2.3 Glycome profiling of Sorghum bicolor near-isogenic lines before and after inoculation 
with Clostridium phytofermentans. Sequential extractions using (A) oxalate, (B) carbonate, and (C) 1 
mol/l and (D) 4 mol/l potassium hydroxide of five replicates of inoculated and uninoculated wild type, bmr-
6, bmr-12, and bmr-6/bmr-12 sorghum were generated as described previously (Pattathil et al 2010). 
ELISAs using 147 monoclonal antibodies directed against glycan were used to detect the presence of cell-
wall glycan epitopes in each extraction fraction, and the data are presented as heat maps. Plant biomass 
samples tested are indicated at the top of each column. Antibodies are grouped according to the recognized 
glycan are listed on the right panel. The black-red-white scale indicates the strength of the ELISA signal: 
bright-red, white, and dark-blue colors depict strong, medium, and no binding, respectively. AG, 
arabinogalactan; FUC-XG, fucosylated xyloglucan; HG, homogalacturonan; RG, rhamnogalacturonan. 
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Figure 2.4 Polysaccharide conversion by Clostridium pytofermentans of wild type and brown midrib 
mutant sorghum. The remaining biomass pellet was given sequential extractions using (A) oxalate, (B) 
carbonate, and 1 mol/l and 4 mol/l potassium hydroxide followed by glycome profiling (Pattathil et al 
2010). For each genotype, values represent the difference in extractable xylan between the mean ± SEM of 
five uninoculated samples and each of the inoculated samples. Xylan-3a (CCRCM-137, -149, -160), -3b 
(CCRCM-144, -146, -152, -155), and -4 (CCRCM-138, -139, -140, -148, -151, -153) are groups of 
antibodies generated using either oat or corncob xylan as an immunogen, and are classified by hierarchical 
clustering analysis of their recognition patterns. Data are mean ± SEM of five replicates; bars annotated 
with the same letter are not significantly different at P < 0.05 (Scheffé’s test for multiple comparisons). 
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2.4.2 Effect of lignin mutants on Clostridium phytofermentans polysaccharide 
metabolism and ethanol concentration 
We tested wild-type Sorghum bicolor and three well characterized brown midrib 
(bmr) lignin mutants of sorghum (bmr-6, bmr-12, and a double mutant bmr-6/bmr12) 
with the established assay conditions. A significant and nearly two-fold range of ethanol 
concentration was seen (Figure 2.2). The wild-type sorghum yielded approximately 62 
mg ethanol/g feedstock. The single mutants bmr-6 and bmr-12, which have loss-of-
function mutations in the CAD and caffeic acid O-methyltransferase (COMT) genes, 
respectively, yielded approximately 33% more ethanol than the wild-type plant. Although 
not significantly different across three experiments, bmr-6 consistently yielded slightly 
more ethanol than bmr-12. Exhibiting a somewhat additive effect, the bmr-6/bmr-12 
mutant harboring both mutations in the wild-type background yielded an average of 113 
mg ethanol/g feedstock. 
To better understand feedstock utilization by the microbe across the different 
sorghum genotypes, we conducted glycome profiling of all four S. bicolor genotypes 
before and after inoculation with C. phytofermentans, using 147 glycan-directed 
monoclonal antibodies (Pattathil et al 2010). With this approach, we were able to 
measure the differences in the abundance of extractable polysaccharide epitopes between 
genotypes, and the effect of microbial inoculation (Figure 2.3). Significant reductions in 
the abundance of oxalate and carbonate-extractable cell-wall polysaccharide epitopes 
were noted between inoculated and uninoculated samples. There was a substantial 
removal of xylan epitopes recognized by the xylan-2, -3 and -4 groups of antibodies, and 
of pectic backbone epitopes recognized by the homogalacturonan backbone and 
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rhamnogalacturonan-I backbone groups of antibodies from the oxalate extracts of C. 
phytofermentans-treated samples. The bmr mutants contained more of the oxalate-
extractable xylan4 epitopes than did the wild-type plant tissue, with bmr-6 showing the 
largest increase. Inoculation with C. phytofermentans resulted in removal of many of the 
oxalate and carbonate-extractable xylan-3 epitopes, although some xylan-3 epitopes 
appeared to be more resistant to degradation than others (Figure 2.3). The oxalate-
extractable xylan-3 epitopes were substantially removed from the bmr-6 and bmr-6/bmr-
12 walls after inoculation. The effect of bacterial inoculation was also dramatic in the 
carbonate-extractable xylan-3 epitopes from bmr-6 and bmr6-bmr-12 walls. In carbonate 
extracts of inoculated samples, a significant reduction in the abundance of pectic-
arabinogalactan epitopes recognized by the rhamnogalacturonan-I/arabinogalactan group 
of antibodies was also apparent. Xyloglucan epitopes extracted by 4 mol/l potassium 
hydroxide (KOH) were significantly reduced in microbe-treated wild type, bmr-6 and 
bmr-6/bmr-12 plants, and only subtle reductions in various xylan epitopes were noted in 
the 1 mol/l and 4 mol/l KOH extracts. Lastly, a marked reduction in arabinogalactan 
epitopes recognized by the arabinogalactan-2, -3, and -4 antibodies was seen in all wall 
extracts from inoculated samples. 
The grass family Poaceae, which includes S. bicolor, has a typical stem 
composition consisting of cellulose, lignin, and the hemicellulose arabinoxylan (Smith 
and Harris 1999). Therefore, we focused our attention on the relative abundance of xylan 
epitopes as detected by 14 antibodies that recognize a wide range of xylan epitopes 
(Pattathil et al 2010). To further examine the effect of bacterial inoculation, we the 
assessed the difference between each of the five inoculated replicates, and calculated the 
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mean of the uninoculated ELISA values for each genotype. These values are an estimate 
of polysaccharide conversion by C. phytofermentans. The antibody groups xylan-1 and 
xylan-2 tended not to change between treatment or genotype, or did not bind to the wall 
at all. Even though xylans were present in the 1 mol/l and 4 mol/l KOH-extractable 
fractions, only very small changes were seen after inoculation, regardless of genotype. 
However, within the oxalate-extractable fraction, the xylan-4 antibodies detected a 
significantly smaller change in wild-type xylan compared with the bmr-6 mutant xylan 
(Figure 2.4A). In the carbonate extractable fraction, there was a smaller effect of 
inoculation, as detected by the xylan-3b antibodies, on the wild-type plant than on the 
bmr-6 and bmr-6/bmr-12 mutants (Figure 2.4B), and a smaller effect of inoculation, as 
detected by the xylan-4 antibodies, on the wild-type plant than on the bmr-12 and bmr-
6/bmr-12 mutants (Figure 2.4B). Overall, the changes in extractable polysaccharide 
epitopes of the cell-wall fractions indicate that loosely integrated xylans and pectins are 
the primary polysaccharide targets of C. phytofermentans, and that these are more 
accessible in the bmr mutants than in the wild type. 
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Figure 2.5 Genetic differences in ethanol yield are not the result of differential particle size of 
sorghum near-isogenic lines. (A) After grinding, replicate samples (n = 3) were subject to analytical 
sieving, and fractions weighed to determine the percentage of total weight. (B) The 53 to 62.5 μm sieve 
fraction was tested for ethanol yield as previously described. Means ± SEM annotated with the same letter 
are not significantly different at P < 0.05 (Student’s t-test). 
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2.4.3 Effect of feedstock particle size on ethanol concentration 
Among the many pleiotropic effects of bmr mutations in sorghum is an effect on 
the rigidity of cell walls, reflected as increased lodging of field-grown plants (Pedersen et 
al 2005). That being the case, it might be possible that differences in digestibility, 
measured by ethanol concentration, are a product of differences between genotypes in the 
particle-size distribution after grinding. 
In this study, ground and washed plant material was separated based on particle 
size by analytical sieving before inoculation (Figure 2.5A). The largest fraction was 
greater than 125 μm. and approximately 10% of the samples were composed of particles 
smaller than 53 μm. The fraction ranging from 53 to 62.5 μm was tested for digestibility, 
and the results were similar to two experiments in which all fractions were tested (Figure 
2.5B). The wild-type plant yielded significantly less ethanol than the bmr6 and bmr12 
mutants. The double mutant once again exhibited an additive effect, with nearly twice the 
ethanol concentration as the wild type. Again, the single mutants were not significantly 
different from each other. Thus, when the particle size of the plant feedstock was held 
within a very narrow range, results were similar to those from experiments using the 
complete range of particle sizes. 
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Figure 2.6 Natural variation in ethanol yield among five Brachypodium distachyon accessions. Stems 
of fully senesced plants were ground and incubated for 3 days with Clostridium phytofermentans. Data are 
means ± SEM of three replicates; bars annotated with the same letter are not significantly different at P < 
0.05 (Scheffé’s test for multiple comparisons). 
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2.4.4 The effect of genetic variation on the biological conversion efficiency of 
sorghum landraces, Brachypodium distachyon accessions, and shrub-willow 
germplasm 
We measured feedstock quality of 16 sorghum landrace populations originating 
from western, north-central, eastern, and southern regions of Africa. together with a 
modern cultivar developed in the USA, RTx430. The plants sampled were S1 families, 
that is, the progeny of a single self-fertilized individual from Plant Introductions (Plant 
Genetic Resources Conservation Unit, Griffin, GA, USA). The family means from the 
bioassay ranged from 26.5 to 39.4 mg ethanol/g feedstock (Table 2.1). Accessions PI 
300120 and PI 365024 did not produce detectable quantities of ethanol, and were 
therefore not included in the analysis. The percentage of the variance contributed by each 
source of variation for ethanol yield was estimated by calculation of variance components 
(Table 2.2). Variance components attributed to genotype accounted for 72.49% of the 
variance, and there was no significant effect of S. bicolor subspecies or country of origin. 
Analysis of variance of three independent ‘Atlas’ near-isogenic line (NIL) experiments 
revealed that the effects of experiment and genotype were significant (P <0.01). There 
was no significant genotype × experiment interaction effect, therefore, no change in the 
magnitude of the differences between genotypes across experiments was seen. Variance 
components attributed to genotype were greater than those for environment and genotype 
× environment interaction. 
A similar continuous range in ethanol concentration was seen within a collection 
of 14 shrub-willow genotypes (Table 2.3). The genotype means showed no pattern with 
parentage of the seven Salix species pedigrees. The cultivar with the highest ethanol 
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yield, ‘Canastota’, produced a mean concentration of 38.3 mg ethanol/g feedstock. The 
cultivar with the lowest feedstock quality, ‘Otisco’, produced 26.9 mg ethanol/g 
feedstock. 
Five accessions of the energy-crop model species B. distachyon exhibited a 
supernatant ethanol range of 47.4 to 64.0 mg ethanol/g feedstock. Scheffé’s multiple 
range test separated the accessions into distinct groups (Figure 2.6). Two genetically 
similar accessions from Iraq, Bd2-3 and Bd3-1, were the most and second least digestible 
accessions, respectively. The accession yielding the lowest supernatant ethanol 
concentration (47.35 mg ethanol/g feedstock) was Bd30-1, which originated from Spain. 
The average supernatant ethanol concentrations of the sorghum landraces (31.7 mg 
ethanol/g feedstock) and the willow cultivars (32.1 mg ethanol/g feedstock after 5 days 
incubation) were considerably lower than that of the B. distachyon accessions (54.4 mg 
ethanol/g feedstock). 
2.4 Discussion 
Some key crop species, such as maize, wheat, and rice, have been domesticated 
from about 10,000 years ago, and have been under continuous selection for important 
agronomic and quality traits. Whereas progenitor species of many crops are 
unrecognizable from their domesticated counterparts, many of our potential energy crops 
are at best just a few crosses away from the wild accessions. Miscanthus, switchgrass, 
energy cane, and willow are just beginning the process of domestication. Thus, there is 
equivalent potential for improvement of fuel yield per unit of land through breeding of 
energy crops, but this must be accomplished in an abbreviated timeframe to have an 
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effect on global climate change (Heaton et al 2008; Jessup 2009). One trait to improve 
upon is the ease of biomass deconstruction to simple sugars that are suitable for 
conversion to a liquid fuel (Ragauskas et al 2006). Many species have demonstrated 
genetic variation in digestibility for both forage quality and enzymatic digestion, thus 
traditional plant breeding facilitated by suitable phenotypic assays, such as the 
bioconversion approach described here, will lead to a more efficient biofuels industry 
(Barriere et al 2003; Sarath et al 2008). The overall content and composition of cell-wall 
lignin has proven to be a significant determining factor for lignocellulosic biomass 
digestibility (Chen and Dixon 2007; Li et al 2008). In the 1920s, agronomists identified 
the first lignin mutants in maize as genotypes with characteristic browning of the leaf 
midrib, hence the mutant name ‘brown midrib’ (Jorgensen 1931). Negative perturbation 
of multiple points in the lignin biosynthetic pathway results in increased digestibility in 
numerous species including maize, sorghum, switchgrass, tall fescue, alfalfa, tobacco, 
and poplar (Li et al 2008; Bonawitz and Chapple 2010). In both sorghum and maize, 
mutations in the CAD or COMT genes have been identified as causes for the brown 
midrib phenotype (Vignols et al 1995; Xin et al 2008). 
The bioconversion assay described here was developed using a well-characterized 
set of sorghum bmr NILs, the same samples previously described by Dien. (Dien et al 
2009). In this study, the Klason lignin content was 15% lower in the bmr-6 and bmr-12 
single mutants than in wild-type sorghum, and nearly twice as low (27%) in the bmr-
6/bmr12 double mutant. Interestingly, no other differences were between the NILs were 
seen for carbohydrate content or non-lignin-associated measures of in vitro digestibility, 
such as neutral or acid detergent fiber (Dien et al 2009). Therefore, the differential effects 
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of C. phytofermentans inoculation on NILs is not due to the total amount of digestible 
sugars in the NILs, but rather the accessibility of those polysaccharides to enzymatic 
digestion, which is therefore strongly influenced by lignin content. Fermentation of the 
same material by S. cerevisiae after dilute acid pre-treatment and cellulase and b-
glucosidase enzymatic digestion produced improvements in ethanol-conversion 
efficiency of 11% and 17% for the single and double mutants, respectively (Dien et al 
2009). The differences in ethanol production by NILs digested by S. cerevisiae were far 
less pronounced than those digested with C. phytofermentans. Considering that xylose 
yield was roughly constant across the NILs, and that S. cerevisiae is capable of 
fermenting hexoses only, it is likely that the differences in ethanol yield were due to 
differential enzymatic release of glucose. C. phytofermentans digests plant biomass with 
secreted cellulolytic enzymes, and subsequently imports and metabolizes pentoses and 
hexoses. Thus, ethanol yield is a combined measure of the digestibility of hemicelluloses 
and cellulose. 
  To gain a greater understanding into why ethanol yields might be greater with the 
bmr mutants, we assayed the polysaccharide content both before and after inoculation, 
using a comprehensive collection of 147 glycan-directed monoclonal antibodies to 
quantify changes in most major classes of cell-wall polysaccharides (Pattathil et al 2010). 
Considering the minute quantities of pectins in sorghum stems (Hatfield et al 1999), we 
focused on changes in the abundance of xylan, which accounted for a substantial 
proportion of the overall biomass content (Dien et al 2009). The relative amount of 
extractable xylan differed between the NILs, as did the difference in extractable xylan 
metabolized by C. phytofermentans. Therefore, the increased quantities of ethanol 
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produced from the bmr mutants is in part due to the increased accessibility of xylan to 
hydrolysis. 
Although it was apparent that there are genetic differences in plant properties that 
influence feedstock digestibility, several analyses of sorghum, maize, and alfalfa lignin 
mutants revealed genotype × chemical pre-treatment interaction effects. In other words, 
the magnitude of the differences between genotypes or even their rank order will change 
depending on the method of pretreatment. Enzymatic release of glucose from the maize 
lignin mutant bm1 was equivalent to that of wild type after alkali pre-treatment, but 
significantly greater after acid pre-treatment (Santoro et al 2010). Relative to untreated 
sorghum, the difference between wild-type sorghum and the sorghum lignin mutants 
bmr-3 and bmr-12 diminished after dilute acid pre-treatment (Saballos et al 2008). In the 
same study, mutations in other loci resulting in a bmr phenotype produced little or no 
change in response to pre-treatment. Similarly, the magnitude of the difference in 
enzymatic saccharification between wild-type alfalfa and plants downregulated for 
several different lignin genes varied in response to acid pre-treatment (Chen and Dixon 
2007). In the case of plants downregulated for CCoAMT, a significant difference from 
wild type was seen only in the absence of pre-treatment. By contrast, the difference in 
hydrolysis efficiency between C4H and HCT downregulated plants and wild type was 
twice as large in the absence of pretreatment. After treatment with 15% ammonium 
hydroxide the hydrolysis yield potential of a large panel of sorghum accessions ranged 
from the same level as that of the untreated sorghum up to an approximately threefold 
increase over the untreated plants (Vandenbrink et al 2010). The goal of pre-treatment is 
to improve the accessibility of the polysaccharides to hydrolysis (Kumar et al 2009). 
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Clearly, there is a complex relationship between efficiency of feedstock utilization and 
pre-treatment. In this study, we attempted to maximize the ease of conducting the 
bioconversion quality assay and to maximize the sensitivity of the assay to detect genetic 
differences. Although small differences in genetic potential may not be relevant in certain 
industrial scenarios, detection remains important for development of energy crops. 
Consistent and incremental progress in modern plant breeding is the product of changing 
the frequencies of alleles with small additive effects. Thus, a sensitive assay is required to 
detect such variation, and certain pretreatments may diminish sensitivity. 
We measured significant genetic variation among collections of two plant taxa 
considered to have excellent potential as energy crops, sorghum and shrub willow, and a 
model for grasses, B. distachyon (Rooney et al 2007; Initiative TIB 2010). The variation 
was notable considering that the samples tested by no means represent the overall genetic 
variation within each taxon. Thus, we would expect a wider range of phenotypic variation 
with an increase in sample number and diversity. The ethanol yields from sorghum were 
similar to those from willow, ranging from 26.5 to 39.4 mg ethanol/g feedstock. For 
willow, no significant correlations were seen between ethanol yield and biomass 
compositional data (Serapiglia and Smart, unpublished data). Most of the variation could 
be attributed to genetics rather than to experimental differences; consequently, routine 
gain from selection could be expected in the range of variation detected. At the same 
time, the assay could clearly identify differences between major genetic perturbations in 
biomass composition (typical of the bmr mutations) and continuous variation among 
natural and segregating populations. The most digestible genotypes from all three biofuel 
crop taxa yielded approximately 25% more ethanol that the most recalcitrant. This is only 
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slightly less than the differences between wild-type sorghum and the single-gene bmr 
mutants. The quantity of material tested is well within the amount of stem biomass 
typically produced by a single plant of rapid-cycling model plants such as Arabidopsis 
thaliana and B. distachyon. We are currently using this system in a 96-well format, 
which, combined with a commercial robotics preparation, is capable of throughput levels 
required by a core feedstock testing facility for plant breeding and mutant screens 
(Santoro et al 2010, Gomez et al 2010). 
2.5 Conclusions 
In this paper we have described a laboratory assay that quantifies the amount of 
ethanol produced by C. phytofermentans cultured on plant biomass. This approach may 
be useful to estimate the potential effects of pretreatment, conversion methods, and 
microbial and plant genetic diversity on biofuel manufacturing. The assay is capable of 
measuring subtle genetic differences within energy crops and the research model species 
B. distachyon, making it particularly useful for genetic analysis of the mechanisms 
underlying plant feedstock amenability to biological conversion. The C. phytofermentans 
bioassay provides a means of assessing feedstock quality in terms of both digestibility 
and conversion. 
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CHAPTER 3 
A HIGH-THROUGHPUT BIOLOGICAL CONVERSION ASSAY FOR 
DETERMINING LIGNOCELLULOSIC QUALITY 
 
 
Published work: Lee, S. J., T. A. Warnick, S. B. Leschine and S. P. Hazen (2012). A 
High-Throughput Biological Conversion Assay for Determining Lignocellulosic Quality 
High-Throughput Phenotyping in Plants. J. Normanly, Humana Press. 918: 341-349. 
3.1 Summary 
 Lignocellulosic biomass is a source of low cost polysaccharides that some 
microbes can deconstruct and convert into liquid transportation fuel. Feedstocks vary in 
their ease of use depending on their source and handing. Estimating conversion 
amenability is useful to determine the effects of biomass pretreatment and genetic 
potential for the purposes of energy crop breeding and genetics. Here we describe a small 
scale high-throughput assay that measures ethanol production from a culture of plant 
biomass and the ethanologen Clostridium phytofermentans. 
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3.2 Introduction 
Fossil fuels are a finite resource and the practice of burning them to meet our 
energy needs has resulted in the highest atmospheric CO2 concentrations in over 800,000 
years (Luthi et al 2008; Archer et al 2009). A potential alternative is renewable energy 
derived from sources not irreversibly exhausted by their use. In 2010, the US produced 
more than 13 billion gallons (46 billion L) of ethanol mostly by fermentation of starch 
milled predominantly from corn grain (DOE-Energy Information Administration, 2011). 
The Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 mandated that 36 billion gallons 
(136 billion L) of biofuels be blended into gasoline, diesel, and jet fuel by 2022. This 
legislation capped the amount of biofuels derived from corn starch at 15 billion gallons 
(60.6 billion L) and specified that 21 billion gallons (79.5 billion L) be derived from 
lignocellulosic sources such as crop or forest residues and dedicated energy crops such as 
energy sorghum, switchgrass, and shrub willow (Ragauskas et al 2006). A joint study by 
the DOE and USDA determined that there is an annual supply of greater than one billion 
tons of non-grain biomass available from forestry and agricultural resources to support a 
renewable biofuels industry, a great deal more than enough to meet the US government’s 
target of 30% displacement of current US gasoline by 2030 (Somerville 2006). In order 
to better reach this goal and maintain a plant feedstock derived biofuel industry that is 
carbon neutral or negative, energy crop yield per unit area will need to be maximized 
under low input conditions and the biomass should be amenable to facile deconstruction. 
A key bottleneck in cellulosic biofuels production, which limits its cost 
effectiveness, is the initial break down of biomass into simple sugars (Lynd et al 2008). A 
central issue of importance for reducing processing costs is decreasing the recalcitrance 
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of lignocellulosic biomass, which can be accomplished by several methods of chemical 
or physical pretreatment (Brodeur et al 2011). There is also extensive genetic variation 
among and within plant species for feedstock properties (e.g., Barrière et al 2003; 
Barrière et al 2006; Serapiglia et al 2009; Vandenbrink et al 2010; Santoro et al 2010; 
Gomez et al 2010). Beyond the expectation of high biomass yield with few inputs on 
marginal land, energy crops lack similar quality standards, a principal reason being the 
lack of a standing lignocellulosic biofuels industry to institute parameters. Tomatoes and 
beans must withstand the canning process, potatoes must chip with conventional form 
and color, and wheat must be a predictable ingredient for products like pastries or 
leavened bread. We developed an assay to estimate the ease at which a specific feedstock 
can be digested and converted to ethanol using a simulated consolidated bioprocessing 
approach. Here we describe an approach using a well-developed microbial system, C. 
phytofermentans, as a bioassay to measure feedstock digestibility and thereby determine 
the potential effects of altered feedstock traits and treatments. The use of C. 
phytofermentans takes into consideration specific organismal interactions, which will 
certainly be critical in single stage fermentation or consolidated bioprocessing. Briefly, 
stem tissue from completely senesced plants is pulverized in a ball mill, inoculated with 
C. phytofermentans, and allowed to grow anaerobically. Total sample requirements are as 
low as 20 mg, making multiple measurements of stems from very small plants such as 
Brachypodium distachyon and Arabidopsis thaliana possible.  Supernatant ethanol 
concentration measured by HPLC (high performance liquid chromatography) is used as 
the metric to estimate feedstock quality and conversion efficiency. These results 
demonstrate that we are capable of measuring subtle but industrially relevant genetic 
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diversity among energy crops and their research model species. Our novel assay permits 
determination of the potential effects of numerous variables in biofuel production, 
including the ability to measure the impact of pretreatment, conversion processes, 
microbial and plant genetic diversity in digestibility.  In contrast to other established 
methods, the C. phytofermentans bioassay provides a direct and quantitative means of 
assessing feedstock quality, both in terms of digestibility and conversion. 
3.3 Materials 
3.3.1. Plant biomass washing 
1. Biomass samples should be placed in plastic tube 2X the volume of the 
biomass to be washed. The tube should then be filled with 70% (v/v) 
ethanol solution and incubated in a water bath at 70°C for 30 min. 
2. Centrifuge tubes for 5 min at 5,000 rpm, pour off the supernatant, replace 
with fresh ethanol solution, vortex to mix, and return to the water bath for 
an additional 30 min. 
3. Centrifuge tubes for 5 min at 5,000 rpm, pour off the supernatant, and 
wash with a 70% (v/v) methanol solution as above. 
4. Samples can be dried in a fume hood with the caps removed for 24 h. To 
accelerate drying, bake tubes in a 50°C oven overnight. 
5. Using a 25.0 mL stainless steel grinding jar with one 15 mm stainless steel 
grinding ball per jar, homogenize samples using a Retsch Mixer Mill 
MM400 for 3 min at 30 Hz (see Note 1). A robotic platform can be used 
to facilitate high-throughput sample preparation (see Note 2). 
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3.3.2 M6 media components 
3.3.2.1 Modified Balch’s trace elements (BTE) (1 L) 
1. Dissolve 1.5 g nitriolotriacetic acid (NTA) in 500 mL dH20 and adjust pH 
to 6.5 using 1M KOH.  
2. Add the following salts one at a time: 3.0 g MgSO4.7H2O, 0.5 g 
MnSO4
.4H2O, 1.0 g NaCl, 0.1 g FeSO4
.7H2O, 0.1 g CoCl2
.6H2O, 0.1 g 
CaCl2, 0.1 g ZnSO4
.7H2O, 0.01 g CuSO 5H20, 0.01 g AlK(SO4)2
.12H2O, 
0.01 g H3BO3, 0.01 g Na2MoO4
.2H2O, 0.03 g NiSO4.6H2O, 0.02 g 
Na2SeO3, 0.02 g Na2WO4.2H20. 
3. Make up to 1 L with dH2O. 
4. Autoclave to sterilize. 
3.3.2.2 XT2 solution (100 mL) 
1. Dissolve 0.25 g xanthine and 0.25 g thymine in 99 mL of dH2O and 1ml 
6N NaOH 
2. Filter sterilize using a 0.22 μm syringe filter or autoclave. 
3.3.2.3. AA1 solution (100 mL) 
1. Dissolve 0.5 g alanine, 0.5 g arginine, 0.5 g histidine, 0.5 g isoleucine, 0.5 
g leucine, 0.5 g methionine, 0.5 g proline, and 0.5 g valine in 95 mL dH20 
2. Make up to 100mL 
3. Filter sterilize using a 0.22 μm syringe filter or autoclave 
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3.3.3 M6 media preparation (100 mL) 
1. Dissolve 0.2 g NaH2PO4, 1.0 g K2HPO4, 0.1 g (NH4)2SO4, 0.1 g 
cysteine.HCl in 92 mL dH20. 
2. Add 1.0 mL AA1 solution, 4.0 mL XT2 solution, 1.0 mL BTE solution. 
1. Add 0.1 mL of 0.1% Resazurin solution, (pH should be approximately 7.2, 
do not adjust) (see Note 3). 
3. Transfer to round bottom flask and heat until boiling, then immediately 
remove from heat. 
4. Place on heated stir plate and de-oxygenate under nitrogen stream until 
media has turned clear (see Note 4). 
5. Utilize this media in either the 96-well or 30.0mL tube procedures. 
3.3.4 Culturing components 
3.3.4.1 CPV4 vitamin mix (100 mL) 
1. Dissolve 4.0 mg p-aminobenzoic acid, 0.1 mg biotin, 0.6 mg folinic acid, 
8.0 mg nicotinamide, 0.5 mg pantethine, 0.4 mg pyridoxal HCl, 3.0 mg 
riboflavin, 1.0 mg thiamine in 95mL dH2O.  
2. Adjust pH to 7 using 1N NaOH and dissolve. 
3. Make up to 100mL and filter sterilize using a 0.22 μm syringe filter.  
4. Store at 4°C.  
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3.4 Methods 
3.4.1 Inoculum preparation 
1. Prepare M6 liquid media and CP4 vitamin mix according to Materials 
section as well as a 10% cellobiose (w/v) solution (see Note 5). 
2. Dispense 9.8 mL of M6 media into individual 30.0 mL glass anaerobic 
culture tubes with rubber stoppers, flush with nitrogen stream until 
solution becomes clear (see Note 6). 
3. Cool tubes to room temperature using ice bath. Remove from nitrogen 
stream and seal rubber stopper tightly to ensure the media remains 
anaerobic while in the autoclave (see Note 7). 
4. Autoclave, then allow tubes to cool to room temperature before using. 
5. Clostridium phytofermentans ISDg (ATCC 700394) inoculum is prepared 
from frozen stock for all experiments. To prepare fresh culture, add 0.1 
mL of CP4 vitamin mix and 0.1 mL of 10% cellobiose solution to one 
tube of M6 media.  
6. Thaw a frozen culture of C. phytofermentans from stock and add 0.1 mL 
of completely thawed stock solution to freshly prepared media. 
7. Incubate C. phytofermentans inoculum for 48 hr at 30°C.  
8. Transfer 0.1 mL of the inoculum to a fresh tube of M6 media along with 
0.1 mL of CPV4 vitamin mix and 0.1 mL of 10% (w/v) cellobiose 
solution. 
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9. Incubate 24 hr prior to inoculating samples. 
3.4.2 Inoculation of samples in 96-well format 
1. Dispense 20.0 mg of washed plant material into 2.2 mL square well 
autoclave safe 96-deep-well plate (see Note 8).  
2. Add 0.98 mL of M6 media to each well using a multi-channel pipette. Seal 
with adhesive plate foil (see Note 9). 
3. Before autoclaving, apply a clamp to the top of the plate to maintain the 
seal during sterilization (Figure 3.1) (see Note 10). Allow plates to cool to 
room temperature before inoculating. 
4. Add 0.01 mL CP5 vitamin mix and 0.01 mL of prepared C. 
phytofermentans inoculum to each well utilizing a multi-channel pipet (see 
Note 11).  
5. Seal plate using a new adhesive foil directly overtop of the perforated foil 
and place in incubator at 30°C for 72 hr.  
6. Centrifuge plates for 10 min at 5000 rpm. 
7. Remove 1.0 mL of sample supernatant and filter into 2.0 mL screw-top 
HPLC vials using a 0.22 μm syringe filter  
8. Analyze samples for ethanol concentration utilizing an HPLC with 
refractive index (RI) detection (see Note 12). 
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3.3 Inoculation of Samples in 30.0 mL glass tube format 
1. Dispense 50.0 mg washed plant materials into 30.0 mL glass anaerobic 
culture tubes with rubber stoppers (see Note 4).  
2. Dispense 9.8 mL of M6 media into individual 30.0 mL glass anaerobic 
culture tubes with rubber stoppers, flush with nitrogen stream until 
solution becomes clear (see Note 6). 
3. Cool tubes to room temperature using ice bath. Remove from nitrogen 
stream and seal rubber stopper tightly to ensure media remains anaerobic 
while in the autoclave (see Note 7). 
4. Autoclave, then allow tubes to cool to room temperature before using. 
5. Transfer 0.1 mL of the prepared C. phytofermentans inoculum and 0.1 mL 
of CP5 vitamin mix, mixing gently. Seal tubes and place in incubator at 
30°C for 72 hr. 
6. Remove 1.0 mL of sample supernatants and filter samples into 2.0 mL 
screw-top HPLC vials using a 0.22 μm syringe filter  
7. Analyze samples for ethanol concentration utilizing an HPLC with RI 
detection (see Note 11). 
3.5 Notes 
4 Stems from woody species such as shrub willow or whole maize plants require initial 
processing with a cutting mill to reduce particle size before the final washing and 
grinding steps. 
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5 For higher throughput processing, Labman Automation Ltd. (Stokesley, North 
Yorkshire, UK) manufactures custom automated platforms to grind and dispensing 
weighed plant powder (see Refs. Santoro et al 2010; Gomez et al 2010; Foster et al 
2010). 
6 Resazurin is an indicator that will turn a solution pink in the presence of oxygen. If at 
any point a solution intended to be anaerobic turns pink, return to nitrogen stream 
until the solution is clear. 
7 For all bench work not done in an anaerobic chamber, we utilized a Hungate 
apparatus described in (see Ref. Hungate 1969). Briefly, a furnace is utilized to heat 
copper inside of a glass tube, impure nitrogen is then passed through the tubing 
allowing any oxygen present to react and oxidize the copper. The deoxygenated 
nitrogen gas is then utilized to work anaerobically at the bench.  
8 The 10% cellobiose (w/v) solution serves as a simple substrate for C. 
phytofermentans cultures and can be filter-sterilized using a 0.22 μm syringe filter. 
9 For best results keep M6 stock on a stirring hot plate just below boiling temperature 
and under nitrogen stream to prevent oxygenation of media. 
10 To secure the stoppers throughout autoclaving, the tube rack should be placed inside a 
clamp. Briefly, two flat stainless steel plates (12.75”x6.25"x0.25") are connected 
using 9" stainless steel bolts in each of the four corners and secured with eight 1/2" 
bolts, four 1/2" washers, and four metal tabs (4"x3") to act as fasteners. A dense foam 
mat is secured between the stoppers and the top plate. 
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11 Following sterilization, plates should remain inside an anaerobic chamber. Plates with 
plant material should be left for 24 hr in anaerobic chamber to remove residual 
oxygen. In our experience, shrub willow biomass is considerably more recalcitrant 
than grasses. Add 2X biomass or culture for twice as long when working with woody 
species.  
12 Media and inoculum can be added to the sealed plate by puncturing the foil above 
each well with the multi-channel pipette tips. 
13 To maintain the foil seal throughout autoclaving, the plate should be placed inside a 
custom clamp. Briefly, two flat cast aluminum plates (6.5 in. x 4 in. x 0.25 in.) are 
connected using two 3 in. stainless steel bolts, two 0.5 in. washers, and fastened by 
two 1.0 in. wing nuts. A dense foam mat is secured between the top plate and the 
clamp. 
14 Do not add inoculum to wells that will serve as uninoculated control. 
15 For example, we utilized a Waters Breeze 2 HPLC with RI detection with a 7.8 x 
150mm IC-Pak Ion Exclusion column at 75°C with 0.5mM sulfuric acid mobile phase 
at a 1.0 mL/min flow rate and 5 μL injections. The RI detector was set to 30°C with a 
sensitivity setting of 32, 0.2 sec time constant and a 5 measurements/sec sampling 
rate. In order to calculate ethanol concentrations, a serial dilution of ethanol must be 
created and run on HPLC. Utilizing this, conduct a linear regression of the standards 
to create your ethanol standard curve. The linear regression of this standard curve will 
enable estimation of actual quantities of ethanol of your samples. 
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3.7 Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3.1 96-well plate format for bioconversion assay. Applying pressure to the top of the plate with a 
clamp is necessary to maintain the foil seal during autoclaving. 
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Fig 3.2 Clostridium phytofermentans produces ethanol as a fermentation byproduct. HPLC-refractive 
index detection analysis of fermentation byproducts from sorghum inoculated with C. phytofermentans. 
Peaks from 2.0 to 4.0 min retention time are congruent with media additives of MQM5.1 minimal medium. 
Acetic acid and ethanol elute at 5.55 and 8.00 min respectively. 
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CHAPTER 4 
QTL MAPPING FOR BIOMASS ACCUMULATION AND BIOFUEL 
FEEDSTOCK QUALITY IN BRACHYPODIUM DISTACHYON 
4.1 Introduction 
 There is a growing demand for cost-effective renewable fuels. Corn-based ethanol 
has been the primary source of biofuels to date. However, utilizing a food crop for the 
production of bioenergy negates many of the economic and environmental benefits by 
causing additional competition between food and fuel markets. As an added concern, 
maize requires heavy fertilization and high-quality soil for optimal growth (Hill et al 
2009). Lignocellulosic biomass presents an appealing source of low-cost sugars for the 
production of bioethanol. Currently, second-generation biofuel crops, including 
switchgrass, miscanthus, and poplar, are being proposed due to the fact that they are not 
food crops, require minimal inputs, and can thrive on marginal lands (Sanderson and 
Adler 2008; Bevan et al 2010; Graham-Rowe 2011). In order to realize the potential of 
these dedicated biofuel crops, there must be a concerted effort towards increasing 
desirable bioenergy traits including increased biomass and quality. Increasing total yields 
will provide the necessary biomass to feed a growing biofuel industry. At the same time, 
increasing the quality of that biomass, in regards to how easily it is converted to simple 
sugars and fermented to produce liquid fuels, will decrease the costs and energy 
requirements for processing. Improvements in these two key areas will enable biofuels to 
become an economically viable alternative to fossil fuels (Hill et al 2009; Bevan et al 
2010; Byrt et al 2011). 
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 Brachypodium distachyon has emerged as an ideal model grass species to 
accelerate gene discovery for the improvement of yield and conversion efficiency. B. 
distachyon has many desirable traits for a model organism, including short stature and 
life cycle, sequenced and annotated genomes, growing germplasm, and well-established 
transformation protocols (Christiansen et al 2005; Garvin et al 2008; Filiz et al 2009; 
Bevan et al 2010; Vogel et al 2010; Brkljacic et al 2011; Mur et al 2011).  Additionally, it 
is a relative of many of the proposed second-generation biofuel feedstocks, including 
switchgrass, miscanthus, sorghum, and sugarcane, all of which are grasses in the Poaceae 
family (Wu and Ge 2012). Gene discovery is the key towards moving quickly enough to 
make dedicated biofuel crops competitive in the global fuel market.  
 There is already significant and growing interest towards understanding the 
genetic basis for plant yield. Biomass accumulation is a highly polygenic trait and has 
been associated with a wide range of biological processes including carbon fixation and 
assimilation, nitrogen utilization, and plant hormone levels (Murray et al 2000; Jahn et al 
2011; Biemelt et al 2004). Increased lignin levels have been shown to decrease biomass 
digestibility; therefore, while total biomass accumulation is increased, conversion of that 
biomass to biofuels may be significantly decreased (Chen and Dixon 2007; Novaes et al 
2010; Lee et al 2012a). Additionally, studying phenotypes closely correlated with total 
biomass accumulation, such as plant height, may lead to novel discoveries. Uncovering 
genetic mechanisms that underlie these important processes may allow for increased 
biomass accumulation without sacrificing biomass quality. A quantitative trait locus 
(QTL) mapping experiment in maize for plant height implicated gibberellins (GA), as 
well as additional plant hormones including abscisic acid (ABA), auxin, and 
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brassinosteroids (Salas Fernandez et al 2009).  Moreover, a QTL experiment in A. 
thaliana found that mapping of particular metabolites, including citrate, sucrose, Gly-3-
phosphate, could serve as reliable predictors of QTLs for plant biomass accumulation 
(Meyer et al 2007). Biomass accumulation is a phenotype with extremely diverse genetic, 
physiological, and environmental contributors. Understanding some of the genetic 
components underlying this diverse phenotype may enable increased biomass production 
while minimizing inputs and negative impacts on feedstock quality. 
Clearly there must be other considerations beyond simply increasing plant yield, 
as one of the most energy-intensive steps in biofuel production is the mechanical, 
chemical, and enzymatic degradation of plant biomass into simple sugars.  Feedstock 
quality, or digestibility and suitability for conversion, is a measure of how easily simple 
sugars can be extracted and fermented for use as biofuels. The majority of lignocellulosic 
biomass is derived from thick secondary cell walls deposited after primary growth has 
ceased (Gomez et al 2008). Secondary cell walls in grasses are comprised primarily of 
cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. Cellulose microfibrils, made of β-(1,4) linked D-
glucose monomers, are a major component of both the primary and secondary cell walls 
of vascular plants. Hemicelluloses are a much more diverse group of matrix 
polysaccharides, including xylans, arabinoxylans, and xyloglucans. Hemicelluloses 
crosslink with cellulose microfibrils and serve to strengthen the cell wall. These two 
polysaccharide components represent ~70% of the total above-ground biomass in 
temperate grasses (Vogel 2008). Lignin, a heterogeneous phenolic polymer, is the 
primary non-sugar component of the secondary cell wall. Lignin polymers increase the 
recalcitrance and hydrophobicity of the cell wall by crosslinking to hemicelluloses and 
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cellulose microfibrils (Bonawitz and Chapple 2010). Increased lignin levels have been 
shown to decrease biomass digestibility, therefore while total biomass accumulation is 
increased, conversion of that biomass to biofuels may be significantly decreased (Chen 
and Dixon 2007; Novaes et al 2010; Lee et al 2012a). 
 The composition and organization of the plant cell wall can drastically impact 
how amenable it is to deconstruction. In turn, this significantly influences the amount of 
energy and time required to make sugars available for fermentation. Lignin has been the 
primary target for modification to increase feedstock quality due to its role in 
strengthening the cell wall and also the fact that it is a non-fermentable component of the 
total plant biomass (Grabber et al 2004; Bonawitz and Chapple 2010). Numerous studies 
have shown that reducing lignin content significantly increases digestibility (Chen and 
Dixon 2007; Dien et al 2009; Lorenz et al 2009; Lee et al 2012a). However, depending 
on the system of conversion, the types and quantity of hemicellulose and the total 
cellulose content may be important factors to consider, as well (Lorenz et al 2009). 
Additionally, alterations in the arrangement and interaction of cellulose, hemicellulose, 
and lignin may impact enzymatic interaction with the plant cell wall, influencing overall 
digestibility (Ding et al 2012). There is significant, observable natural variation for 
feedstock quality in numerous species including maize, rice, sorghum, and B. distachyon 
(Lorenz et al 2009; Jahn et al 2011; Lee et al 2012a). Determining the genetic basis of 
this natural variation should allow for improvement of feedstock quality and thus biofuel 
production in general.  
 Quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping has proven to be an extremely useful tool 
for uncovering the genetic basis of polygenic traits such as biomass accumulation and 
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conversion efficiency. QTLs are individual loci that contribute to a particular polygenic 
phenotype of interest. Although QTL mapping does not reveal the identity of the causal 
gene(s) underlying each QTL, this approach does provide a narrow window in which a 
smaller number of genes must be interrogated and serves to increase the pace of gene 
discovery (Salvi and Tuberosa 2005; Balasubramanian et al 2009; Cui et al 2012). This 
strategy has been successfully used to identify genes involved in a wide variety of 
complex phenotypes in a number of different species. These include previous 
experiments to identify genes involved in biomass accumulation and digestibility. One 
study in rice uncovered 17 QTLs for hemicellulose content, including a QTL that 
significantly increased glucose content, presumably through an increase in mix-linked 
glucans (Zhang et al 2012). Additionally, attempts to map biomass accumulation have 
been successful in A. thaliana and in Eragrostis tef, an annual grass (Lisec et al 2008; 
Zeid et al 2011). One study mapped QTLs for digestibility that were independent of 
biomass accumulation, demonstrating that these two traits are not always negatively 
correlated (Brereton et al 2010). Clearly, QTL mapping is an effective method for gene 
discovery of polygenic traits. In B. distachyon, QTL mapping has also been successfully 
utilized for novel gene discovery. A RIL population (Bd21xBd3-1) was developed and 
successfully used in two separate experiments to map plant genes for pathogen resistance 
(Barbieri et al 2012; Cui et al 2012). With the resources to conduct QTL mapping in B. 
distachyon, there is an opportunity to interrogate the genetic basis for the observed 
natural variation for both biomass accumulation and feedstock quality. By identifying the 
genes underlying these two important phenotypes, it should be possible to efficiently 
improve dedicated biofuel crops. 
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4.2 Materials and methods 
4.2.1 Plant material and phenotyping 
The B. distachyon recombinant inbred line population Bd21 x Bd3-1 consists of 
165 inbred F6:7 individuals that have been genotyped using 558 unique markers 
distributed over the five chromosomes (Cui et al 2012).  In order to alleviate potential 
environmental effects on phenotypic variation, we cultivated this population in two 
separate greenhouse trials, GH1 and GH2. For each greenhouse trial, we planted 3 or 4 
biological replicates. Imbibed seeds were vernalized for one week at 4°C to synchronize 
germination. Seeds were then sown in 4x6 7.6 cm inserts in Pro-Mix potting soil (Pro-
Mix, Quakertown, PA), and grown under 18 h light and 6 h dark conditions in the 
greenhouse with supplemental light provided as needed.   
 Tiller count and stem height were recorded for completely senesced plants. Total 
plant height was measured as the length of the primary stem from the base of the plant to 
the beginning of the base of the top spikelet. Tissue was then allowed to dry, leaf tissue 
was removed, and the above ground plant material was collected for further phenotypic 
characterization. Total stem tissue weight was determined using a Metler-Toledo XS104 
scale. The tissue was then processed for grinding by cutting stems manually into ~25 mm 
sections and dispensing them into 1.5 mL Sarstedt tubes (Nümbrecht, Germany). The 
tissue was then ground and weighed on the iWall robotic platform at the Great Lakes 
Bioenergy Research Center at Michigan State University as previously described 
(Santoro et al 2010).  
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 For the purposes of the C. phytofermentans assay, we utilized 20 mg of ground, 
washed tissue. The washing process consisted of a hot 70% ethanol wash for 30 min at 
70°C, repeated twice to remove any free sugars. Samples were then dispensed into 96-
deep-well plates in triplicate for digestion by C. phytofermentans for three days. 
Supernatant from each well was collected for analysis via HPLC to determine ethanol 
concentration (Chapter 3). The average ethanol concentration for each RIL served as the 
relative measure of feedstock quality for the purposes of QTL mapping. 
4.2.2 QTL mapping 
 To map QTLs we utilized the Rqtl package in the R statistical software (Broman 
et al 2003). Genotype information for all RIL lines is described by Cui et al (Cui et al 
2012). We utilized composite interval mapping (CIM) in which a subset of markers was 
used as covariates. This approach can reduce interval size and account for linkage 
between QTLs. In total, 1000 permutations for each QTL analysis were performed, an 
approach which has been shown to produce reliable QTL maps (Brock et al 2010). QTL 
intervals were identified using a 95% Bayesian confidence interval within the Rqtl 
package (Broman et al 2003). This determines, through resampling, a genetic interval 
surrounding the QTL that we can be 95% certain contains the causal gene(s) underlying a 
particular QTL. With this information, we can relate the genetic markers to their physical 
positions on the chromosomes to determine the physical space we must search for 
candidate gene(s). 
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4.2.3 Candidate gene discovery 
The genomes for both parents in the RIL population, Bd21 and Bd3-1, have been 
completely sequenced, and Bd21 is the reference B. distachyon genome (International 
Brachypodium Initiative 2010, DOE-JGI, Walnut Creek, CA).  Initially, we determined 
the complete lists of protein-coding genes for each QTL interval generated (Tables 4.1-
4.5). From this point, we refined the gene list to include only genes that were 
polymorphic between Bd21 and Bd3-1. This was accomplished using the Joint Genome 
Institute (JGI)-/Ohio State University (OSU)-generated SNP calls for Bd3-1/Bd21 
(Phytozome V10, DOE-JGI, Walnut Creek, CA). Gene candidates were then ranked 
based on the number of SNPs, the location of the SNP (exon, promoter, or intron), and 
the nature of the SNP (premature stop codon, non-synonymous versus synonymous 
amino-acid change, or within known regulatory elements) (Associated files 1.1-1.5). The 
JGI/OSU SNP collection is particularly useful as new annotation includes small 
insertions/deletions.  
4.3.4 Generation and characterization of near-isogenic lines (NILs)  
We generated three separate near-isogenic lines in order to determine the effect of 
the BFL1 QTL. Initial genotyping of the RIL population identified varying 
heterozygosity within the BFL1 intervals in RILs 91, 98, and 137 at markers BD0845_2, 
BD0592_2, BD0414_2, and BD3980_1 (Table 4.6). We developed a cleaved amplified 
polymorphic sequences (CAPS) marker in order to genotype these individuals. We used a 
primer set, left primer (5’-TCCCCTAATTTCCTCCCATC-3’) and right primer (5’-
GAAAAGCCTCGCCTTCTTTC-3’), and standard Taq DNA polymerase PCR 
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conditions (NEB, Ipswich, MA) with an annealing temperature of 56°C for a total of 40 
cycles to amplify a 640 bp region which contains a Bradi2g01480:g729C>G 
polymorphism, resulting in a non-synonymous amino acid change in the protein. This 
amplicon was then differentially digested by the HphI restriction enzyme, resulting in 
digestion products of 396 and 195 bp for the Bd21 allele and 268, 195, and 128 bp 
fragments for Bd3-1. We used this CAPS marker to test the RIL lines and confirmed the 
heterozygous lines: RIL91, RIL98, and RIL137. We then selfed these families and tested 
the genotypes of offspring using the CAPS marker to identify individuals homozygous 
for either the Bd21 or Bd3-1 interval within each family. Once the homozygous plants 
were identified, they were grown for an additional generation, alongside both parental 
genotypes, Bd21 and Bd3-1, for additional characterization of conversion phenotypes. 
We tested conversion efficiency by pooling four individual plants for each genotype; at 
least four technical replicates were tested using the C. phytofermentans bioassay as 
described previously (Lee et al 2012b). 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Phenotypic characterization of biomass accumulation  
 We characterized height, tillering, and stem biomass for a recombinant inbred line 
(RIL) population for the cross between Bd21 and Bd3-1. Phenotypic analysis showed that 
the variances for the traits of interest – with the exception of tillering – have fairly normal 
distributions, which is ideal for QTL mapping approaches. The average phenotypic range 
for height for GH1 was 13.0 to 27.8 cm, and for trial two it was 21.2 to 31.6 cm (Fig 
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4.1A). For tillering, we observed an average range of 2.5 to 5.3 tillers for GH1 and a 
range of 1.5 to 4.3 tillers for GH2 (Fig 4.1B). For stem biomass, the observed phenotypic 
ranges were 45.3 to 176.5 mg for trial one and 44 to 182.3 mg for trial two (Fig 4.1C). 
The most dynamic phenotypic change for this population between greenhouse trials was 
for height, with a shift in overall average from 19.2 cm to 28.2 cm, an overall difference 
of 9 cm.  
 
 
Figure 4.1 Histograms of collected RIL (Bd21xBd3-1) phenotype data from two greenhouse trials. 
Phenotype data was collected for total plant height (A), tillering or stem count (B), and total stem weight 
(C).  Left and right panels show data from greenhouse trials 1 and 2, respectively.  
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4.3.2 QTL mapping for biomass accumulation traits 
 We performed QTL mapping of biomass traits using 160 individual RIL lines that 
were phenotyped over two separate greenhouse trials. All traits showed a significant 
genotype effect, except stem weight for greenhouse trial 2, as measured by ANOVA. We 
mapped three significant height QTLs for GH1, one on chromosome 1, one on 
chromosome 2, and one on chromosome 5 (Fig 4.2A). For GH2, we mapped two 
significant QTLs, one on chromosome 1 and one on chromosome 5 (Fig 4.2B). There 
was overlap in the QTL intervals for the QTL on chromosome 5, which had the highest 
LOD score of all the QTLs mapped for height in both trials.  
 We found a significant tillering QTL on chromosome 5 in GH1, but no significant 
QTLs for GH2 (Fig 4.3). For stem weight, we mapped one significant QTL for GH1 on 
chromosome 1 (Fig 4.4A). For GH2, we mapped two significant QTLs, one on 
chromosome 1 that overlaps with the GH1 QTL and an additional QTL on chromosome 2 
(Fig 4.4B). Interestingly, there is a major peak in GH1 that overlaps with the QTL on 
chromosome 2 in GH2, but this peak was not significant in the first trial. We also mapped 
one significant QTL for bioconversion using the C. phytofermentans bioassay to the top 
of chromosome 2 for GH1 (Fig 4.4). 
 Between phenotypes, we found overlap between the height and stem weight QTLs 
on chromosome 2 that we have called STEM HEIGHT/WEIGHT 1 (Shw1). There was 
also overlap between the tillering QTL and the height QTL on chromosome 5, TALL 
TILLER1 (TT1). The remaining three QTLs did not have any overlap with other QTLs: 
the height QTL for chromosome 1, HEIGHT1 (Hgt1), the QTL for stem weight on 
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chromosome 1, STEM WEIGHT1 (SW1), and finally the bioconversion QTL on 
chromosome 2, BIOFUEL1 (BFL1) (Table 4.7). 
Due to the small number of markers across the five chromosomes of B. 
distachyon, the significant QTL intervals were quite large, ranging from 490 kb for BFL1 
to 4,218 kb for SW1 (Table 4.7). These two intervals also had the largest difference in 
gene content, with BFL1 containing 70 genes, and SW1 containing 491 genes. Total 
polymorphisms within a given QTL interval did not correlate with interval size; Hgt1 had 
the fewest polymorphisms, SNPs and indels, with only 746, and TT1 was the most 
polymorphic with 7,220 total polymorphisms (Table 4.7).  
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Figure 4.2 QTL map for plant height using phenotype data from greenhouse trials 1 and 2. Three 
significant QTLs were detected on Chromosomes 1, 2, and 5 for trial 1, and two significant QTLs were 
detected for trial 2, with an overlapping QTL on Chr 5. The QTL map was analyzed using CIM with 1000 
permutations. The LOD threshold is represented by a dashed, horizontal line and signifies P < 0.05. 
A 
B 
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Figure 4.3 QTL map for tillering using phenotype data from greenhouse trials 1 and 2. One 
significant QTL was detected on Chromosome 5 for the first greenhouse trial. No significant QTLs were 
detected in the second greenhouse trial. The QTL map was analyzed using CIM with 1000 permutations. 
The LOD threshold is represented by a dashed, horizontal line and signifies P < 0.05. 
A 
B 
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Figure 4.4 QTL map for stem weight using phenotype data from greenhouse trials 1 and 2. One 
significant QTL was detected on Chromosome 1 for the first greenhouse trial. Two significant QTLs were 
detected in the second greenhouse trial, the same QTL on Chromosome 1 and an additional QTL on 
Chromosome 2. The QTL map was analyzed using CIM with 1000 permutations. The LOD threshold is 
represented by a dashed, horizontal line and signifies P < 0.05 
 
 
 
 
A 
A 
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Figure 4.5 QTL map for bioconversion phenotype from the C. phytofermentans bioassay. One 
significant QTL was detected on Chr 2. The QTL map was analyzed using CIM with 1000 permutations. 
The LOD threshold is represented by a dashed, horizontal line and signifies P< 0.05.     
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4.3.3 Testing the effect of the BFL1 QTL in NIL lines 
In order to test the phenotypic effect of the Bd3-1 allele compared to the Bd21 
BIOFUEL1 allele, we developed near-isogenic lines from individual RILs that had 
maintained heterozygosity for the BFL1 region (Table 4.6) NILs were generated based on 
segregation for a marker surrounding the L73V mutation in Bradi2g01480. After 
homozygous NILs for each parental allele were isolated, we tested bioconversion 
efficiency. NIL lines carrying the Bd21 allele were significantly more digestible and 
yielded more ethanol than the matching NIL lines with the Bd3-1 allele. The average 
between the NIL lines ranged from 81.4 to 75.5 mg ethanol/g feedstock, and the average 
difference between alleles within the NIL lines was 9.7, 8.1, and 6.6% for NIL91, NIL98, 
and NIL137, respectively. These results are in agreement with the differences in 
digestibility we found between the parental lines, which was a significant 4.7% 
difference, with the Bd21 allele leading to more ethanol production in all cases (Fig 4.6).  
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Figure 4.6 Bioconversion efficiency for near-isogenic lines segregating for a marker underlying 
Bradi2g01480. Error bars represent SEM. * denotes significance at P < 0.05; ** denotes significance at P < 
0.01 (Student’s t-test).  
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Figure 4.7 Box and scatterplot displaying ethanol yield from RILs sorted based on the marker 
underlying the BFL1 QTL for bioconversion. There is a significant difference in yield based on the 
genotype at the marker underlying the interval, BD0845_2, regardless of background. 
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4.3.4 Candidate gene discovery for the BIOFUEL1 QTL 
 To approximate the effect of the BFL1 allele, we sorted all RIL lines within the 
population by their parental allele at the marker underlying the BFL1 QTL, BD0845_2. 
There was a significant ~7% increase in conversion efficiency for individual RILs that 
were homozygous for the Bd21 allele at this marker (Figure 4.7). In order to develop a 
testable list of candidate genes for those that could be underlying the BFL1 QTL, we 
examined all genes within the QTL interval for sequence polymorphisms, gene 
expression, and annotation. To further refine the gene candidates using available gene 
annotation, we gave special consideration to genes predicted to be involved in cell wall 
biosynthesis, as there is significant literature correlating this process with conversion 
efficiency. For the biomass accumulation phenotypes (height, stem weight, and tillering), 
we took annotation into consideration, but the correlations are less well understood.  Still, 
there are implications that carbon/nitrogen utilization and plant hormone signaling, as 
well as secondary metabolite levels, are correlated to plant biomass accumulation 
(Murray et al 2000; Biemelt et al 2004; Meyer et al 2007).  
Finally, we utilized Bd21 expression to examine interesting gene expression 
profile patterns for the digestibility QTL. Microarrays for stem, leaf, and root samples 
have been conducted for the reference lines, Bd21, and expression data are available for 
the majority of genes (Trabucco et al 2013). Many genes involved in secondary cell wall 
biosynthesis have a fairly typical expression pattern; they show relatively high expression 
in stem tissue compared to root and leaf tissue (Handakumbura and Hazen 2012). Each 
gene within the BFL1 QTL was ranked based on the summation of these criteria. Genes 
were then prioritized for further examination based on these rankings. 
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We examined all 70 genes within the BFL1 interval for polymorphisms that result 
in non-synonymous amino acid changes, frame shifts, or new stop codons that could 
affect protein function and promoter SNPs that may alter gene expression (Additional 
Table 4.5, Associated File 1.5). Of those 70 genes, 33 contain such polymorphisms. 
Additionally, we examined gene expression from a microarray experiment on Bd21 leaf, 
root, and stem tissue to identify genes that showed high expression in stem, relative to 
leaf and root, which has been shown to be characteristic of genes involved in secondary 
cell wall biosynthesis (Trabucco et al 2013). We also examined gene annotations 
available from Phytozome V10 (www.phytozome.org, DOE-JGI, Walnut Creek, CA).  
Of the 33 genes that were polymorphic, one gene candidate had the characteristic 
gene expression and annotation for cell wall biosynthesis, Bradi2g01480. Bradi2g01480 
has significantly higher gene expression in stem tissue compared to either roots or leaves 
(Figure 4.8). Bradi2g01480 is a putative glucosyltransferase from the carbohydrate active 
enzyme family 61 (CaZY GT61). Similar enzymes have been characterized in the 
decoration of hemicelluloses to allow for interaction with lignin polymers within the 
secondary cell wall. Bradi2g01480 gene expression was correlated with other secondary 
cell wall biosynthesis genes, including lignin genes (CAD and COMT). Furthermore, 
Bradi2g01480 contains three non-synonymous amino acid changes for the Bd3-1 allele, a 
glycine to alanine substitution at position 4, a leucine to valine substitution at position 73, 
and a glutamine to arginine at position 90 (Figure 4.9).  
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Figure 4.8 Relative gene expression of candidate gene Bradi2g01480. Tissue samples were taken from 
leaf, root, and stem tissues; gene expression was measured via microarray and normalized against all genes 
on the array.  Data are from Trabucco et al., 2013.   
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Figure 4.9 Gene model of Bradi2g01480. Bradi2g01480 is a 660 amino acid putative glucosyltransferase 
gene on chromosome 2 containing six exons. Three non-synonymous amino acid substitutions are shown 
for the Bd3-1 accession relative to the reference line, Bd21.  
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4.4 Discussion 
 QTL mapping is an extremely useful tool for mapping polygenic traits. It has been 
successfully utilized in numerous plant species, including B. distachyon, to determine the 
genetic basis of complex traits such as disease resistance, responses to light, and total 
yield, as well as numerous other phenotypes (Balasubramanian et al 2009; Zeid et al 
2011; Barbieri et al 2012; Cui et al 2012). Understanding these complex systems through 
traditional genetic approaches such as mutant screens is often difficult, because single 
genes typically contribute only a small effect to the particular quantitative trait of interest 
(Borevitz and Chory 2004; Salvi and Tuberosa 2005). We measured biomass 
accumulation traits, including height, stem weight, and tillering, as well as biofuel 
feedstock quality as measured by the C. phytofermentans bioassay in order to perform 
QTL mapping in the Bd21 x Bd3-1 RIL population in B. distachyon.   
 For the biomass accumulation phenotypes, we found a total of four distinct QTL 
intervals: Hgt1, Shw1, TT1, and SW1. By examining biomass accumulation phenotypes 
across two independent greenhouse trials, we can begin to understand how heritable these 
QTLs are and how influenced they are by environment or by genotype-by-environment 
interactions. For Hgt1, SW1, and the height component of TT1, we found significant 
QTLs in both of the greenhouse trials, indicating a strong genetic component to these 
QTLs. Moreover, we also found more than one phenotype that mapped to the same QTL 
interval, including Shw1, a QTL for both stem weight and height, and TT1, a QTL for 
both height and tillering. These sorts of interactions between biomass accumulation 
phenotypes have been observed in previous QTL studies, including in triticale, a cross 
between wheat and rye, in which several QTLs overlapped for height and biomass 
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accumulation (Alheit et al 2014). This overlap often makes sense, as a QTL that increases 
plant height may also increase the total stem weight.  
One potential concern for the QTLs in this study is that several of the intervals are 
fairly large, and this is often attributed to the quality of marker coverage in a given RIL 
population (Salvi and Tuberosa 2005). Additional resequencing could be utilized to 
further refine the intervals as has been demonstrated previously (Balasubramanian et al 
2009).  However, in the case of the bioconversion QTL, BFL1, the interval encompassed 
a total of only 70 genes. By utilizing available sequence data, we were able to refine this 
list of genes to a total of 33 genes that contained polymorphisms with a strong possibility 
of affecting gene function. In order to further refine the candidate-gene list, we also 
utilized gene expression and annotation as indicators of genes that would be expected to 
impact bioconversion. For example, it has been shown that digestibility is often 
influenced by changes in secondary cell wall composition, such as alterations in the 
lignin biosynthesis pathway (Chen and Dixon 2007; Dien et al 2009; Lorenz et al 2009).  
Based on this information, we prioritized genes that had expression patterns similar to 
secondary cell wall genes, which are often most highly expressed in stem tissue relative 
to leaf and root. From this analysis, we found that Bradi2g01480, a glucosyltransferase 
from the CaZY family GT61, had its highest gene expression in stems, similar to what is 
observed for genes involved in the formation of the secondary cell wall. In addition, the 
expression of Bradi2g01480 had positive correlations with the expression patterns of 
many secondary cell wall biosynthesis genes, suggesting they may be co-regulated with 
Bradi2g01480. Another study – a mutant screen in B. distachyon using an enzyme-based 
saccharification assay –  has also implicated Bradi2g01480 as playing a distinct role in 
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conversion efficiency. In this screen, the mutant with the largest increase in glucose 
release, sac1, was mapped to the top of chromosome 2, and this mapped interval 
contained mutations within Bradi2g01480 (Marriott et al, 2014). Additionally, the xax1 
mutant in rice, also a glycosyltransferase in a grass-specific subfamily of the same family 
as Bradi2g01480, was shown in enzyme activity assays to have specific xylotransferase 
activities. The xax1 mutant showed increased saccharification, which the authors 
attributed to a decrease in crosslinking between hemicelluloses and lignin within the cell 
wall (Chiniquy et al, 2012).  Based on the QTL mapping, sequence analysis, gene 
expression, and literature review, we believe Bradi2g01480 is the gene underlying the 
BFL1 QTL, although additional experiments will be required to test this hypothesis. 
Examination of null mutants of Bradi2g01480 and subsequent complementation, in 
combination with enzymatic activity assays, would be ideal to show the effect of the 
three amino acid changes between the Bradi2g01480 proteins in Bd21 and Bd3-1. 
Overall, we have found five biomass accumulation QTLs, as well as one strong 
bioconversion QTL, BIOFUEL1. Further characterization of the top candidate for BFL1, 
Bradi2g01480, should allow for these findings to be applied directly to potential biofuel 
feedstock crops in order to increase the efficiency of biofuel production.  
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CHAPTER 5 
WHOLE-GENOME RESEQUENCING FOR GENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION-
ENABLED GENE DISCOVERY OF BIOFUEL-RELATED TRAITS 
5.1 Introduction 
Plant-derived renewable fuels are emerging as a solution to our dependence on 
fossil fuels. The US has mandated, through the Energy Independence and Security Act, 
that 36 billion gallons of alternative fuel be produced by 2022. In order to reach this 
standard, there are significant hurdles that must be overcome for both plant feedstock 
cultivar development and agronomic production (Gehlhar 2010). Cornstarch currently 
provides the primary feedstock source for bioethanol production. The major concern with 
using a food crop like maize for bioenergy is the inevitable effect on food supply and 
prices. Furthermore, as a crop, maize requires significant fertilization and water inputs in 
order to obtain high yields (Hill et al 2009). An alternative to corn-based ethanol is the 
use of lignocellulosic biomass as the primary feedstock for fuel production. Currently, 
large grasses including switchgrass, miscanthus, and sorghum are being developed as 
crops to produce lignocellulosic biomass (Sanderson and Adler 2008; Bevan et al 2010; 
Graham-Rowe 2011). These second-generation energy crops have many characteristics 
that make them desirable; they are generally not food crops, they usually require minimal 
inputs, and can also thrive on marginal lands, reducing the overall impact on food 
markets. However, there must be significant genetic improvements to these energy crops 
before they can supply sufficient high-quality biomass to support a viable biofuel 
industry.  
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The key areas for feedstock improvement are (1) increasing total biomass yields 
and (2) increasing the efficiency of conversion to biofuels (Carroll and Somerville, 2009).  
The United States Department of Agriculture estimates the US has the potential to 
produce ~1.3 billion dry tons of biomass annually, though yield improvements are 
required to hit this theoretical production level (Perlack et al 2005). By increasing yields, 
dedicated bioenergy crops should be able to provide a significant portion of the necessary 
biomass for a growing biofuel industry. Along with increases in yield, there must also be 
a parallel increase in quality. For biofuel feedstock purposes, quality is defined as how 
readily sugars can be extracted from the lignocellulosic biomass and converted to liquid 
fuel. By increasing quality, there will be a decrease in the required inputs and energy 
associated with the production of biofuels from biomass, which will improve the 
economic viability of biofuel production (Hill et al 2006; Bevan et al 2010; Byrt et al 
2011). In order to accomplish this task, we might first identify the key genes that regulate 
biomass accumulation and conversion efficiency. In order to accelerate the gene 
discovery process, we can survey the standing natural phenotypic variation within grass 
populations. 
Many of the proposed second-generation biofuels, including sorghum, 
switchgrass, miscanthus, and sugarcane, are grasses in the Poaceae family (Wu and Ge 
2012). However, many of the traits that make these grasses desirable for biomass 
production, including their large growth habit, long generation times, and complex 
genomes, make them difficult systems for research. For these reasons, we utilized the 
model grass species Brachypodium distachyon to study the genetic basis of biomass 
accumulation and bioconversion efficiency. B. distachyon has a short generation time, 
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small stature, simple and compact genome, and an expanding array of genetic resources 
(Mur et al 2011). Discoveries in B. distachyon should be readily translatable to these 
bioenergy crops due to how closely they are related. 
In the era of next-generation sequencing, genome-wide association studies 
(GWAS) have proven an effective tool in both plant and animal systems in uncovering 
the genetic basis of polygenic traits (Neale et al 2010; Saccone et al 2007; Weng et al 
2011a; Wang et al 2011b; Sonah et al 2015; Angelovici et al 2013). GWAS has also been 
utilized in the grasses to uncover agronomic relevant traits that include plant height and 
flowering time in rice, barley, and maize (Zhao et al 2011; Cockram et al 2010; Lorenz et 
al 2010; Hao et al 2011; Weng et al 2011a). GWAS enables the study of all the available 
natural variation within a given population. In traditional genetic mapping in plant 
populations, such as QTL mapping, a cross between two individuals is made and the 
progeny are selfed until heterozygosity is reduced, resulting in recombinant inbred lines. 
These lines are then genotyped, and statistical associations can be made between genetic 
markers and a phenotype of interest. A problem with this approach is that only the 
genetic and phenotypic variation within the parental lines can be studied. In GWAS, large 
collections of genetically diverse individuals can be studied simultaneously, and this 
approach relies on divergence and recombination from outcrossing over time within those 
populations. All the individuals within the GWAS study are also genotyped as with QTL 
mapping, and again the focus is looking for statistically significant associations between 
genetic markers, commonly SNPs, and the trait of interest. Genotyping-by-sequencing 
has been utilized in numerous plant species to develop SNP markers for mapping 
purposes for both QTL mapping and GWAS approaches, including in B. distachyon, and 
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can provide the necessary genetic information to map associations with phenotypes 
(Elshire et al 2011; Tyler et al 2016). Unlike in a RIL population, where recombination 
between parental alleles should be relatively unbiased, a caveat with GWAS is 
controlling for the underlying population structure or relatedness amongst individuals. In 
natural populations, there can be physical and biological barriers for outcrossing between 
accessions within a GWAS study, which results in underlying population structure or 
unequal relatedness. For example, if individuals within a group are closely related and 
also have similar flowering times, relatedness among the individuals, i.e., shared markers 
states within the groups can appear significantly correlated with flowering-time 
phenotypes.  Phenotypic similarity between closely related individuals can thus result in 
false positives, or type 1 error (Pritchard, Stephens, and Donnelly, 2000).  Utilizing 
population structure and kinship analysis can help alleviate false positives caused by 
relatedness and reveal markers that are truly correlated with the phenotype of interest by 
removing markers that are shared between closely related individuals. Another important 
factor is linkage disequilibrium (LD), or the tendency for linked markers to be inherited 
together. The distance between genetic markers and causal mutations decreases with 
greater recombination or lower LD. Relatively high LD results in difficulty discerning the 
causal genes underlying a given marker-trait association (Sladek et al, 2007). A recent 
study in B. distachyon described population structure and LD, and a GWAS for flowering 
time found several significant marker-trait associations (MTAs) (Tyler et al 2016). The 
strong population structure within B. distachyon was controlled for using structure and 
kinship analysis before association analysis. GWAS is thus possible in B. distachyon 
when using a large and diverse population of accessions, allowing for the characterization 
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of numerous genotype-phenotype interactions simultaneously. This strategy will allow 
for the discovery of regions that contain genes influencing biomass accumulation and 
bioconversion traits. 
Moving from significant MTAs to the causal genes influencing traits of interest is 
a non-trivial process that can be greatly accelerated by understanding all the standing 
genetic variation within the population studied. B. distachyon has been a main focus for 
resequencing efforts, and the genetic resources for B. distachyon are constantly 
increasing (Wei et al 2009; Gu et al 2009; Thole et al 2009; Zhang et al 2009; Huo et al 
2011; Gordon et al 2014; Tyler et al 2016). The availability of whole-genome sequencing 
(WGS) data reveals nearly all of the existing genetic variants within individuals, thus 
accelerating candidate gene discovery. WGS has been used in tandem with GWAS for 
candidate gene discovery as well as uncovering rare genetic variants in human 
populations (Gudbjartsson et al 2015). The combined use of WGS and GWAS in B. 
distachyon should allow for the rapid determination of candidate genes influencing 
important traits for biofuel production. These discoveries should be readily translatable to 
larger dedicated biofuel crops to enhance the viability of biofuels as an alternative to 
fossil fuels. By characterizing large natural populations of the model grass B. distachyon, 
both genetically and phenotypically, we should be able to utilize GWAS approaches to 
accelerate candidate gene discovery to effect efficient improvement of second-generation 
biofuel crops.  
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5. 2 Materials and Methods 
5.2.1 Plant materials and growth conditions 
In order to satisfy vernalization requirements for some of the B. distachyon lines 
utilized in this study, seeds were sterilized and imbibed at 4°C for six weeks prior to 
planting. Plants were grown in a controlled greenhouse setting with supplemented 16-
hour day and 8-hour dark conditions and an average daily temperature cycle of 24°C and 
20°C, respectively. Seeds were planted in a 3:1 mixture of Pro-mix potting soil (Pro-Mix, 
Quakertown, PA) and Turface clay particles (Turface Athletics, Murrayville, GA) to 
increase drainage and aeration. Pots were sprayed with Gnatrol larvicide prior to planting 
(Valent USA Corp, Walnut Creek, CA). A total of 4 plants per genotype for 60 
accessions were planted; however, some accessions failed to flower after 150 days, and 
sufficient data were collected for only 45 accessions for downstream analysis. Plant 
height measurements were made by hand and recorded as the height of the main stem 
from the crown to the base of the main spikelet after senescence. Tillering measurements 
were recorded as the number of individual stems with an inflorescence with a total height 
greater than 3 cm. Total biomass measurements were recorded after seeds were collected; 
total aboveground biomass, consisting of stems and leaves, was then collected and 
weighed. Stem biomass measurements were made on the same tissue after leaves and leaf 
sheaths were removed. Stem tissue was then collected for downstream bioconversion 
analysis. Sufficient stem tissue to perform necessary technical replicates for 
bioconversion analysis was available for only 41 accessions. 
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5.2.2 Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) panel development for genome-wide 
association mapping  
 The SNP markers used for the GWAS analysis were developed by genotyping-by-
sequencing (GBS) as previously reported by Tyler et al (2016). Sequencing and initial 
filtering were performed by Cornell University as described by Elshire and colleagues 
(2011) using their established GBS pipeline implemented in TASSEL Version 3.0.138. 
SNPs were filtered for quality by removing mononucleotide repeats spanning more than 
five nucleotides and by removing SNPs with missing data in > 10% of accessions, 
resulting in 54,392 high-quality SNPs for our B. distachyon panel.  
5.2.3 C. phytofermentans bioassay for conversion efficiency 
 Biological conversion efficiency was measured using the Clostridium 
phytofermentans bioconversion assay, which measures the conversion of plant biomass to 
ethanol, following the protocol as described by Lee et al (2012b). Briefly, plant stem 
biomass was collected and washed with hot ethanol to remove free sugars. Tissue was 
then dried at 70°C in an oven and ground using a Restch Mixer Mill 400 for 2 m at 30 hz. 
Approximately 20 mg samples were measured in triplicate, dispensed in 96-deep-well 
plates with minimal medium, and incubated with C. phytofermentans for three days. 
Supernatant ethanol concentration was measured with high-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) with RI detection. Ethanol measurements were then adjusted 
based on the initial weight of the plant material, to provide a final measurement of mg 
ethanol produced/g of feedstock. 
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5.2.4 GWAS analysis of biomass accumulation and bioconversion phenotypes in 
Brachypodium distachyon accessions 
GWAS analysis was performed using TASSEL 3.0 (Bradbury et al, 2007); the 
54,392 SNPs in the B. distachyon panel were filtered further using a 5% minor allele 
frequency, resulting in a final SNP panel of 30,748 SNPs. Phenotype data was collected 
from plants that had received six weeks of vernalization, as described above. We 
performed GWAS using a mixed-linear model (MLM) to account for underlying 
population structure (Zhang et al, 2010). The MLM uses a Q + K model, and a kinship 
matrix generated within TASSEL was included in MLM analysis to further adjust for 
relatedness between accessions (Yu et al, 2006). For the MLM analysis, we used the 
preset optimum level of compression; variance components were estimated after each 
marker. 
To avoid Type I error rates, we used a highly conservative approach, because of 
our relatively small population size. To correct for multiple testing, we divided our 0.05 
p-value threshold by the total number of SNPs to create an adjusted genome-wide 
significance threshold. An adjusted significance threshold of 5.8 was used as the genome-
wide cutoff. 
5.2.5 DNA extraction and sequencing 
 Plants were grown in the greenhouse with 16 h days and 8 h nights, with light 
supplementation as needed to reach 16 h. Seeds were vernalized for one week to 
synchronize germination. Leaf tissue from each genotype was collected after three weeks 
of growth for subsequent DNA extraction. DNA extractions were performed using the 
DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, U.S.A.). DNA quality was confirmed by 
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agarose gel electrophoresis, and quantification was performed using the Qubit® dsDNA 
BR Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).  
Next-generation whole-genome sequencing for 42 B. distachyon accessions was 
performed at the Joint Genome Institute using an Illumina HiSeq sequencing platform 
(DOE-JGI, Walnut Creek, CA). Libraries were prepared for 500 bp inserts with 100 bp 
paired-end reads, and a target sequencing coverage of 50x across all accessions. Raw 
reads were quality-control filtered for >Q30 quality scores and mapped back to the 
reference genome, Bd21 (V3.0). Single nucleotide variants were called using SnpEff 
software. Large indels were identified using the Pindel software platform, which can call 
large insertions, deletions, and inversions. SNP calls were visualized using the Integrated 
Genome Viewer software (IGV, Broad Institute, Cambridge, MA). 
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Measuring natural variation for biomass accumulation and bioconversion 
phenotypes 
 For a panel of 45 natural accessions in Brachypodium distachyon, we surveyed 
biomass accumulation phenotypes including plant height, tillering, total biomass, and 
stem biomass. We found significant differences for all observed phenotypes across our 
collective genotypes. The total natural variation for all phenotypes follows relatively 
normal distributions (Fig 5.1). Our results are based on accessions that were vernalized as 
seeds for a total of six weeks.  Tillering showed a dramatic range between 6 and 46 tillers 
per plant (Fig 5.1A). Plant height was also highly variable, with a range between 18.3 and 
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71.0 cm (Fig 5.1B). Biomass measurements were made for total aboveground biomass 
including the leaf, sheath, and stem tissue, but not including seeds. For stem biomass, leaf 
and sheath tissues were removed, and only the stems were weighed. The range for total 
biomass was 0.22 to 6.87 g (Fig 5.1C). For stem biomass, the range was between 0.18 
and 2.79 g (Fig 5.1D).  
Additionally, we used the C. phytofermentans bioconversion assay to analyze the 
41 accessions that had sufficient biomass. We recorded ethanol produced as a C. 
phytofermentans byproduct three days post inoculation of stem tissue and found a range 
of 43 to 104 mg of ethanol per gram of feedstock across all biological replicates (Fig 5.2). 
Interestingly, the strongest correlation for bioconversion phenotypes was with total 
biomass, despite only the stem tissue being tested for conversion efficiency. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Histograms summarizing biomass data collected for 45 B. distachyon accessions vernalized 
for six weeks as seeds and grown until senescence. Histograms show the average of three biological 
replicates for each genotype, with measurements for tiller number (A), height (B), total biomass (C), and 
stem biomass (D). 
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Figure 5.2 Histogram of conversion efficiency phenotypes for 41 B. distachyon accessions as 
measured by the C. phytofermentans bioassay. Each measurement is the average of three 
technical replicates. Measurements are recorded as milligrams of ethanol produced for each gram 
of plant feedstock. 
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5.3.2 Genome-wide association studies of biomass phenotypes 
 We conducted GWAS for all four of our biomass accumulation phenotypes. We 
utilized 30,748 SNPs derived from genotyping-by-sequencing after removing alleles with 
<5% frequency. Despite the wide phenotypic variation for tillering, height, and stem 
biomass phenotypes, we found no significant marker-trait associations (MTAs) for these 
phenotype (Fig 5.3A, B, C). However, for total biomass there were a total of four 
significant MTAs, two of which were on chromosome 1, with one significant MTA each 
on chromosomes 2 and 4 (Fig 5.3D). We also conducted GWAS for our bioconversion 
phenotype and found two significant MTAs for bioconversion efficiency, one on 
chromosome 2 and one on chromosome 5 (Fig 5.3E). The most significant of these was 
the MTA on chromosome 5. One of the significant SNPs mapped directly to a gene, 
Bradi5g08895, that encodes a putative glucuronosyl transferase gene. There was no 
overlap between biomass accumulation MTAs and bioconversion MTAs, suggesting that 
these phenotypes are not always linked (Table 5.1). Additionally, we found no 
overlapping MTAs between flowering time (Tyler et al, 2016) and either biomass 
accumulation or conversion efficiency. 
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Figure 5.3 Manhattan plot displaying GWAS results for tillering (A), height (B), stem biomass (C), 
total biomass (D), and conversion efficiency (E). No markers passed the genome-wide significance 
threshold for tillering, height, or stem biomass. We detected five significant MTAs for total biomass (D), 
and two significant MTAs for digestibility as measured by the C. phytofermentans bioassay. The black line 
represents an adjusted, genome-wide Bonferroni significance threshold. Red arrows denote markers that 
have passed this significance threshold. 
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5.3.3 Next-generation whole-genome sequencing of 46 B. distachyon accessions  
 To better understand the basis for the natural variation we observed among B. 
distachyon accessions, we performed whole-genome resequencing of a panel of 42 
accessions (Table 5.2). We achieved an average coverage of 70x across accessions, with 
the lowest coverage at 35x and maximal coverage at 108x (Figure 5.4A). Additionally, 
we analyzed the source of reads and found that 78% on average were from nuclear 
genomic DNA with the remainder originating from mitochondrial, chloroplast, and rRNA 
contamination (Figure 5.4B). All reads were mapped back to the reference genome of 
accession Bd21 (V3.0), and we calculated the SNP and insertion/deletion calls across 
each individual genotype. The number of polymorphisms for each accession, compared 
to the reference, ranged from 2,493,760 to 830,891 total SNPs, which is approximately 
one SNP every 109 bp to one SNP every 327 bp, respectively (Table 5.2). From 98,097 to 
282,959 indels were also present, suggesting that large-scale genomic differences 
separated these accessions from the reference genome.  
 We utilized the available reference genome to characterize all the MTAs for total 
biomass and conversion efficiency. For the four biomass MTAs, dubbed Total Biomass 1, 
2, 3, and 4 (TB1-4) and the two bioconversion MTAs, dubbed BIOFUEL-A and -B (BFL-
A, BFL-B), we calculated the interval sizes, gene number, and total polymorphisms to 
begin to rank candidate genes (Tables 5.3-5.8, Associated Files 2.1-2.6). In order to 
account for LD, we designated interval sizes as stretching from 250 kb upstream of the 
left border marker to 250 kb downstream of the right border marker. We then determined 
the number of genes that fell within these intervals and the total polymorphisms detected 
within these intervals (Additional Tables 5.3-5.8, Associated Files 2.1-2.6). For TB1-4, 
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interval sizes ranged from 563.7 kb to 500 kb for single-marker MTAs. The TB1 interval 
contained the greatest number of genes, 118, while the smallest interval in terms of gene 
content was BFL-B with 57 genes. The total number of polymorphisms, including SNPs 
and indels, was fairly consistent and ranged from 11,403 to 15,804 (Table 5.1). 
Interestingly, BFL-B contains the fewest genes but has the greatest number of 
polymorphisms among our significant MTAs (Table 5.1, Additional Table 5.6, 
Associated File 2.6).  
 We utilized this genome resequencing data to explore the MTA on chromosome 5 
for bioconversion efficiency, BFL-B. (Although the BFL-A interval was also examined, 
no obvious candidate genes were identified.)  The most significantly associated SNP 
underlying the BFL-B MTA maps directly to Bradi5g08895, a predicted glucuronosyl 
transferase gene. Three SNPs within the coding region of this gene result in non-
synonymous amino acid changes, an aspartic acid to glutamic acid at position 79 (D79E), 
a leucine to serine change at position 96 (L96S), and a valine to isoleucine change at 
position 180 (V180I) (Figure 5.5). The first two SNPs, D79E and L96S, were fairly 
common, with alternate allele frequencies of 29 and 45%; the third SNP, V180I was 
fairly rare, occurring in only 5% of accessions (Table 5.9). We examined the effect of 
these SNPs by taking the average ethanol yield in a pairwise comparison for D79E and 
L96S.There was no significant difference between accessions carrying either allele for 
D79E; however, there was a significant increase in conversion efficiency for accessions 
carrying the reference allele for L96S versus the alternate allele (Figure 5.6). Insufficient 
data were available to examine the effect of SNP3, as it had a frequency of 5% (Table 
5.9).  
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Figure 5.4 Summary statistics for whole-genome resequencing of 42 B. distachyon accessions. (A) The 
histogram displays the average coverage across all genotypes after being mapped back to the reference 
genome, Bd21. (B) Overlapped histograms show the average read contribution from nuclear, chloroplast, 
and mitochondrial genomic sequences, as well as rRNA contamination.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Gene model for Bradi5g08895. Bradi508895 is an annotated glucosyl/glucuronosyl transferase 
and contains two exons coding for a 471 amino acid protein. Three SNPs that are present in the Bd3-1 
accession relative to the reference, Bd21, result in non-synonymous amino acid changes labelled in red. 
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Figure 5.6 Effect of two non-synonymous amino-acid substitutions on ethanol yield for 
Bradi5g08895. Accessions were sorted based on each SNP position and also sorted for the resulting amino 
acid change. For L96S, individuals carrying the allele resulting in a serine substitution were significantly 
more digestible on average. * denotes significance P < 0.5 (Student’s T-test). 
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5.4 Discussion 
 Of key importance to the development of plant feedstocks for a viable biofuel 
market is an increase in total biomass yield and conversion efficiency. Here, we 
characterized the available natural variation in a panel of B. distachyon accessions for 
both biomass phenotypes and bioconversion efficiency. We observed significant 
between-accession variation in phenotypes, indicating their polygenic nature, which can 
serve as a basis for improvement of biofuel crops. While no markers were significantly 
associated with tillering, height, or stem weight phenotypes, we did find multiple 
significant MTAs for total biomass and bioconversion.  
 Additionally, we have conducted a resequencing effort of the B. distachyon 
accessions to improve the genetic resources for candidate gene discovery. In order to 
move from MTAs to causal genes, well-sequenced genomes are required. We 
successfully sequenced 42 accessions to an average depth of ~70x; the uncovered 
polymorphisms have been utilized for candidate gene discovery within this study and will 
serve the larger community for future studies. These resequencing data allow us to 
examine all of the polymorphisms within the MTA intervals, improving and accelerating 
candidate gene discovery. Using our resequencing data, we have identified three SNPs in 
a bioconversion MTA on chromosome 5 that result in non-synonymous amino acid 
changes within Bradi5g08895, a predicted glucuronosyl transferase gene. This gene is a 
homolog to a trans-zeatin O-beta-D-glucosyltransferase gene in Arabidopsis thaliana. 
This family of genes has been shown to be involved in the modification of trans-zeatin, a 
cytokinin, as well as affecting cell wall phenotypes in radish, cucumber, and Arabidopsis 
(Thomas et al 1981; Dalessandro and Mastropasqua 1982; Takeuchi et al 1984; Martin et 
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al 2000; Jin et al 2013). Cyokinins have also been shown in soybean to modify the cell 
wall via expansin activity, which could in turn potentially alter cell wall digestibility 
(Downes and Crowell 1998). In Phaseolus vulgaris cell cultures, modulating 
cytokinin/auxin levels drastically affected cell wall thickness and extractability 
(Robertson et al 1999). The accessions with the reference amino acid at L96S in 
Bradi5g08895 yielded significantly less ethanol than accessions with the alternate amino 
acid at that position, indicating that the polymorphism could be casual to the observed 
MTA in that region. While additional studies are required, the use of GWAS and our new 
sequencing data allow for the rapid exploration of gene space within MTAs. A key 
consideration for this study is the limited number of accessions, which likely hampered 
the identification of MTAs. The failure to detect significant MTAs for height, tillering, 
and stem weight is most likely due to the small population size. There were significant 
differences among accessions at the phenotype and sequence level, but GWAS failed to 
find trait associations. As genetic resources improve with the collection of more 
accessions, larger B. distachyon mapping panels will increase the power of GWAS 
approaches. Additionally, resequencing data can replace GBS markers to provide denser 
marker coverage across the genome. Increased marker coverage and population size 
should allow for the detection of relatively small-effect and low-frequency mutations. We 
have taken a conservative approach to GWAS and, despite our small population size, 
have identified significant MTAs for biomass and bioconversion phenotypes. We have 
also begun to characterize a candidate gene for conversion efficiency in B. distachyon. 
These findings should accelerate gene discovery and validation within B. distachyon for 
eventual translation to dedicated bioenergy crops.  
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
In order for lignocellulosic biofuels to emerge as a viable alternative to fossil 
fuels, there must be a concerted effort to improve plant feedstocks. Key considerations 
for the improvement of dedicated plant feedstocks include improvement in plant biomass 
yield, as well as feedstock quality. Due to the fact that large-scale commercial biofuel 
production has not emerged, it has been difficult to quantify what measures of feedstock 
quality will be used. Traditional feedstock quality measures consist primarily of 
saccharification-based assays, where plant biomass may be pretreated and then digested 
with enzymes to measure sugar release. I have developed a robust biologically based 
feedstock quality assay using the microbe Clostridium phytofermentans. Our assay is 
unique, in that C. phytofermentans produces all the necessary hydrolytic enzymes to 
degrade plant biomass and then utilizes the freed sugars to produce ethanol as the major 
fermentation byproduct. This technique has benefits over traditional assays because it can 
take into account specific plant-microbe interactions in the biofuel production paradigm. 
Moreover, I have further developed this assay to sufficient throughput in order use it for 
screening of natural accessions. 
 In order to facilitate rapid improvement of dedicated biofuel feedstocks, we have 
focused our efforts on gene discovery in the model grass Brachypodium distachyon. By 
exploiting the genetic resources within B. distachyon, I have been able to use QTL 
mapping approaches and GWAS in order to accelerate our gene discovery efforts. I 
conducted QTL mapping in the well-developed RIL population (Bd21 x Bd3-1), 
screening for biomass accumulation and bioconversion phenotypes using my C. 
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phytofermentans bioassay. I found four significant QTLs for biomass accumulation traits, 
including one for plant height, one for stem weight, one overlapping QTL for stem 
weight and height, and one overlapping QTL for tillering and height (Figure 5.1). 
Additionally, I found one significant QTL for bioconversion, BFL1, on the top of 
chromosome two. Upon investigating genes within the BFL1 interval, I found one strong 
candidate, Bradi2g01480, encoding a glucosyltransferase belonging to CaZY family 61 
(GT61). Bradi2g01480 was prioritized based on the presence of three non-synonymous 
amino acid substitutions, its high expression in stem tissue relative to leaves and roots, 
and its functional annotation. I generated near-isogenic lines (NILs) segregating for the 
Bd21 and Bd3-1 alleles for Bradi2g01480 in order to test the effect in fixed genetic 
backgrounds. I found that NIL lines carrying the Bd21 BFL1 allele yielded significantly 
more ethanol than their Bd3-1 counterparts. All the evidence we have collected gives 
strong credence to the idea that SNPs within Bradi2g01480 are responsible for the 
observed bioconversion phenotypes within the BFL1 QTL. Additional experiments will 
be required to confirm this hypothesis, including functional assays for the Bd21 and Bd3-
1 alleles, as well as characterizing null mutants of Bradi2g01480, with subsequent 
complementation. 
 Additionally, in order to study additional genetic and phenotypic variation, I 
performed GWAS on a population of 45 B. distachyon accessions. I screened biomass 
accumulation and bioconversion phenotypes as with the QTL mapping, but I was able to 
look at much more genetically and phenotypically diverse lines. I found four significant 
MTAs for total biomass accumulation and two significant MTAs for bioconversion using 
our conversion assay (Figure 6.1). In order to investigate the specific genetic variation 
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within these lines for gene discovery, I conducted whole genome resequencing of 42 of 
these lines in collaboration with the DOE-JGI.  Using the sequence data, I was able to 
investigate all the SNPs and indels within the BFL-B MTA. Within this interval, a 
putative glucuronosyl transferase gene, Bradi5g08895, emerged as our top candidate 
based on the presence of three non-synonymous amino acid changes, including one that 
was significantly associated with an increase in ethanol yield amongst the resequenced 
lines.  
 Our GWAS mapping population was very small, limiting our ability to detect 
significant associations and raising the possibility of false positives. However, our 
resequencing efforts will enable this panel of accessions to be incorporated into the 
growing resources for the model grass B. distachyon, increasing the power and reliability 
of future GWAS efforts. In total, I have been able to develop a robust bioassay for 
quantifying bioconversion efficiency and have then utilized that assay to characterize 
biofuel-feedstock-relevant traits. We have mapped a total of 10 regions within the B. 
distachyon genome that show significant association with these important traits. We have 
additionally shown genetic evidence that Bradi2g01480 is the probable gene underlying 
our BFL1 QTL. These results, along with further genetic characterization of GT61, 
should enable improvement of dedicated biofuel feedstock crops, enhancing the ability of 
biofuels to compete in the global fuel market.  
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Figure 6.1 Map of QTL and GWAS results across the five chromosomes of B. distachyon. Total 
biomass (dark blue) MTAs for total biomass are shown on Chromosomes 1, 2, and 3. Two bioconversion 
(green) MTAs are shown on the bottom of Chromosome 2 and on Chromosome 5. One stem weight (red) 
QTL and one height (orange) QTL are shown on chromosome 1. One bioconversion (green) QTL is shown 
on the top of Chromosome 2, and one shared QTL for stem weight and height (purple) is shown on 
Chromosome 2. One shared QTL for tillering and height (light blue) is shown on Chromosome 5. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
THE TABLES 
 
*Values followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P <0.05 based on Scheffé’s test for 
multiple comparisons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.1 Mean values for supernatant ethanol concentration of S1 families derived from Sorghum 
bicolor ssp. Accessions 3d after inoculation with Clostridium phytofermentans 
ACCESSION SORGHUM SSP. ORIGIN ETHANOL, MG ETHANOL/G*  
FEEDSTOCK† 
PI 549183 Sorghum bicolor Chad 39.4a 
PI 208190 Sorghum verticilliflorum South Africa 37.0ab 
RTX430 S. bicolor U.S.A. 35.0bc 
PI 549194 S. bicolor Chad 34.1bc 
PI 549179 S. bicolor Mauritania 34.0bc 
PI 226096 S. verticilliflorum Kenya 32.2cd 
PI 329252 S. verticilliflorum Ethiopia 30.6de 
PI 302111 S. verticilliflorum South Africa 30.2de 
PI 521353 Sorghum drummondii Kenya 30.1de 
PI 549202 S. bicolor Chad 30.0def 
PI 302113 S. verticilliflorum South Africa 30.0def 
PI 521355 S. drummondii Kenya 29.3def 
PI 156549 S. verticilliflorum Zimbabwe 28.6ef 
PI 300117 S. verticilliflorum South Africa 28.6ef 
PI 520775 S. drummondii Kenya 26.5f 
PI 300120 S. verticilliflorum South Africa No data 
PI 365024 S. verticilliflorum South Africa No data 
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Table 2.2 Genetic effects account for most of the variation measured by the feedstock quality assay 
Source of variation Accessions tested, 
%a 
 
Near-isogenic lines Landraces 
Experiment 7.50* NAb 
Replication 3.52 1.32 
Genotype 64.12* 72.49* 
Genotype × 
experiment 
2.32 NA 
Error 22.54 26.19 
aPercentage of the total variance for each source of variation for supernatant ethanol concentration of 
experiment 1 (S. bicolor bmr near-isogenic lines) and experiment 2 (15 S. bicolor ssp. accessions) 3 days 
after inoculation with Clostridium phytofermentans. bNA, not applicable. 
*Significant at the 0.01 probability level. 
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Table 2.3 Mean values for supernatant ethanol concentration of shrub willow (Salix spp.) cultivars 5d 
after inoculation with Clostridium phytofermentans. 
CULTIVAR NAME PEDIGREE ETHANOL, MG 
ETHANOL/G  
FEEDSTOCK* 
CANASTOTA S. sacchalinensis/S. miyabeana 38.3a 
FABIUS S. viminalis/S. miyabeana 35.4ab 
ONONDAGA S. purpurea 35.0ab 
PREBLE S. viminalis/S. sacchalinensis/S. miyabeana 34.5ab 
SHERBURNE S. sacchalinensis/S. miyabeana 34.1abc 
94006 S. purpurea 33.2bcd 
FISH CREEK S. purpurea 33.0bcd 
ONEIDA S. purpurea/S. miyabeana 31.7bcde 
SV1 S. viminalis hybrid 31.3bcdef 
ALLEGANY S. koriyangi /S. viminalis 29.8cdef 
94001 S. purpurea 29.4def 
MILLBROOK S. purpurea/S. miyabeana 29.0def 
OWASCO S. viminalis/S. miyabeana 27.9ef 
OTISCO S. viminalis/S. miyabeana 26.9f 
*Values followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P <0.05 based on Scheffé’s test for 
multiple comparisons. 
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Table 4.1 All genes in the Height1 QTL interval  
Chr Start Stop Strand Gene 
Bd1 69057364 69060286 - Bradi1g70460 
Bd1 69063511 69065320 + Bradi1g70470 
Bd1 69068825 69069175 + Bradi1g70480 
Bd1 69071116 69071460 + Bradi1g70490 
Bd1 69072332 69072864 + Bradi1g70500 
Bd1 69073927 69074340 + Bradi1g70510 
Bd1 69075577 69075933 + Bradi1g70520 
Bd1 69082264 69084168 + Bradi1g70523 
Bd1 69085899 69086234 + Bradi1g70526 
Bd1 69087986 69088333 + Bradi1g70530 
Bd1 69092605 69092952 + Bradi1g70540 
Bd1 69094034 69095567 + Bradi1g70550 
Bd1 69096860 69097249 + Bradi1g70560 
Bd1 69098305 69106245 - Bradi1g70570 
Bd1 69108082 69108801 + Bradi1g70580 
Bd1 69112960 69117465 + Bradi1g70590 
Bd1 69117776 69120801 - Bradi1g70600 
Bd1 69122662 69123720 - Bradi1g70610 
Bd1 69126598 69132029 + Bradi1g70620 
Bd1 69132270 69135043 - Bradi1g70627 
Bd1 69135842 69137622 - Bradi1g70637 
Bd1 69140522 69144468 + Bradi1g70650 
Bd1 69148597 69153263 + Bradi1g70657 
Bd1 69156263 69158332 - Bradi1g70670 
Bd1 69161509 69163321 - Bradi1g70680 
Bd1 69164724 69170769 + Bradi1g70690 
Bd1 69170778 69171898 - Bradi1g70700 
Bd1 69175960 69178191 + Bradi1g70710 
Bd1 69179075 69182143 + Bradi1g70720 
Bd1 69182552 69183124 - Bradi1g70730 
Bd1 69183687 69187134 - Bradi1g70740 
Bd1 69188288 69191955 - Bradi1g70750 
Bd1 69195712 69198620 + Bradi1g70761 
Bd1 69198672 69202990 - Bradi1g70770 
Bd1 69204166 69204954 + Bradi1g70780 
Bd1 69208790 69212410 + Bradi1g70790 
Bd1 69212890 69214273 + Bradi1g70800 
Bd1 69218183 69234316 + Bradi1g70810 
Bd1 69219072 69220231 - Bradi1g70805 
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Bd1 69240929 69242585 + Bradi1g70820 
Bd1 69247370 69253528 - Bradi1g70830 
Bd1 69256793 69263038 - Bradi1g70840 
Bd1 69266186 69274470 - Bradi1g70850 
Bd1 69277010 69278514 + Bradi1g70860 
Bd1 69279113 69279709 + Bradi1g70871 
Bd1 69281210 69285274 + Bradi1g70880 
Bd1 69287625 69294940 + Bradi1g70890 
Bd1 69297618 69301847 - Bradi1g70900 
Bd1 69309902 69312366 + Bradi1g70907 
Bd1 69313521 69319635 - Bradi1g70920 
Bd1 69322989 69325038 - Bradi1g70930 
Bd1 69333669 69343494 - Bradi1g70936 
Bd1 69348909 69350119 + Bradi1g70942 
Bd1 69353813 69354775 - Bradi1g70950 
Bd1 69361201 69364140 + Bradi1g70960 
Bd1 69370966 69371784 + Bradi1g70970 
Bd1 69372797 69376318 - Bradi1g70980 
Bd1 69378842 69380512 + Bradi1g70990 
Bd1 69382941 69387286 - Bradi1g71000 
Bd1 69387950 69388768 - Bradi1g71010 
Bd1 69401323 69404891 + Bradi1g71020 
Bd1 69405010 69409286 + Bradi1g71030 
Bd1 69432606 69436956 + Bradi1g71040 
Bd1 69437312 69448470 - Bradi1g71057 
Bd1 69439083 69441014 + Bradi1g71050 
Bd1 69447599 69451208 + Bradi1g71070 
Bd1 69452310 69454164 - Bradi1g71077 
Bd1 69456559 69461021 - Bradi1g71082 
Bd1 69461390 69463711 - Bradi1g71090 
Bd1 69463888 69468252 + Bradi1g71100 
Bd1 69468399 69470943 - Bradi1g71110 
Bd1 69470534 69476393 + Bradi1g71120 
Bd1 69477175 69477638 + Bradi1g71131 
Bd1 69479887 69481212 + Bradi1g71140 
Bd1 69481320 69482273 - Bradi1g71145 
Bd1 69488224 69489273 + Bradi1g71150 
Bd1 69489669 69493565 - Bradi1g71160 
Bd1 69493893 69495487 + Bradi1g71165 
Bd1 69497380 69500608 + Bradi1g71170 
Bd1 69502700 69506910 + Bradi1g71180 
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Bd1 69508394 69513486 + Bradi1g71190 
Bd1 69514460 69517211 - Bradi1g71200 
Bd1 69518379 69519594 - Bradi1g71205 
Bd1 69522151 69523873 - Bradi1g71210 
Bd1 69529690 69531204 - Bradi1g71220 
Bd1 69541173 69542789 + Bradi1g71230 
Bd1 69550270 69553546 - Bradi1g71240 
Bd1 69556662 69560783 - Bradi1g71250 
Bd1 69559736 69564078 + Bradi1g71260 
Bd1 69564079 69567614 + Bradi1g71270 
Bd1 69577333 69578797 + Bradi1g71280 
Bd1 69580357 69584638 - Bradi1g71290 
Bd1 69587921 69593063 - Bradi1g71300 
Bd1 69594420 69600376 - Bradi1g71310 
Bd1 69600729 69601651 + Bradi1g71315 
Bd1 69606428 69608008 + Bradi1g71320 
Bd1 69618539 69621683 - Bradi1g71330 
Bd1 69624785 69625899 + Bradi1g71333 
Bd1 69630246 69633146 - Bradi1g71336 
Bd1 69632901 69638500 + Bradi1g71340 
Bd1 69638582 69641516 - Bradi1g71350 
Bd1 69643698 69645946 - Bradi1g71360 
Bd1 69651061 69653497 - Bradi1g71370 
Bd1 69655993 69656887 + Bradi1g71371 
Bd1 69656888 69657630 - Bradi1g71372 
Bd1 69660276 69665169 + Bradi1g71373 
Bd1 69665769 69668267 + Bradi1g71377 
Bd1 69666530 69667164 + Bradi1g71383 
Bd1 69669757 69671889 - Bradi1g71390 
Bd1 69671953 69674620 + Bradi1g71400 
Bd1 69675217 69679438 - Bradi1g71410 
Bd1 69681875 69684954 - Bradi1g71415 
Bd1 69685452 69688894 + Bradi1g71420 
Bd1 69689102 69689648 + Bradi1g71425 
Bd1 69694281 69695806 + Bradi1g71430 
Bd1 69700134 69704767 + Bradi1g71450 
Bd1 69719911 69720792 + Bradi1g71460 
Bd1 69725426 69730006 - Bradi1g71465 
Bd1 69737249 69737746 + Bradi1g71470 
Bd1 69738044 69738292 + Bradi1g71475 
Bd1 69740886 69741911 + Bradi1g71480 
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Bd1 69745367 69745981 - Bradi1g71490 
Bd1 69746221 69749346 - Bradi1g71495 
Bd1 69749976 69756030 - Bradi1g71500 
Bd1 69773515 69778136 + Bradi1g71510 
Bd1 69782572 69787882 - Bradi1g71513 
Bd1 69787579 69791672 + Bradi1g71517 
Bd1 69791833 69795681 - Bradi1g71530 
Bd1 69808082 69810368 - Bradi1g71540 
Bd1 69814865 69815443 - Bradi1g71560 
Bd1 69816883 69819690 - Bradi1g71570 
Bd1 69819988 69822971 - Bradi1g71575 
Bd1 69824651 69826407 + Bradi1g71580 
Bd1 69828737 69831673 + Bradi1g71585 
Bd1 69838207 69839449 + Bradi1g71590 
Bd1 69839916 69844175 - Bradi1g71600 
Bd1 69850024 69854211 + Bradi1g71620 
Bd1 69855165 69856755 - Bradi1g71623 
Bd1 69858250 69863412 + Bradi1g71626 
Bd1 69863481 69865885 - Bradi1g71630 
Bd1 69878061 69879964 - Bradi1g71635 
Bd1 69884519 69888348 - Bradi1g71640 
Bd1 69890603 69893881 + Bradi1g71650 
Bd1 69894580 69897466 - Bradi1g71660 
Bd1 69899738 69904550 - Bradi1g71667 
Bd1 69914181 69915654 + Bradi1g71673 
Bd1 69916708 69917765 + Bradi1g71680 
Bd1 69917411 69922193 - Bradi1g71690 
Bd1 69927189 69930356 + Bradi1g71700 
Bd1 69934126 69938088 + Bradi1g71710 
Bd1 69939891 69941015 - Bradi1g71720 
Bd1 69942212 69945632 + Bradi1g71730 
Bd1 69950441 69951799 + Bradi1g71740 
Bd1 69961275 69965920 - Bradi1g71760 
Bd1 69968431 69969270 + Bradi1g71770 
Bd1 69972128 69972728 + Bradi1g71775 
Bd1 69976483 69982571 - Bradi1g71780 
Bd1 69995138 69996584 + Bradi1g71790 
Bd1 70000010 70007378 + Bradi1g71800 
Bd1 70009114 70016653 + Bradi1g71810 
Bd1 70017665 70022942 + Bradi1g71820 
Bd1 70023871 70027378 + Bradi1g71830 
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Bd1 70034602 70039124 + Bradi1g71840 
Bd1 70040453 70041265 - Bradi1g71850 
Bd1 70041695 70045017 + Bradi1g71860 
Bd1 70046241 70047119 - Bradi1g71870 
Bd1 70052246 70054724 + Bradi1g71880 
Bd1 70056256 70060671 + Bradi1g71890 
Bd1 70061107 70062423 + Bradi1g71897 
Bd1 70064192 70067832 - Bradi1g71910 
Bd1 70076815 70077945 - Bradi1g71920 
Bd1 70083337 70085626 - Bradi1g71930 
Bd1 70094631 70095959 - Bradi1g71937 
Bd1 70098413 70099108 + Bradi1g71948 
Bd1 70100473 70101216 + Bradi1g71960 
Bd1 70103439 70104137 + Bradi1g71970 
Bd1 70106206 70106890 + Bradi1g71981 
Bd1 70110897 70112903 - Bradi1g71990 
Bd1 70123685 70124836 + Bradi1g72000 
Bd1 70125645 70130908 - Bradi1g72007 
Bd1 70142033 70143580 - Bradi1g72030 
Bd1 70150140 70151620 + Bradi1g72040 
Bd1 70151760 70153686 - Bradi1g72050 
Bd1 70154408 70157530 - Bradi1g72060 
Bd1 70157562 70158886 + Bradi1g72065 
Bd1 70162769 70165537 + Bradi1g72070 
Bd1 70172852 70174908 - Bradi1g72080 
Bd1 70177500 70187012 - Bradi1g72086 
Bd1 70189695 70198538 - Bradi1g72092 
Bd1 70201988 70204724 - Bradi1g72100 
Bd1 70205377 70207047 - Bradi1g72110 
Bd1 70208942 70213955 - Bradi1g72120 
Bd1 70216612 70224982 - Bradi1g72130 
Bd1 70225382 70226299 - Bradi1g72141 
Bd1 70228040 70234974 + Bradi1g72150 
Bd1 70235293 70240909 - Bradi1g72160 
Bd1 70247842 70248540 - Bradi1g72170 
Bd1 70251251 70256589 - Bradi1g72180 
Bd1 70260176 70263527 + Bradi1g72185 
Bd1 70263601 70264227 - Bradi1g72191 
Bd1 70265069 70267131 - Bradi1g72196 
Bd1 70274036 70275686 + Bradi1g72200 
Bd1 70281040 70282465 + Bradi1g72210 
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Bd1 70283843 70285305 + Bradi1g72220 
Bd1 70294242 70296053 + Bradi1g72230 
Bd1 70298726 70300109 - Bradi1g72237 
Bd1 70300443 70302892 + Bradi1g72250 
Bd1 70303647 70305280 - Bradi1g72260 
Bd1 70306416 70307310 - Bradi1g72270 
Bd1 70307536 70314491 - Bradi1g72280 
Bd1 70315224 70316811 - Bradi1g72285 
Bd1 70317016 70318584 + Bradi1g72290 
Bd1 70323364 70328575 - Bradi1g72300 
Bd1 70329735 70332759 + Bradi1g72310 
Bd1 70332957 70335317 - Bradi1g72320 
Bd1 70335657 70337311 + Bradi1g72330 
Bd1 70337863 70340568 - Bradi1g72337 
Bd1 70341075 70346729 - Bradi1g72350 
Bd1 70353105 70354340 - Bradi1g72360 
Bd1 70393569 70396665 - Bradi1g72370 
Bd1 70398413 70401852 - Bradi1g72380 
Bd1 70401259 70402171 - Bradi1g72385 
Bd1 70402951 70405534 - Bradi1g72390 
Bd1 70406503 70412248 - Bradi1g72400 
Bd1 70424962 70427127 + Bradi1g72410 
Bd1 70435691 70440899 + Bradi1g72417 
Bd1 70440212 70446047 - Bradi1g72430 
Bd1 70452826 70453909 + Bradi1g72440 
Bd1 70453940 70465133 - Bradi1g72445 
Bd1 70457566 70465133 - Bradi1g72451 
Bd1 70462477 70463859 + Bradi1g72457 
Bd1 70465460 70468722 + Bradi1g72470 
Bd1 70469151 70473662 + Bradi1g72480 
Bd1 70476411 70477466 + Bradi1g72485 
Bd1 70477597 70485741 - Bradi1g72490 
Bd1 70495398 70498469 - Bradi1g72500 
Bd1 70505990 70510608 - Bradi1g72510 
Bd1 70513454 70518847 - Bradi1g72517 
Bd1 70524501 70530159 + Bradi1g72530 
Bd1 70547193 70547792 + Bradi1g72550 
Bd1 70549528 70553017 - Bradi1g72560 
Bd1 70557391 70559133 - Bradi1g72566 
Bd1 70559736 70564401 - Bradi1g72572 
Bd1 70570487 70573710 + Bradi1g72580 
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Bd1 70576349 70577327 - Bradi1g72590 
Bd1 70583408 70585126 - Bradi1g72600 
Bd1 70588152 70589124 + Bradi1g72610 
Bd1 70592945 70597141 + Bradi1g72620 
Bd1 70597078 70599797 - Bradi1g72630 
Bd1 70600040 70602751 + Bradi1g72640 
Bd1 70603662 70611849 - Bradi1g72650 
Bd1 70623998 70624957 + Bradi1g72660 
Bd1 70625505 70627716 + Bradi1g72670 
Bd1 70629078 70631238 + Bradi1g72680 
Bd1 70631682 70637526 - Bradi1g72690 
Bd1 70640609 70641799 + Bradi1g72700 
Bd1 70644074 70644415 - Bradi1g72710 
Bd1 70666119 70669773 + Bradi1g72727 
Bd1 70670790 70673171 + Bradi1g72731 
Bd1 70689378 70692169 - Bradi1g72735 
Bd1 70698490 70703004 - Bradi1g72740 
Bd1 70711495 70718359 - Bradi1g72750 
Bd1 70720304 70723269 + Bradi1g72756 
Bd1 70724690 70727085 + Bradi1g72762 
Bd1 70727243 70729483 + Bradi1g72770 
Bd1 70728980 70730389 - Bradi1g72780 
Bd1 70731683 70739149 + Bradi1g72790 
Bd1 70739377 70743674 - Bradi1g72800 
Bd1 70750302 70752979 + Bradi1g72820 
Bd1 70753285 70756659 - Bradi1g72830 
Bd1 70757327 70760064 - Bradi1g72840 
Bd1 70761017 70766136 - Bradi1g72850 
Bd1 70769803 70770360 + Bradi1g72860 
Bd1 70771407 70771730 + Bradi1g72870 
Bd1 70772642 70774743 + Bradi1g72880 
Bd1 70779312 70783018 + Bradi1g72890 
Bd1 70784547 70789230 - Bradi1g72900 
Bd1 70794935 70799361 + Bradi1g72910 
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Table 4.2 All genes in HSW1 QTL interval 
Chr Start Stop Strand Gene 
Bd2 36174615 36178967 + Bradi2g35730 
Bd2 36179180 36187397 - Bradi2g35740 
Bd2 36194196 36194793 - Bradi2g35743 
Bd2 36198286 36198864 - Bradi2g35746 
Bd2 36199505 36202157 + Bradi2g35750 
Bd2 36205156 36209021 + Bradi2g35760 
Bd2 36210350 36217508 - Bradi2g35767 
Bd2 36225351 36229468 - Bradi2g35780 
Bd2 36231346 36232821 - Bradi2g35790 
Bd2 36233651 36241195 - Bradi2g35800 
Bd2 36256768 36262977 - Bradi2g35807 
Bd2 36265763 36271837 + Bradi2g35820 
Bd2 36274599 36280455 + Bradi2g35830 
Bd2 36281433 36283691 - Bradi2g35840 
Bd2 36286882 36287817 - Bradi2g35850 
Bd2 36293186 36294686 + Bradi2g35860 
Bd2 36296747 36305664 - Bradi2g35870 
Bd2 36310346 36311086 + Bradi2g35890 
Bd2 36311663 36313330 - Bradi2g35900 
Bd2 36315066 36316685 - Bradi2g35907 
Bd2 36323584 36324111 + Bradi2g35918 
Bd2 36325674 36327093 - Bradi2g35930 
Bd2 36327170 36335192 - Bradi2g35940 
Bd2 36343259 36344635 - Bradi2g35950 
Bd2 36348799 36352457 - Bradi2g35965 
Bd2 36358695 36360337 - Bradi2g35980 
Bd2 36360458 36364166 - Bradi2g35987 
Bd2 36367510 36373236 + Bradi2g36000 
Bd2 36376715 36383981 + Bradi2g36005 
Bd2 36384717 36387353 + Bradi2g36011 
Bd2 36389335 36389661 + Bradi2g36016 
Bd2 36390132 36391909 - Bradi2g36020 
Bd2 36393297 36403828 + Bradi2g36030 
Bd2 36410270 36411273 + Bradi2g36032 
Bd2 36419928 36421402 + Bradi2g36034 
Bd2 36422677 36432887 + Bradi2g36037 
Bd2 36434123 36434525 + Bradi2g36041 
Bd2 36434894 36436006 - Bradi2g36045 
Bd2 36438033 36438946 + Bradi2g36049 
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Bd2 36453672 36455791 + Bradi2g36053 
Bd2 36461644 36463465 - Bradi2g36057 
Bd2 36465537 36467523 + Bradi2g36067 
Bd2 36475001 36477734 - Bradi2g36080 
Bd2 36480349 36481010 + Bradi2g36090 
Bd2 36495551 36496657 + Bradi2g36095 
Bd2 36502112 36503236 - Bradi2g36100 
Bd2 36505117 36505914 + Bradi2g36110 
Bd2 36506193 36509409 - Bradi2g36120 
Bd2 36509958 36520386 - Bradi2g36130 
Bd2 36537062 36538212 - Bradi2g36141 
Bd2 36587271 36588983 + Bradi2g36150 
Bd2 36593462 36594966 + Bradi2g36160 
Bd2 36597063 36597302 - Bradi2g36165 
Bd2 36624047 36624373 + Bradi2g36170 
Bd2 36625972 36627282 + Bradi2g36173 
Bd2 36628307 36631801 + Bradi2g36176 
Bd2 36635957 36638223 + Bradi2g36179 
Bd2 36639834 36642313 + Bradi2g36182 
Bd2 36643730 36645157 + Bradi2g36187 
Bd2 36645313 36646200 - Bradi2g36200 
Bd2 36646384 36647833 - Bradi2g36205 
Bd2 36649462 36655082 + Bradi2g36210 
Bd2 36655260 36660186 + Bradi2g36217 
Bd2 36660497 36664152 - Bradi2g36230 
Bd2 36666909 36673615 + Bradi2g36237 
Bd2 36680219 36682710 + Bradi2g36250 
Bd2 36683411 36684090 + Bradi2g36260 
Bd2 36685362 36686382 + Bradi2g36268 
Bd2 36688305 36691432 + Bradi2g36277 
Bd2 36691205 36691644 - Bradi2g36290 
Bd2 36693340 36696655 - Bradi2g36297 
Bd2 36695471 36696671 + Bradi2g36310 
Bd2 36698195 36700724 + Bradi2g36316 
Bd2 36700898 36702386 - Bradi2g36322 
Bd2 36704295 36708989 - Bradi2g36330 
Bd2 36708685 36712981 - Bradi2g36340 
Bd2 36713770 36718184 - Bradi2g36350 
Bd2 36720409 36726416 + Bradi2g36360 
Bd2 36728450 36737150 - Bradi2g36370 
Bd2 36740876 36752473 + Bradi2g36380 
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Bd2 36752692 36754259 + Bradi2g36390 
Bd2 36754317 36754874 + Bradi2g36400 
Bd2 36755248 36762590 - Bradi2g36410 
Bd2 36762878 36769141 + Bradi2g36417 
Bd2 36769376 36780543 - Bradi2g36430 
Bd2 36783493 36785522 + Bradi2g36441 
Bd2 36787098 36789857 - Bradi2g36451 
Bd2 36794350 36800047 - Bradi2g36460 
Bd2 36800976 36807051 - Bradi2g36470 
Bd2 36815889 36819750 + Bradi2g36480 
Bd2 36820081 36828444 - Bradi2g36490 
Bd2 36835979 36839036 + Bradi2g36497 
Bd2 36840579 36842164 + Bradi2g36506 
Bd2 36842979 36843458 + Bradi2g36515 
Bd2 36857507 36860706 + Bradi2g36521 
Bd2 36859863 36863342 - Bradi2g36526 
Bd2 36872476 36873759 + Bradi2g36530 
Bd2 36879684 36881138 + Bradi2g36540 
Bd2 36881550 36886570 - Bradi2g36550 
Bd2 36888821 36889015 + Bradi2g36557 
Bd2 36899926 36902965 + Bradi2g36564 
Bd2 36909070 36910666 - Bradi2g36571 
Bd2 36913930 36914645 + Bradi2g36580 
Bd2 36944283 36944877 + Bradi2g36600 
Bd2 36951962 36953414 + Bradi2g36606 
Bd2 36958172 36958803 + Bradi2g36612 
Bd2 36962233 36962841 + Bradi2g36620 
Bd2 36969441 36971626 - Bradi2g36631 
Bd2 36975672 36983334 - Bradi2g36640 
Bd2 36985749 36991450 + Bradi2g36647 
Bd2 36993477 36998560 + Bradi2g36660 
Bd2 36999303 37000747 + Bradi2g36670 
Bd2 37003319 37007181 + Bradi2g36672 
Bd2 37019993 37020768 - Bradi2g36674 
Bd2 37021202 37025533 - Bradi2g36676 
Bd2 37033286 37036137 - Bradi2g36680 
Bd2 37037485 37039041 + Bradi2g36687 
Bd2 37039438 37046646 + Bradi2g36700 
Bd2 37046700 37049856 - Bradi2g36710 
Bd2 37052115 37056278 - Bradi2g36720 
Bd2 37061540 37064147 - Bradi2g36730 
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Bd2 37064377 37067128 + Bradi2g36735 
Bd2 37096740 37099031 + Bradi2g36740 
Bd2 37102407 37103467 + Bradi2g36750 
Bd2 37113500 37118136 + Bradi2g36760 
Bd2 37119015 37119676 + Bradi2g36770 
Bd2 37120314 37121497 - Bradi2g36772 
Bd2 37124296 37125189 - Bradi2g36774 
Bd2 37128488 37130562 - Bradi2g36776 
Bd2 37154537 37155307 - Bradi2g36778 
Bd2 37162502 37163383 + Bradi2g36780 
Bd2 37175287 37176105 + Bradi2g36782 
Bd2 37191759 37191980 + Bradi2g36785 
Bd2 37200610 37201161 - Bradi2g36786 
Bd2 37214736 37217749 + Bradi2g36787 
Bd2 37220981 37221289 - Bradi2g36790 
Bd2 37224035 37227238 - Bradi2g36801 
Bd2 37231667 37234395 + Bradi2g36810 
Bd2 37236540 37239911 - Bradi2g36817 
Bd2 37244458 37248066 - Bradi2g36828 
Bd2 37253785 37255107 - Bradi2g36840 
Bd2 37255286 37258555 + Bradi2g36850 
Bd2 37259883 37261600 + Bradi2g36856 
Bd2 37260949 37262972 - Bradi2g36859 
Bd2 37279241 37283757 - Bradi2g36862 
Bd2 37291362 37293504 + Bradi2g36871 
Bd2 37303390 37309232 - Bradi2g36880 
Bd2 37309752 37311967 - Bradi2g36890 
Bd2 37315868 37321665 - Bradi2g36897 
Bd2 37323017 37324824 + Bradi2g36903 
Bd2 37326459 37332201 - Bradi2g36910 
Bd2 37353765 37358876 - Bradi2g36920 
Bd2 37359456 37363024 + Bradi2g36930 
Bd2 37363752 37368559 + Bradi2g36937 
Bd2 37368444 37374456 - Bradi2g36950 
Bd2 37376700 37378086 - Bradi2g36960 
Bd2 37380342 37384249 + Bradi2g36970 
Bd2 37384325 37388492 - Bradi2g36980 
Bd2 37387615 37388359 + Bradi2g36985 
Bd2 37390093 37397404 - Bradi2g36990 
Bd2 37398397 37400972 - Bradi2g37000 
Bd2 37405301 37405675 + Bradi2g37005 
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Bd2 37407805 37409216 - Bradi2g37010 
Bd2 37445265 37446775 + Bradi2g37020 
Bd2 37447088 37453097 + Bradi2g37030 
Bd2 37453843 37455485 + Bradi2g37040 
Bd2 37468054 37470054 - Bradi2g37047 
Bd2 37472679 37474143 - Bradi2g37060 
Bd2 37476205 37477535 - Bradi2g37067 
Bd2 37478867 37480295 - Bradi2g37080 
Bd2 37481487 37483008 - Bradi2g37090 
Bd2 37490830 37494674 - Bradi2g37100 
Bd2 37527121 37528653 + Bradi2g37111 
Bd2 37534760 37536992 + Bradi2g37120 
Bd2 37541591 37543701 - Bradi2g37130 
Bd2 37545102 37548323 + Bradi2g37135 
Bd2 37549553 37551030 - Bradi2g37140 
Bd2 37551504 37552677 - Bradi2g37150 
Bd2 37554234 37556614 - Bradi2g37160 
Bd2 37557478 37564036 - Bradi2g37166 
Bd2 37564523 37570397 - Bradi2g37172 
Bd2 37571190 37578836 - Bradi2g37180 
Bd2 37580338 37584201 - Bradi2g37191 
Bd2 37588028 37588525 + Bradi2g37200 
Bd2 37589252 37590223 + Bradi2g37210 
Bd2 37605587 37607399 + Bradi2g37221 
Bd2 37610795 37611476 - Bradi2g37230 
Bd2 37612358 37616320 - Bradi2g37240 
Bd2 37620010 37622414 - Bradi2g37246 
Bd2 37620804 37622006 + Bradi2g37252 
Bd2 37622911 37628204 - Bradi2g37260 
Bd2 37629274 37631494 + Bradi2g37270 
Bd2 37633169 37633552 + Bradi2g37275 
Bd2 37634086 37634563 - Bradi2g37280 
Bd2 37637522 37638998 - Bradi2g37300 
Bd2 37646711 37649094 + Bradi2g37310 
Bd2 37649253 37652063 - Bradi2g37320 
Bd2 37653858 37654782 + Bradi2g37327 
Bd2 37655069 37658629 - Bradi2g37340 
Bd2 37663139 37668088 - Bradi2g37350 
Bd2 37671432 37679033 - Bradi2g37360 
Bd2 37683733 37685398 - Bradi2g37365 
Bd2 37696057 37698299 - Bradi2g37370 
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Bd2 37710986 37711917 - Bradi2g37377 
Bd2 37721750 37723306 - Bradi2g37379 
Bd2 37723626 37725973 - Bradi2g37381 
Bd2 37727607 37730423 - Bradi2g37383 
Bd2 37732222 37736295 - Bradi2g37387 
Bd2 37737754 37745500 + Bradi2g37400 
Bd2 37745797 37747916 - Bradi2g37410 
Bd2 37748114 37751835 + Bradi2g37420 
Bd2 37756044 37757488 + Bradi2g37430 
Bd2 37761596 37765726 - Bradi2g37431 
Bd2 37769283 37770318 + Bradi2g37432 
Bd2 37770958 37772312 - Bradi2g37435 
Bd2 37775524 37780074 + Bradi2g37440 
Bd2 37782398 37787058 - Bradi2g37450 
Bd2 37789613 37795133 - Bradi2g37460 
Bd2 37796801 37799147 - Bradi2g37470 
Bd2 37800479 37804452 - Bradi2g37480 
Bd2 37812074 37816032 + Bradi2g37487 
Bd2 37816790 37818640 + Bradi2g37500 
Bd2 37829328 37832137 + Bradi2g37507 
Bd2 37833126 37833866 + Bradi2g37512 
Bd2 37835525 37838986 + Bradi2g37517 
Bd2 37839943 37840486 + Bradi2g37521 
Bd2 37850680 37852520 + Bradi2g37525 
Bd2 37855623 37864620 + Bradi2g37530 
Bd2 37863697 37869046 - Bradi2g37540 
Bd2 37869047 37874271 + Bradi2g37547 
Bd2 37885768 37890024 + Bradi2g37552 
Bd2 37891140 37892075 - Bradi2g37560 
Bd2 37923401 37928999 - Bradi2g37570 
Bd2 37943052 37943897 - Bradi2g37575 
Bd2 37947445 37949482 - Bradi2g37580 
Bd2 37951480 37954486 + Bradi2g37587 
Bd2 37963137 37971412 - Bradi2g37592 
Bd2 37990744 37991818 - Bradi2g37610 
Bd2 37996876 37999038 + Bradi2g37621 
Bd2 38003473 38005856 - Bradi2g37630 
Bd2 38008632 38011148 + Bradi2g37640 
Bd2 38019353 38020180 + Bradi2g37645 
Bd2 38044632 38045594 + Bradi2g37650 
Bd2 38047726 38048067 - Bradi2g37653 
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Bd2 38071313 38072648 + Bradi2g37656 
Bd2 38077271 38079164 - Bradi2g37660 
Bd2 38081556 38083806 - Bradi2g37670 
Bd2 38088724 38089555 + Bradi2g37672 
Bd2 38090450 38093414 + Bradi2g37675 
Bd2 38093635 38095126 + Bradi2g37680 
Bd2 38095427 38097772 - Bradi2g37690 
Bd2 38098436 38100659 - Bradi2g37700 
Bd2 38099783 38100395 + Bradi2g37705 
Bd2 38101110 38104570 - Bradi2g37710 
Bd2 38106788 38110783 - Bradi2g37720 
Bd2 38116251 38117543 - Bradi2g37730 
Bd2 38119265 38125282 + Bradi2g37740 
Bd2 38124388 38131243 - Bradi2g37750 
Bd2 38134822 38141387 - Bradi2g37760 
Bd2 38142369 38144923 + Bradi2g37770 
Bd2 38144183 38150303 - Bradi2g37780 
Bd2 38150473 38154003 + Bradi2g37790 
Bd2 38156105 38165375 + Bradi2g37795 
Bd2 38161468 38161959 - Bradi2g37796 
Bd2 38163268 38164476 + Bradi2g37797 
Bd2 38166110 38167415 + Bradi2g37798 
Bd2 38194295 38199240 + Bradi2g37800 
Bd2 38202287 38203339 + Bradi2g37810 
Bd2 38203421 38210121 - Bradi2g37817 
Bd2 38210186 38213065 + Bradi2g37830 
Bd2 38213611 38214396 + Bradi2g37835 
Bd2 38215989 38220729 + Bradi2g37840 
Bd2 38219359 38222547 - Bradi2g37850 
Bd2 38223845 38226940 - Bradi2g37855 
Bd2 38228451 38230214 + Bradi2g37860 
Bd2 38252840 38259638 + Bradi2g37870 
Bd2 38260297 38265271 - Bradi2g37880 
Bd2 38267592 38269096 - Bradi2g37893 
Bd2 38273296 38276952 - Bradi2g37906 
Bd2 38284247 38289415 + Bradi2g37920 
Bd2 38290011 38292877 + Bradi2g37930 
Bd2 38307415 38309225 - Bradi2g37940 
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Table 4.3 All genes in TT1 QTL interval  
Chr Start Stop Strand Gene 
Bd5 24165896 24168182 - Bradi5g21447 
Bd5 24169939 24172318 - Bradi5g21460 
Bd5 24173983 24174690 + Bradi5g21465 
Bd5 24176051 24177777 - Bradi5g21470 
Bd5 24184371 24189808 - Bradi5g21475 
Bd5 24184884 24188878 + Bradi5g21480 
Bd5 24191441 24193607 + Bradi5g21488 
Bd5 24217907 24221754 + Bradi5g21497 
Bd5 24222237 24224297 - Bradi5g21510 
Bd5 24224742 24228142 - Bradi5g21520 
Bd5 24232327 24233358 + Bradi5g21530 
Bd5 24233970 24238178 - Bradi5g21540 
Bd5 24239628 24244030 + Bradi5g21550 
Bd5 24244276 24246603 - Bradi5g21560 
Bd5 24246749 24248148 + Bradi5g21570 
Bd5 24248561 24250943 - Bradi5g21580 
Bd5 24260196 24262007 - Bradi5g21583 
Bd5 24263520 24266631 + Bradi5g21587 
Bd5 24268480 24270366 - Bradi5g21600 
Bd5 24271537 24272088 - Bradi5g21610 
Bd5 24274656 24276082 - Bradi5g21615 
Bd5 24289062 24292998 - Bradi5g21620 
Bd5 24292956 24295465 + Bradi5g21630 
Bd5 24299382 24307952 + Bradi5g21640 
Bd5 24308392 24312427 - Bradi5g21650 
Bd5 24312886 24313831 + Bradi5g21654 
Bd5 24315106 24319893 - Bradi5g21658 
Bd5 24320735 24322858 + Bradi5g21662 
Bd5 24329335 24330534 + Bradi5g21666 
Bd5 24330548 24331759 + Bradi5g21671 
Bd5 24333565 24338722 - Bradi5g21677 
Bd5 24347299 24351166 + Bradi5g21687 
Bd5 24353038 24354738 + Bradi5g21700 
Bd5 24356512 24361901 + Bradi5g21705 
Bd5 24362967 24368091 - Bradi5g21710 
Bd5 24372277 24374434 + Bradi5g21720 
Bd5 24375599 24377798 + Bradi5g21730 
Bd5 24383199 24392833 + Bradi5g21740 
Bd5 24398328 24402978 + Bradi5g21750 
Bd5 24403420 24407587 + Bradi5g21757 
Bd5 24407935 24408746 - Bradi5g21763 
Bd5 24413965 24415976 + Bradi5g21770 
Bd5 24417072 24420398 + Bradi5g21780 
Bd5 24420553 24421982 + Bradi5g21790 
Bd5 24426870 24431309 + Bradi5g21800 
Bd5 24434289 24438785 + Bradi5g21810 
Bd5 24439133 24443354 - Bradi5g21820 
Bd5 24444997 24449715 - Bradi5g21825 
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Bd5 24451915 24453974 + Bradi5g21830 
Bd5 24456726 24457734 - Bradi5g21835 
Bd5 24459018 24462560 - Bradi5g21840 
Bd5 24463031 24465647 - Bradi5g21850 
Bd5 24466797 24475093 - Bradi5g21857 
Bd5 24476122 24484648 - Bradi5g21870 
Bd5 24490892 24491248 - Bradi5g21880 
Bd5 24501545 24506849 - Bradi5g21890 
Bd5 24514430 24515850 - Bradi5g21895 
Bd5 24521168 24525045 + Bradi5g21900 
Bd5 24525207 24526424 - Bradi5g21910 
Bd5 24528747 24531206 + Bradi5g21920 
Bd5 24531922 24532568 - Bradi5g21925 
Bd5 24535081 24538784 + Bradi5g21930 
Bd5 24540091 24540813 + Bradi5g21933 
Bd5 24540877 24545714 - Bradi5g21937 
Bd5 24547696 24550608 + Bradi5g21950 
Bd5 24550238 24553995 - Bradi5g21960 
Bd5 24568233 24569581 - Bradi5g21970 
Bd5 24573693 24574742 - Bradi5g21980 
Bd5 24579210 24581611 + Bradi5g21983 
Bd5 24583399 24583664 + Bradi5g21986 
Bd5 24583690 24585898 + Bradi5g21993 
Bd5 24590138 24593334 + Bradi5g22000 
Bd5 24594384 24597455 - Bradi5g22007 
Bd5 24602071 24617448 + Bradi5g22017 
Bd5 24618037 24619726 + Bradi5g22027 
Bd5 24620739 24623267 - Bradi5g22040 
Bd5 24626632 24629666 - Bradi5g22050 
Bd5 24631547 24632971 + Bradi5g22060 
Bd5 24637611 24642339 + Bradi5g22070 
Bd5 24642601 24655942 - Bradi5g22077 
Bd5 24656313 24656540 + Bradi5g22083 
Bd5 24675518 24678720 + Bradi5g22090 
Bd5 24682796 24693525 + Bradi5g22100 
Bd5 24693549 24694547 - Bradi5g22110 
Bd5 24695541 24701885 + Bradi5g22117 
Bd5 24704765 24710626 + Bradi5g22130 
Bd5 24713129 24713494 + Bradi5g22138 
Bd5 24716489 24722798 + Bradi5g22146 
Bd5 24729997 24730609 + Bradi5g22154 
Bd5 24732504 24737199 + Bradi5g22162 
Bd5 24738563 24740107 - Bradi5g22170 
Bd5 24743953 24744306 + Bradi5g22172 
Bd5 24745418 24746587 + Bradi5g22174 
Bd5 24747497 24749668 + Bradi5g22176 
Bd5 24749764 24752491 + Bradi5g22178 
Bd5 24757611 24758240 + Bradi5g22181 
Bd5 24759484 24759849 + Bradi5g22183 
Bd5 24760809 24766542 + Bradi5g22187 
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Bd5 24766734 24768720 - Bradi5g22200 
Bd5 24769466 24770003 + Bradi5g22211 
Bd5 24772204 24777468 - Bradi5g22220 
Bd5 24784357 24787131 - Bradi5g22230 
Bd5 24787781 24795407 + Bradi5g22240 
Bd5 24795850 24799410 + Bradi5g22250 
Bd5 24800179 24803413 - Bradi5g22260 
Bd5 24804295 24806205 - Bradi5g22270 
Bd5 24804622 24805104 + Bradi5g22275 
Bd5 24807428 24810342 + Bradi5g22280 
Bd5 24810929 24814062 + Bradi5g22290 
Bd5 24820106 24822897 - Bradi5g22295 
Bd5 24826178 24827866 + Bradi5g22300 
Bd5 24828929 24837048 - Bradi5g22310 
Bd5 24841512 24841892 + Bradi5g22321 
Bd5 24843951 24848132 - Bradi5g22330 
Bd5 24852645 24856317 + Bradi5g22340 
Bd5 24856793 24860824 + Bradi5g22343 
Bd5 24861294 24862457 + Bradi5g22346 
Bd5 24862995 24864048 + Bradi5g22349 
Bd5 24864836 24867426 + Bradi5g22352 
Bd5 24871999 24873018 + Bradi5g22356 
Bd5 24874021 24875121 + Bradi5g22362 
Bd5 24876752 24879314 + Bradi5g22368 
Bd5 24880127 24881969 + Bradi5g22375 
Bd5 24882904 24889285 + Bradi5g22383 
Bd5 24890597 24893026 + Bradi5g22391 
Bd5 24895404 24896872 + Bradi5g22400 
Bd5 24898331 24899704 + Bradi5g22405 
Bd5 24900634 24904772 + Bradi5g22410 
Bd5 24905326 24910669 + Bradi5g22420 
Bd5 24911091 24912169 + Bradi5g22423 
Bd5 24912559 24913246 + Bradi5g22426 
Bd5 24916027 24921308 + Bradi5g22430 
Bd5 24921290 24922339 - Bradi5g22435 
Bd5 24922187 24924385 + Bradi5g22440 
Bd5 24925786 24926916 - Bradi5g22446 
Bd5 24927905 24928860 + Bradi5g22452 
Bd5 24932362 24932763 + Bradi5g22460 
Bd5 24936767 24937714 - Bradi5g22466 
Bd5 24938928 24939977 - Bradi5g22472 
Bd5 24942223 24943326 - Bradi5g22478 
Bd5 24945335 24946468 + Bradi5g22484 
Bd5 24950687 24951817 - Bradi5g22491 
Bd5 24955296 24957014 - Bradi5g22497 
Bd5 24958203 24959297 - Bradi5g22503 
Bd5 24959591 24961881 - Bradi5g22510 
Bd5 24968456 24969790 - Bradi5g22515 
Bd5 24970446 24972899 - Bradi5g22520 
Bd5 24974418 24975861 + Bradi5g22524 
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Bd5 24974928 24978346 + Bradi5g22528 
Bd5 24975862 24979361 + Bradi5g22532 
Bd5 24976304 24979361 + Bradi5g22536 
Bd5 24983603 24987912 - Bradi5g22540 
Bd5 24990340 24998719 + Bradi5g22547 
Bd5 24999523 25004465 + Bradi5g22560 
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Table 4.4 All genes in the SW1 QTL interval  
Chr Start Stop Strand Gene 
Bd1 58363256 58364776 + Bradi1g58965 
Bd1 58366256 58368801 - Bradi1g58970 
Bd1 58374191 58379079 + Bradi1g58975 
Bd1 58375287 58376919 - Bradi1g58980 
Bd1 58377927 58378556 - Bradi1g58990 
Bd1 58378934 58381094 - Bradi1g58997 
Bd1 58385303 58389788 + Bradi1g59010 
Bd1 58390144 58392429 - Bradi1g59020 
Bd1 58397389 58409743 + Bradi1g59030 
Bd1 58412607 58413582 + Bradi1g59035 
Bd1 58420655 58421641 + Bradi1g59040 
Bd1 58423072 58423798 + Bradi1g59042 
Bd1 58434732 58435148 - Bradi1g59044 
Bd1 58440026 58440306 - Bradi1g59046 
Bd1 58441413 58442704 - Bradi1g59050 
Bd1 58447758 58448741 - Bradi1g59053 
Bd1 58458446 58460190 - Bradi1g59056 
Bd1 58464568 58466490 + Bradi1g59060 
Bd1 58470838 58473794 + Bradi1g59070 
Bd1 58474492 58475349 - Bradi1g59080 
Bd1 58486220 58491991 - Bradi1g59100 
Bd1 58494067 58495771 + Bradi1g59105 
Bd1 58500744 58502864 - Bradi1g59110 
Bd1 58504881 58506252 + Bradi1g59120 
Bd1 58508059 58509906 + Bradi1g59130 
Bd1 58516670 58518551 - Bradi1g59135 
Bd1 58522897 58524494 + Bradi1g59140 
Bd1 58528284 58529030 + Bradi1g59151 
Bd1 58544477 58545976 + Bradi1g59160 
Bd1 58546202 58549575 - Bradi1g59170 
Bd1 58584348 58587512 + Bradi1g59180 
Bd1 58588708 58593618 + Bradi1g59190 
Bd1 58592596 58597564 - Bradi1g59200 
Bd1 58602334 58605571 - Bradi1g59210 
Bd1 58608764 58611368 - Bradi1g59216 
Bd1 58612222 58617467 - Bradi1g59220 
Bd1 58618641 58619387 - Bradi1g59226 
Bd1 58620772 58621930 - Bradi1g59232 
Bd1 58622680 58623060 + Bradi1g59240 
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Bd1 58624749 58631711 - Bradi1g59250 
Bd1 58641377 58645905 + Bradi1g59260 
Bd1 58650253 58656112 + Bradi1g59270 
Bd1 58656532 58659052 + Bradi1g59280 
Bd1 58659535 58661647 - Bradi1g59290 
Bd1 58666439 58673156 - Bradi1g59300 
Bd1 58677994 58679937 - Bradi1g59310 
Bd1 58696539 58709347 + Bradi1g59325 
Bd1 58709663 58710710 - Bradi1g59340 
Bd1 58711468 58714399 - Bradi1g59350 
Bd1 58715128 58718175 - Bradi1g59360 
Bd1 58724833 58728143 + Bradi1g59370 
Bd1 58729265 58730684 + Bradi1g59380 
Bd1 58732677 58733141 + Bradi1g59390 
Bd1 58733553 58734218 - Bradi1g59400 
Bd1 58739827 58741501 + Bradi1g59403 
Bd1 58739981 58740442 - Bradi1g59406 
Bd1 58742233 58747880 - Bradi1g59410 
Bd1 58751017 58754743 + Bradi1g59420 
Bd1 58754875 58759712 - Bradi1g59430 
Bd1 58761846 58763194 - Bradi1g59440 
Bd1 58766536 58767625 + Bradi1g59450 
Bd1 58768424 58776717 + Bradi1g59460 
Bd1 58776968 58778604 + Bradi1g59465 
Bd1 58783226 58786266 - Bradi1g59470 
Bd1 58792602 58794860 + Bradi1g59480 
Bd1 58795854 58800741 + Bradi1g59490 
Bd1 58800181 58801921 - Bradi1g59500 
Bd1 58802507 58803064 - Bradi1g59501 
Bd1 58805725 58806326 + Bradi1g59502 
Bd1 58808972 58811823 + Bradi1g59503 
Bd1 58813870 58814829 + Bradi1g59505 
Bd1 58815156 58816608 - Bradi1g59510 
Bd1 58819142 58820445 - Bradi1g59520 
Bd1 58830577 58832022 - Bradi1g59537 
Bd1 58832484 58833937 - Bradi1g59550 
Bd1 58836281 58842449 + Bradi1g59560 
Bd1 58844160 58848228 - Bradi1g59570 
Bd1 58883209 58887075 + Bradi1g59580 
Bd1 58904211 58910757 - Bradi1g59587 
Bd1 58910915 58915108 - Bradi1g59600 
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Bd1 58918239 58924018 - Bradi1g59610 
Bd1 58925646 58928873 + Bradi1g59620 
Bd1 58929255 58931446 + Bradi1g59630 
Bd1 58931443 58938375 - Bradi1g59641 
Bd1 58940644 58943779 + Bradi1g59650 
Bd1 58944069 58945517 - Bradi1g59660 
Bd1 58946325 58947752 - Bradi1g59670 
Bd1 58948169 58950328 - Bradi1g59680 
Bd1 58952322 58956151 + Bradi1g59690 
Bd1 58957890 58961608 - Bradi1g59700 
Bd1 58963438 58967537 + Bradi1g59710 
Bd1 58968748 58971400 + Bradi1g59715 
Bd1 58976631 58977797 + Bradi1g59720 
Bd1 58979487 58984267 - Bradi1g59730 
Bd1 58985498 58988178 + Bradi1g59735 
Bd1 58989942 58992895 + Bradi1g59740 
Bd1 58995197 58996461 - Bradi1g59750 
Bd1 59003169 59008299 + Bradi1g59760 
Bd1 59008457 59017470 - Bradi1g59775 
Bd1 59020231 59022042 + Bradi1g59790 
Bd1 59024788 59027359 + Bradi1g59795 
Bd1 59028949 59030929 + Bradi1g59800 
Bd1 59034060 59037040 - Bradi1g59810 
Bd1 59040257 59042380 + Bradi1g59820 
Bd1 59044246 59047995 + Bradi1g59830 
Bd1 59048256 59049986 - Bradi1g59840 
Bd1 59051888 59057055 + Bradi1g59850 
Bd1 59057112 59060156 - Bradi1g59860 
Bd1 59062120 59063642 + Bradi1g59870 
Bd1 59071653 59073820 + Bradi1g59880 
Bd1 59074533 59075059 + Bradi1g59885 
Bd1 59078616 59081110 + Bradi1g59887 
Bd1 59090331 59093039 - Bradi1g59890 
Bd1 59103637 59105867 + Bradi1g59901 
Bd1 59164214 59176525 - Bradi1g59910 
Bd1 59183667 59187857 - Bradi1g59920 
Bd1 59216328 59220231 + Bradi1g59930 
Bd1 59223075 59227294 + Bradi1g59940 
Bd1 59229776 59230516 - Bradi1g59945 
Bd1 59237121 59238829 - Bradi1g59950 
Bd1 59284097 59295416 - Bradi1g59970 
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Bd1 59328708 59330010 + Bradi1g59974 
Bd1 59330078 59331163 + Bradi1g59978 
Bd1 59332070 59339876 - Bradi1g59982 
Bd1 59406377 59410352 + Bradi1g59990 
Bd1 59410952 59412271 + Bradi1g60000 
Bd1 59415512 59416670 + Bradi1g60005 
Bd1 59417787 59422418 + Bradi1g60010 
Bd1 59535371 59536287 + Bradi1g60021 
Bd1 59536759 59537639 - Bradi1g60030 
Bd1 59538019 59542435 - Bradi1g60040 
Bd1 59549319 59550156 - Bradi1g60045 
Bd1 59552808 59555959 - Bradi1g60050 
Bd1 59559967 59561460 - Bradi1g60055 
Bd1 59563928 59564994 + Bradi1g60060 
Bd1 59568871 59573471 - Bradi1g60070 
Bd1 59576008 59584091 + Bradi1g60080 
Bd1 59586578 59588601 - Bradi1g60090 
Bd1 59591463 59597572 - Bradi1g60100 
Bd1 59594519 59595007 - Bradi1g60103 
Bd1 59599498 59601592 + Bradi1g60106 
Bd1 59606116 59609403 - Bradi1g60110 
Bd1 59614324 59617308 + Bradi1g60120 
Bd1 59620216 59622485 + Bradi1g60130 
Bd1 59638840 59640420 + Bradi1g60140 
Bd1 59641107 59648258 - Bradi1g60150 
Bd1 59652411 59653385 - Bradi1g60160 
Bd1 59677328 59680886 + Bradi1g60170 
Bd1 59691105 59694433 + Bradi1g60176 
Bd1 59694409 59695239 - Bradi1g60182 
Bd1 59750298 59756299 - Bradi1g60190 
Bd1 59759142 59760406 - Bradi1g60200 
Bd1 59767884 59778837 + Bradi1g60207 
Bd1 59777538 59777789 - Bradi1g60212 
Bd1 59779078 59782157 - Bradi1g60217 
Bd1 59809558 59811068 + Bradi1g60230 
Bd1 59812055 59816394 - Bradi1g60237 
Bd1 59821159 59822450 - Bradi1g60250 
Bd1 59827051 59832247 - Bradi1g60260 
Bd1 59833943 59840041 - Bradi1g60270 
Bd1 59843815 59844831 + Bradi1g60275 
Bd1 59845759 59850177 - Bradi1g60280 
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Bd1 59872335 59874788 + Bradi1g60291 
Bd1 59875627 59884570 - Bradi1g60300 
Bd1 59887924 59890624 - Bradi1g60310 
Bd1 59892890 59894059 - Bradi1g60313 
Bd1 59895753 59898057 + Bradi1g60316 
Bd1 59904133 59910530 + Bradi1g60320 
Bd1 59913850 59914859 + Bradi1g60325 
Bd1 59928540 59930269 + Bradi1g60330 
Bd1 59931661 59933039 - Bradi1g60335 
Bd1 59943279 59949314 - Bradi1g60340 
Bd1 59949386 59950461 + Bradi1g60345 
Bd1 59972071 59972710 + Bradi1g60350 
Bd1 59979566 59992342 + Bradi1g60357 
Bd1 60004920 60007135 + Bradi1g60370 
Bd1 60011159 60013256 - Bradi1g60380 
Bd1 60018190 60019843 - Bradi1g60390 
Bd1 60022066 60023151 + Bradi1g60391 
Bd1 60023838 60026978 - Bradi1g60392 
Bd1 60029945 60030851 + Bradi1g60393 
Bd1 60036199 60039909 - Bradi1g60394 
Bd1 60059131 60064646 + Bradi1g60397 
Bd1 60064318 60065841 - Bradi1g60410 
Bd1 60067166 60076775 - Bradi1g60430 
Bd1 60069704 60072321 + Bradi1g60435 
Bd1 60078598 60083681 - Bradi1g60440 
Bd1 60087214 60092523 - Bradi1g60450 
Bd1 60095018 60104710 - Bradi1g60460 
Bd1 60108711 60109928 - Bradi1g60470 
Bd1 60112381 60117828 - Bradi1g60480 
Bd1 60126687 60132886 + Bradi1g60490 
Bd1 60134441 60145034 - Bradi1g60500 
Bd1 60147433 60151769 + Bradi1g60510 
Bd1 60155141 60160440 - Bradi1g60520 
Bd1 60161721 60166983 - Bradi1g60531 
Bd1 60167081 60170590 + Bradi1g60540 
Bd1 60172912 60181749 + Bradi1g60550 
Bd1 60177253 60177669 - Bradi1g60552 
Bd1 60182628 60184026 - Bradi1g60554 
Bd1 60187721 60188041 - Bradi1g60556 
Bd1 60196996 60197725 - Bradi1g60560 
Bd1 60211495 60211728 - Bradi1g60563 
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Bd1 60214011 60214958 - Bradi1g60566 
Bd1 60220267 60220608 + Bradi1g60570 
Bd1 60221836 60223393 - Bradi1g60580 
Bd1 60224254 60225600 + Bradi1g60587 
Bd1 60235347 60236304 - Bradi1g60593 
Bd1 60239892 60244189 + Bradi1g60600 
Bd1 60245989 60253378 + Bradi1g60610 
Bd1 60255502 60259313 + Bradi1g60620 
Bd1 60260056 60264852 - Bradi1g60630 
Bd1 60283111 60285941 + Bradi1g60637 
Bd1 60293175 60293288 + Bradi1g60642 
Bd1 60294197 60295917 + Bradi1g60647 
Bd1 60315112 60316044 - Bradi1g60660 
Bd1 60316736 60317913 + Bradi1g60663 
Bd1 60331081 60331366 + Bradi1g60666 
Bd1 60331562 60333632 + Bradi1g60670 
Bd1 60340333 60341394 + Bradi1g60675 
Bd1 60345840 60349695 - Bradi1g60680 
Bd1 60349610 60352505 + Bradi1g60691 
Bd1 60354860 60358165 - Bradi1g60700 
Bd1 60358868 60363349 - Bradi1g60710 
Bd1 60376150 60381476 + Bradi1g60720 
Bd1 60384703 60386918 + Bradi1g60730 
Bd1 60387887 60395254 - Bradi1g60740 
Bd1 60405639 60409749 - Bradi1g60750 
Bd1 60427641 60429822 + Bradi1g60756 
Bd1 60431283 60433706 + Bradi1g60762 
Bd1 60432893 60437650 - Bradi1g60770 
Bd1 60441118 60442599 + Bradi1g60777 
Bd1 60446259 60448132 + Bradi1g60787 
Bd1 60452338 60454291 + Bradi1g60800 
Bd1 60455589 60457309 - Bradi1g60810 
Bd1 60457789 60465980 - Bradi1g60817 
Bd1 60466542 60467325 + Bradi1g60823 
Bd1 60471138 60475420 + Bradi1g60830 
Bd1 60475498 60476913 + Bradi1g60840 
Bd1 60477695 60483388 - Bradi1g60846 
Bd1 60486277 60489495 - Bradi1g60852 
Bd1 60495992 60497502 - Bradi1g60860 
Bd1 60513955 60514710 - Bradi1g60875 
Bd1 60521168 60531938 - Bradi1g60890 
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Bd1 60537202 60537933 + Bradi1g60901 
Bd1 60539216 60541923 - Bradi1g60910 
Bd1 60543651 60547586 - Bradi1g60920 
Bd1 60552099 60553331 - Bradi1g60930 
Bd1 60580467 60586582 - Bradi1g60941 
Bd1 60588291 60590898 - Bradi1g60950 
Bd1 60612921 60617209 - Bradi1g60960 
Bd1 60621980 60624658 - Bradi1g60970 
Bd1 60622867 60623847 + Bradi1g60972 
Bd1 60625793 60626209 + Bradi1g60974 
Bd1 60627906 60630572 + Bradi1g60977 
Bd1 60630936 60631895 - Bradi1g60990 
Bd1 60636675 60641823 - Bradi1g60995 
Bd1 60644679 60649161 + Bradi1g61000 
Bd1 60657853 60659259 - Bradi1g61010 
Bd1 60679662 60680030 + Bradi1g61015 
Bd1 60680889 60682202 + Bradi1g61020 
Bd1 60687116 60687818 + Bradi1g61030 
Bd1 60687954 60692004 - Bradi1g61035 
Bd1 60694777 60697446 + Bradi1g61040 
Bd1 60697677 60702708 - Bradi1g61050 
Bd1 60703820 60715904 - Bradi1g61057 
Bd1 60715971 60717475 + Bradi1g61070 
Bd1 60717730 60718134 - Bradi1g61080 
Bd1 60718601 60721410 - Bradi1g61090 
Bd1 60722875 60726282 + Bradi1g61100 
Bd1 60727044 60729294 - Bradi1g61110 
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Table 4.5 All genes in the BFL1 QTL interval  
Chr Start Stop Strand Gene 
Bd2 881711 882541 - Bradi2g01400 
Bd2 887813 889036 - Bradi2g01406 
Bd2 898877 900082 - Bradi2g01412 
Bd2 912774 915579 - Bradi2g01420 
Bd2 920645 923845 - Bradi2g01430 
Bd2 925323 928621 - Bradi2g01440 
Bd2 972706 973221 - Bradi2g01450 
Bd2 978538 979784 + Bradi2g01460 
Bd2 992292 993816 - Bradi2g01466 
Bd2 1007381 1012674 + Bradi2g01472 
Bd2 1026290 1029892 + Bradi2g01480 
Bd2 1032843 1035428 - Bradi2g01485 
Bd2 1037380 1041137 + Bradi2g01490 
Bd2 1041903 1043411 - Bradi2g01497 
Bd2 1044469 1051519 - Bradi2g01504 
Bd2 1051807 1055024 - Bradi2g01511 
Bd2 1055070 1056774 - Bradi2g01520 
Bd2 1056893 1059744 + Bradi2g01530 
Bd2 1057820 1058125 - Bradi2g01535 
Bd2 1059944 1062316 - Bradi2g01540 
Bd2 1063030 1069606 - Bradi2g01550 
Bd2 1070504 1072677 - Bradi2g01561 
Bd2 1075632 1078727 + Bradi2g01570 
Bd2 1078739 1082333 - Bradi2g01580 
Bd2 1084936 1090447 - Bradi2g01590 
Bd2 1100321 1101145 + Bradi2g01600 
Bd2 1101310 1106602 - Bradi2g01610 
Bd2 1107499 1112099 + Bradi2g01620 
Bd2 1130726 1137769 + Bradi2g01643 
Bd2 1172565 1174547 + Bradi2g01666 
Bd2 1181732 1182896 - Bradi2g01690 
Bd2 1191672 1192751 + Bradi2g01694 
Bd2 1197291 1199339 + Bradi2g01698 
Bd2 1199739 1203282 + Bradi2g01702 
Bd2 1204048 1205715 + Bradi2g01706 
Bd2 1206173 1209008 + Bradi2g01710 
Bd2 1214602 1216611 + Bradi2g01720 
Bd2 1217056 1218315 - Bradi2g01723 
Bd2 1219195 1220456 - Bradi2g01726 
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Bd2 1221032 1222105 - Bradi2g01730 
Bd2 1231053 1231733 - Bradi2g01740 
Bd2 1234371 1235500 + Bradi2g01746 
Bd2 1238389 1244890 + Bradi2g01752 
Bd2 1244989 1245677 + Bradi2g01758 
Bd2 1245404 1249109 - Bradi2g01764 
Bd2 1249480 1251924 - Bradi2g01770 
Bd2 1252352 1253244 + Bradi2g01781 
Bd2 1254048 1257749 + Bradi2g01791 
Bd2 1258943 1270139 - Bradi2g01810 
Bd2 1260916 1263331 + Bradi2g01800 
Bd2 1270855 1271841 - Bradi2g01817 
Bd2 1273073 1278121 + Bradi2g01827 
Bd2 1279104 1285828 + Bradi2g01840 
Bd2 1286091 1289750 - Bradi2g01850 
Bd2 1292923 1294858 + Bradi2g01860 
Bd2 1296047 1299116 - Bradi2g01870 
Bd2 1299115 1302227 + Bradi2g01881 
Bd2 1302953 1305905 + Bradi2g01890 
Bd2 1306292 1307865 + Bradi2g01900 
Bd2 1308406 1309718 + Bradi2g01910 
Bd2 1311341 1312639 + Bradi2g01920 
Bd2 1314255 1315379 + Bradi2g01927 
Bd2 1316767 1319941 + Bradi2g01937 
Bd2 1321398 1329484 + Bradi2g01950 
Bd2 1332761 1334188 - Bradi2g01960 
Bd2 1339444 1341608 - Bradi2g01967 
Bd2 1343239 1347112 + Bradi2g01980 
Bd2 1346372 1348585 - Bradi2g01990 
Bd2 1348705 1353340 - Bradi2g02000 
Bd2 1357547 1365010 + Bradi2g02010 
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Table 4.6 Latent heterozygosity within Bd21xBd3-1 RIL population. 
Locus ID 
Genetic  
Position (cM) RIL091 RIL098 RIL137 
BD0845_2 0 Bd21/Bd3-1 Bd21/Bd21 Bd21/Bd3-1 
BD0592_2 0.315 Bd21/Bd3-1 Bd21/Bd21 Bd21/Bd3-1 
BD0414_2 2.292 Bd21/Bd21 Bd21/Bd3-1 Bd21/Bd3-1 
BD3980_1 6.873 Bd21/Bd21 Bd21/Bd3-1 Bd21/Bd21 
Lines were selected and genotyped to confirm heterozygosity at the BRADI2G01480 marker. 
Heterozygous markers are indicated in red.  
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Table 4.7 – Summary of QTL intervals for all traits and greenhouse trials. 
 
TRAIT QTL 
NAME 
GH1 MARKE
RS 
CHR POSITIO
N 
INTERV
AL SIZE 
(KB) 
GENES SNPS, 
INDELS 
         
HEIGHT HEIGHT1 
(Hgt1) 
1 BD3646_1
, 
BD0639_3 
1 69,053,16
0-
70,805,39
9 
1752.2 278 746 
HEIGHT STEM 
HEIGHT/ 
WEIGHT
1  
(Shw1) 
1 BD3790_1
, 
BD3347_1 
2 36,163,00
9-
38,308,58
0 
2145.6 282 4,987 
HEIGHT TALL 
TILLER1 
(TT1) 
1 BD0141_1
, 
BD4464_1 
5 24,165,29
8-
25,001,63
9 
836.3 154 3,611 
HEIGHT HEIGHT1 
(Hgt1) 
2 BD3646_1
, 
BD0639_3 
1 69,053,16
0-
70,805,39
9 
1752.2 278 746 
HEIGHT TALL 
TILLER1 
(TT1) 
2 BD3646_1
, 
BD0639_3 
5 23,236,33
3-
24,416,98
8 
1180.7 177 7,220 
TILLERI
NG 
TALL 
TILLER1 
(TT1) 
1 BD0141_1
, 
BD4464_1 
5 24,165,29
8-
25,001,63
9 
836.3 154 3,611 
STEM 
WEIGHT 
STEM 
WEIGHT
1 (SW1) 
1 BD4062_1
, 
BD4854_3 
1 58,359,54
8-
60,732,97
3 
2373.4 271 1,583 
STEM 
WEIGHT 
STEM 
WEIGHT
1 (SW1) 
1 BD4062_1
, 
BD1929_1 
1 58,359,54
8-
62,577,92
6 
4218.4 491 1,583 
STEM 
WEIGHT 
STEM 
HEIGHT/ 
WEIGHT
1  
(Shw1) 
2 BD3790_1
, 
BD3347_1 
2 36,163,00
9-
38,308,58
0 
2145.6 282 4,987 
CONVER
SION 
BIOFUEL
1 (BFL1) 
1 BD0845_2
, 
BD3980_1 
2 871,730-
1,362,562 
490.8 70 2,605 
Markers were selected as the closest mapped marker to the 95% Baysian confidence interval generated 
within Rqtl. Genetic markers were then anchored to the physical map based on closest proximity to genes 
to define interval borders. Gene content and SNPs/indels were then counted between border markers. 
1 Greenhouse trial in which the MTA was detected. 
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Table 5.1 Summary of significant MTAs for total biomass accumulation (TB1-4) and conversion 
efficiency (BFL-A,B). 
 
  MARKERS1 C
H
R 
LEFT 
BORDER 
POSITION 
RIGHT 
BORDER 
POSITION 
INTERVAL 
SIZE (KB) 
GENES SNPS/ 
INDEL
S 
TB1 2 1 329,628 893,343 563 118 12,443 
TB2 5 1 69907462 70467003 559 84 11,403 
                
TB3 1 2 7144289 7644289 500 80 12,623 
                
TB4 3 3 52573843 53106107 532 80 12,434 
                
BFL
A 
1 2 58728746 59228746 500 76 12,026 
                
BFL
B 
5 5 11899722 12431167 531 57 15,804 
Left and right border defined as 250Kb upstream of the left-most significant marker and right border as 
250Kb of the right most significant MTA. Total number of genes within interval list and the total number 
of polymorphisms including SNPs and indels within those borders. 1Total number of significant markers 
contained within a given interval. 
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Table 5.2 Summary statistics for each individual re-sequenced B. distachyon accession. 
 
ACCESSION TOTAL 
SNPS 
TOTAL 
INDELS 
SNP 
PER 
BASE 
INDEL 
PER 
BASE 
ALB-AL2D 1835964 209982 148 1295 
GEO-G34I2 1042842 120946 261 2249 
ITA-SIC-CSR-6 2493760 282959 109 961 
ITA-SIC-CSR-7 2456347 277356 111 981 
SPA-NOR-S11A 1371516 157841 198 1723 
SPA-NOR-S11B 1400294 159698 194 1703 
SPA-NOR-S12B 1395181 159607 195 1704 
SPA-NOR-S17D 1456112 163680 187 1662 
SPA-NOR-S22C 1429963 163488 190 1664 
SPA-NOR-S6B 1435428 162392 189 1675 
SPA-NOR-S6D 1957450 224504 139 1212 
SPA-SOU-AB1.4 1470648 165909 185 1639 
SPA-SOU-CU1.6 1365505 154859 199 1756 
SPA-SOU-HU3.4 1444351 164485 188 1654 
SPA-SOU-J4.3 1466176 167580 186 1623 
SPA-SOU-J6.2 1490434 168065 182 1618 
ADI-4 926723 106188 294 2561 
BDTR10D 956882 108683 284 2503 
BDTR12B 987548 110070 275 2471 
BDTR13B 916731 103171 297 2636 
BDTR9M 913338 104934 298 2592 
ALB-AL2E 1847242 209132 147 1301 
ALB-AL2F 1852245 209519 147 1298 
ARM-ARM3A 1042327 119240 261 2281 
ARM-ARM3G 1010455 118758 269 2290 
GEO-G30I2 1706886 195703 159 1390 
GEO-G31I4 934660 110408 291 2464 
GEO-G34I6 1029137 119450 264 2277 
ITA-SIC-SLZ2.1 1857125 212000 146 1283 
SPA-NOR-S22B 1335600 155832 204 1745 
SPA-SOU-GR6.4 1897350 220495 143 1234 
SPA-SOU-SG2-1 1400155 158634 194 1715 
ADI-15 973948 110148 279 2469 
ADI-9 927391 105904 293 2568 
BDTR11E 938811 106417 290 2556 
BDTR13N 895960 101909 304 2669 
BDTR3M 915007 106228 297 2561 
BDTR5A 931174 104397 292 2605 
GAZ-1 987027 111380 276 2442 
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GAZ-2 1070671 120014 254 2266 
KAH-6 922458 107674 295 2526 
KOZ-5 830891 98097 327 2773 
Quality filtered reads were mapped back to the Bd21 reference genome, and SNPs and indels were then 
called. SNP per base and indel per base were calculated off the total genome size of the Bd21 reference, 
272 megabases. 
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Table 5.3 All genes in the TB1 MTA interval 
Chr Start Stop Strand Gene 
Bd1 334436 335533 - Bradi1g00400 
Bd1 337330 342157 - Bradi1g00410 
Bd1 338151 338436 - Bradi1g00405 
Bd1 343680 345106 - Bradi1g00412 
Bd1 367000 367390 - Bradi1g00413 
Bd1 368582 370509 - Bradi1g00415 
Bd1 371191 374596 - Bradi1g00417 
Bd1 373903 379261 + Bradi1g00427 
Bd1 382693 383274 - Bradi1g00438 
Bd1 383644 387490 - Bradi1g00450 
Bd1 387573 387896 + Bradi1g00455 
Bd1 388087 396326 - Bradi1g00460 
Bd1 399198 402567 + Bradi1g00470 
Bd1 401396 408731 - Bradi1g00480 
Bd1 407259 409082 + Bradi1g00482 
Bd1 409302 411466 + Bradi1g00485 
Bd1 411876 413809 - Bradi1g00491 
Bd1 414284 416254 - Bradi1g00497 
Bd1 420714 423380 + Bradi1g00510 
Bd1 423653 429294 - Bradi1g00517 
Bd1 431492 436934 + Bradi1g00530 
Bd1 437118 437478 - Bradi1g00535 
Bd1 438650 440537 + Bradi1g00540 
Bd1 440975 442208 - Bradi1g00552 
Bd1 443406 451229 - Bradi1g00560 
Bd1 450184 454029 + Bradi1g00563 
Bd1 453524 460935 - Bradi1g00567 
Bd1 461063 467208 - Bradi1g00580 
Bd1 468815 472049 - Bradi1g00587 
Bd1 479483 480393 - Bradi1g00600 
Bd1 482858 497592 + Bradi1g00607 
Bd1 498552 500965 + Bradi1g00620 
Bd1 500986 501500 - Bradi1g00625 
Bd1 501413 501868 - Bradi1g00630 
Bd1 505289 506860 - Bradi1g00642 
Bd1 514295 517374 + Bradi1g00654 
Bd1 519685 521131 + Bradi1g00666 
Bd1 521910 523129 - Bradi1g00672 
Bd1 523410 527774 - Bradi1g00678 
Bd1 531773 534582 + Bradi1g00690 
Bd1 539495 542937 + Bradi1g00700 
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Bd1 544048 547886 - Bradi1g00710 
Bd1 549976 553622 + Bradi1g00720 
Bd1 553623 558060 + Bradi1g00730 
Bd1 555382 558935 - Bradi1g00740 
Bd1 558959 562985 + Bradi1g00750 
Bd1 561318 568725 + Bradi1g00760 
Bd1 575434 577429 - Bradi1g00770 
Bd1 577682 581239 - Bradi1g00780 
Bd1 583153 584343 - Bradi1g00785 
Bd1 584579 587011 - Bradi1g00790 
Bd1 588393 589184 - Bradi1g00800 
Bd1 589560 591125 - Bradi1g00807 
Bd1 592289 596842 - Bradi1g00820 
Bd1 598362 601522 + Bradi1g00830 
Bd1 602264 604813 + Bradi1g00840 
Bd1 607192 612781 - Bradi1g00847 
Bd1 612932 617858 - Bradi1g00860 
Bd1 618140 619397 + Bradi1g00867 
Bd1 619805 620514 + Bradi1g00880 
Bd1 622305 631400 + Bradi1g00887 
Bd1 634306 635923 - Bradi1g00900 
Bd1 637937 639167 + Bradi1g00910 
Bd1 640349 641892 - Bradi1g00920 
Bd1 643378 645937 + Bradi1g00931 
Bd1 646179 649099 + Bradi1g00940 
Bd1 656600 658270 + Bradi1g00950 
Bd1 669405 676116 - Bradi1g00960 
Bd1 679056 680154 + Bradi1g00970 
Bd1 680155 681679 - Bradi1g00980 
Bd1 682319 688605 - Bradi1g00990 
Bd1 691230 693031 + Bradi1g01000 
Bd1 693092 698995 - Bradi1g01007 
Bd1 700230 702744 - Bradi1g01014 
Bd1 703283 705388 - Bradi1g01021 
Bd1 706242 706475 - Bradi1g01030 
Bd1 707816 711036 + Bradi1g01040 
Bd1 713452 716817 - Bradi1g01047 
Bd1 719737 728025 - Bradi1g01058 
Bd1 727408 730819 - Bradi1g01070 
Bd1 732817 734224 + Bradi1g01075 
Bd1 740665 741753 + Bradi1g01080 
Bd1 742013 745799 - Bradi1g01090 
Bd1 746635 749142 - Bradi1g01100 
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Bd1 749218 752955 + Bradi1g01110 
Bd1 753254 753832 - Bradi1g01120 
Bd1 755335 760135 + Bradi1g01130 
Bd1 760615 764210 + Bradi1g01140 
Bd1 764552 765595 - Bradi1g01150 
Bd1 767046 767879 + Bradi1g01160 
Bd1 768229 774577 - Bradi1g01170 
Bd1 775887 776658 + Bradi1g01172 
Bd1 776733 784918 - Bradi1g01174 
Bd1 792858 794197 + Bradi1g01176 
Bd1 794481 795143 + Bradi1g01178 
Bd1 795722 798444 + Bradi1g01180 
Bd1 798964 801648 + Bradi1g01190 
Bd1 801781 804949 - Bradi1g01200 
Bd1 811036 816766 + Bradi1g01210 
Bd1 816341 820434 - Bradi1g01220 
Bd1 822364 824746 + Bradi1g01227 
Bd1 825502 827929 - Bradi1g01240 
Bd1 828570 833505 - Bradi1g01250 
Bd1 839943 845553 - Bradi1g01257 
Bd1 846200 848336 - Bradi1g01270 
Bd1 848982 852191 - Bradi1g01280 
Bd1 852441 856401 - Bradi1g01290 
Bd1 857957 863261 + Bradi1g01300 
Bd1 860898 862209 - Bradi1g01305 
Bd1 864424 865647 - Bradi1g01310 
Bd1 865996 868033 - Bradi1g01320 
Bd1 868188 870755 + Bradi1g01330 
Bd1 871217 872423 + Bradi1g01332 
Bd1 877766 878239 - Bradi1g01334 
Bd1 878547 881628 + Bradi1g01336 
Bd1 885572 886952 + Bradi1g01338 
Bd1 889966 891495 + Bradi1g01342 
Bd1 891613 892003 + Bradi1g01344 
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Table 5.4 All genes in TB2 MTA interval 
Chr Start Stop Strand Gene name 
Bd1 69912599 69917270 - Bradi1g71760 
Bd1 69920181 69921020 + Bradi1g71770 
Bd1 69928035 69934345 - Bradi1g71781 
Bd1 69946866 69948341 + Bradi1g71790 
Bd1 69951760 69959128 + Bradi1g71800 
Bd1 69960864 69968403 + Bradi1g71810 
Bd1 69968598 69974693 + Bradi1g71820 
Bd1 69975596 69979128 + Bradi1g71830 
Bd1 69980913 69981838 + Bradi1g71833 
Bd1 69982064 69982721 + Bradi1g71836 
Bd1 69986208 69990901 + Bradi1g71840 
Bd1 69992203 69993492 - Bradi1g71850 
Bd1 69993445 69996767 + Bradi1g71860 
Bd1 69997991 69998989 - Bradi1g71870 
Bd1 70003925 70006497 + Bradi1g71880 
Bd1 70007936 70012421 + Bradi1g71890 
Bd1 70012735 70014173 + Bradi1g71897 
Bd1 70015651 70019714 - Bradi1g71910 
Bd1 70028523 70029732 - Bradi1g71920 
Bd1 70030028 70032525 - Bradi1g71925 
Bd1 70035087 70037376 - Bradi1g71930 
Bd1 70046381 70048307 - Bradi1g71937 
Bd1 70050163 70052059 + Bradi1g71948 
Bd1 70052223 70052913 + Bradi1g71960 
Bd1 70055073 70058665 - Bradi1g71975 
Bd1 70062598 70064856 - Bradi1g71990 
Bd1 70075435 70076586 + Bradi1g72000 
Bd1 70077371 70082658 - Bradi1g72007 
Bd1 70093621 70095330 - Bradi1g72030 
Bd1 70101890 70103370 + Bradi1g72040 
Bd1 70103510 70105478 - Bradi1g72050 
Bd1 70106158 70108800 - Bradi1g72060 
Bd1 70109310 70117289 + Bradi1g72070 
Bd1 70124464 70126671 - Bradi1g72080 
Bd1 70129250 70138762 - Bradi1g72086 
Bd1 70141445 70150289 - Bradi1g72092 
Bd1 70153738 70156482 - Bradi1g72100 
Bd1 70157128 70158797 - Bradi1g72110 
Bd1 70160690 70165718 - Bradi1g72120 
Bd1 70168362 70178080 - Bradi1g72130 
Bd1 70179790 70186724 + Bradi1g72150 
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Bd1 70186464 70192660 - Bradi1g72160 
Bd1 70199592 70200290 - Bradi1g72170 
Bd1 70202654 70208339 - Bradi1g72180 
Bd1 70211929 70215280 + Bradi1g72185 
Bd1 70215354 70215959 - Bradi1g72191 
Bd1 70216822 70218884 - Bradi1g72196 
Bd1 70225789 70227439 + Bradi1g72200 
Bd1 70232793 70234218 + Bradi1g72210 
Bd1 70235596 70239175 + Bradi1g72220 
Bd1 70245986 70247833 + Bradi1g72230 
Bd1 70250240 70251883 - Bradi1g72237 
Bd1 70252196 70256202 + Bradi1g72250 
Bd1 70255400 70257033 - Bradi1g72260 
Bd1 70257433 70259063 - Bradi1g72270 
Bd1 70259289 70266244 - Bradi1g72280 
Bd1 70266582 70268666 - Bradi1g72286 
Bd1 70268718 70272838 + Bradi1g72290 
Bd1 70275117 70280328 - Bradi1g72300 
Bd1 70281488 70284581 + Bradi1g72310 
Bd1 70284710 70287075 - Bradi1g72320 
Bd1 70286930 70289329 + Bradi1g72330 
Bd1 70289574 70292698 - Bradi1g72337 
Bd1 70292699 70298513 - Bradi1g72350 
Bd1 70304448 70306364 - Bradi1g72360 
Bd1 70345564 70353923 - Bradi1g72375 
Bd1 70354703 70357286 - Bradi1g72390 
Bd1 70358255 70364023 - Bradi1g72400 
Bd1 70376714 70378940 + Bradi1g72410 
Bd1 70387443 70392651 + Bradi1g72417 
Bd1 70391964 70397838 - Bradi1g72430 
Bd1 70404578 70405698 + Bradi1g72440 
Bd1 70405692 70416885 - Bradi1g72445 
Bd1 70409930 70411275 + Bradi1g72449 
Bd1 70411407 70415782 - Bradi1g72453 
Bd1 70414174 70415612 + Bradi1g72457 
Bd1 70417184 70420474 + Bradi1g72470 
Bd1 70420866 70425411 + Bradi1g72480 
Bd1 70428039 70429219 + Bradi1g72485 
Bd1 70429349 70437483 - Bradi1g72490 
Bd1 70447150 70450221 - Bradi1g72500 
Bd1 70456270 70457566 + Bradi1g72505 
Bd1 70457742 70462569 - Bradi1g72510 
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Table 5.5 All genes in the TB3 MTA interval 
Chr Start Stop Strand Gene name 
Bd2 7147276 7147614 + Bradi2g08823 
Bd2 7149096 7157109 + Bradi2g08826 
Bd2 7150122 7151011 - Bradi2g08829 
Bd2 7157220 7161512 + Bradi2g08832 
Bd2 7162175 7169718 - Bradi2g08836 
Bd2 7163376 7168710 + Bradi2g08840 
Bd2 7170366 7171098 - Bradi2g08850 
Bd2 7176893 7177570 - Bradi2g08853 
Bd2 7182192 7183867 + Bradi2g08856 
Bd2 7193627 7198855 + Bradi2g08860 
Bd2 7197205 7199901 - Bradi2g08870 
Bd2 7201321 7202220 - Bradi2g08880 
Bd2 7216712 7221312 + Bradi2g08890 
Bd2 7221666 7222116 + Bradi2g08895 
Bd2 7222191 7229915 + Bradi2g08900 
Bd2 7231079 7233208 + Bradi2g08905 
Bd2 7233366 7233602 - Bradi2g08907 
Bd2 7234303 7239508 + Bradi2g08910 
Bd2 7236318 7245686 - Bradi2g08920 
Bd2 7247101 7249746 - Bradi2g08930 
Bd2 7250216 7257888 - Bradi2g08937 
Bd2 7261984 7262958 + Bradi2g08950 
Bd2 7264807 7270542 + Bradi2g08960 
Bd2 7270634 7272392 - Bradi2g08970 
Bd2 7273280 7276959 - Bradi2g08980 
Bd2 7280594 7284493 - Bradi2g08983 
Bd2 7281700 7282872 + Bradi2g08984 
Bd2 7285701 7300354 - Bradi2g08986 
Bd2 7305221 7308317 + Bradi2g08990 
Bd2 7326747 7333378 - Bradi2g09000 
Bd2 7328132 7328870 - Bradi2g09003 
Bd2 7332803 7342335 + Bradi2g09013 
Bd2 7333437 7341578 - Bradi2g09007 
Bd2 7346652 7348618 + Bradi2g09020 
Bd2 7348847 7351751 - Bradi2g09030 
Bd2 7356727 7358909 - Bradi2g09042 
Bd2 7361287 7361976 - Bradi2g09050 
Bd2 7365721 7369315 + Bradi2g09060 
Bd2 7372858 7377054 - Bradi2g09070 
Bd2 7378402 7388765 - Bradi2g09080 
Bd2 7399163 7400625 - Bradi2g09085 
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Bd2 7401577 7403777 - Bradi2g09090 
Bd2 7409315 7410408 + Bradi2g09095 
Bd2 7413231 7414902 - Bradi2g09098 
Bd2 7416133 7418602 - Bradi2g09102 
Bd2 7420852 7425982 - Bradi2g09110 
Bd2 7427116 7431274 - Bradi2g09120 
Bd2 7435492 7442713 + Bradi2g09130 
Bd2 7444181 7444967 - Bradi2g09145 
Bd2 7446506 7449061 - Bradi2g09160 
Bd2 7449218 7454928 + Bradi2g09170 
Bd2 7456385 7466398 - Bradi2g09177 
Bd2 7468898 7480103 + Bradi2g09187 
Bd2 7476672 7476986 - Bradi2g09191 
Bd2 7477417 7479986 + Bradi2g09195 
Bd2 7480641 7489961 + Bradi2g09200 
Bd2 7481734 7482617 - Bradi2g09201 
Bd2 7487376 7488051 - Bradi2g09202 
Bd2 7494053 7497475 - Bradi2g09205 
Bd2 7499259 7505371 + Bradi2g09211 
Bd2 7503029 7505398 + Bradi2g09216 
Bd2 7506971 7507951 - Bradi2g09220 
Bd2 7508188 7512065 + Bradi2g09225 
Bd2 7515011 7519066 - Bradi2g09231 
Bd2 7521014 7522076 + Bradi2g09236 
Bd2 7530006 7534474 - Bradi2g09240 
Bd2 7539578 7540529 - Bradi2g09243 
Bd2 7541565 7545507 - Bradi2g09247 
Bd2 7557455 7559764 + Bradi2g09253 
Bd2 7562801 7587390 + Bradi2g09261 
Bd2 7580148 7581139 - Bradi2g09270 
Bd2 7582580 7587425 + Bradi2g09276 
Bd2 7587677 7590324 - Bradi2g09280 
Bd2 7593377 7598428 - Bradi2g09290 
Bd2 7601076 7601468 - Bradi2g09300 
Bd2 7605762 7607537 - Bradi2g09310 
Bd2 7611121 7611786 - Bradi2g09320 
Bd2 7625730 7636496 + Bradi2g09331 
Bd2 7629061 7634858 - Bradi2g09340 
Bd2 7637908 7645164 - Bradi2g09350 
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Table 5.6 All genes in the TB4 MTA interval 
Chr Start Stop Strand Gene 
Bd3 52582703 52583739 - Bradi3g51810 
Bd3 52586408 52589432 - Bradi3g51820 
Bd3 52594761 52598841 - Bradi3g51831 
Bd3 52606532 52612120 - Bradi3g51840 
Bd3 52622216 52625816 + Bradi3g51850 
Bd3 52628003 52629013 + Bradi3g51860 
Bd3 52629157 52630515 - Bradi3g51866 
Bd3 52633266 52634591 - Bradi3g51872 
Bd3 52637555 52639070 - Bradi3g51880 
Bd3 52646423 52650038 - Bradi3g51890 
Bd3 52651433 52658190 - Bradi3g51900 
Bd3 52658993 52663345 + Bradi3g51910 
Bd3 52663400 52666400 - Bradi3g51920 
Bd3 52672869 52673476 - Bradi3g51930 
Bd3 52674535 52679023 + Bradi3g51940 
Bd3 52685372 52691958 + Bradi3g51950 
Bd3 52692047 52695642 - Bradi3g51960 
Bd3 52697342 52698661 - Bradi3g51963 
Bd3 52702385 52707628 + Bradi3g51970 
Bd3 52711236 52712377 - Bradi3g51980 
Bd3 52716642 52721411 - Bradi3g51990 
Bd3 52721692 52723132 + Bradi3g52000 
Bd3 52723189 52727092 - Bradi3g52006 
Bd3 52728063 52731329 - Bradi3g52011 
Bd3 52738700 52739644 - Bradi3g52016 
Bd3 52744646 52745857 - Bradi3g52020 
Bd3 52749266 52751842 - Bradi3g52030 
Bd3 52755152 52756354 - Bradi3g52035 
Bd3 52792838 52796727 + Bradi3g52040 
Bd3 52803689 52805803 + Bradi3g52050 
Bd3 52807509 52813814 - Bradi3g52055 
Bd3 52815271 52816167 + Bradi3g52060 
Bd3 52817140 52817960 - Bradi3g52065 
Bd3 52817286 52825004 + Bradi3g52070 
Bd3 52826467 52828035 - Bradi3g52075 
Bd3 52831221 52833654 - Bradi3g52080 
Bd3 52838085 52839596 - Bradi3g52090 
Bd3 52840369 52844279 - Bradi3g52096 
Bd3 52854128 52855816 + Bradi3g52102 
Bd3 52854730 52855094 - Bradi3g52099 
Bd3 52859381 52860447 + Bradi3g52107 
Bd3 52865936 52870720 + Bradi3g52110 
Bd3 52875603 52877278 + Bradi3g52120 
Bd3 52877917 52885171 + Bradi3g52130 
Bd3 52885579 52892837 + Bradi3g52140 
Bd3 52905372 52908858 + Bradi3g52150 
Bd3 52911469 52913533 - Bradi3g52160 
Bd3 52914600 52917892 - Bradi3g52165 
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Bd3 52923903 52927286 - Bradi3g52170 
Bd3 52934416 52934878 + Bradi3g52175 
Bd3 52936118 52938408 + Bradi3g52180 
Bd3 52937970 52938371 - Bradi3g52185 
Bd3 52938641 52941767 - Bradi3g52190 
Bd3 52943569 52944765 - Bradi3g52195 
Bd3 52947048 52950162 - Bradi3g52200 
Bd3 52951734 52957377 + Bradi3g52210 
Bd3 52958161 52964932 - Bradi3g52220 
Bd3 52966846 52970902 - Bradi3g52230 
Bd3 52970928 52975527 - Bradi3g52240 
Bd3 52975781 52979043 - Bradi3g52250 
Bd3 52982172 52984203 - Bradi3g52260 
Bd3 52995019 52996099 + Bradi3g52266 
Bd3 52996148 52998553 - Bradi3g52270 
Bd3 53000105 53002887 + Bradi3g52277 
Bd3 53000939 53008796 - Bradi3g52290 
Bd3 53011113 53013189 - Bradi3g52300 
Bd3 53017512 53019765 + Bradi3g52307 
Bd3 53027261 53032768 + Bradi3g52320 
Bd3 53038335 53042368 + Bradi3g52330 
Bd3 53042698 53046509 + Bradi3g52340 
Bd3 53046176 53050318 - Bradi3g52350 
Bd3 53051081 53054440 + Bradi3g52358 
Bd3 53055632 53061302 + Bradi3g52367 
Bd3 53062011 53063946 - Bradi3g52380 
Bd3 53065532 53069503 + Bradi3g52390 
Bd3 53070215 53073042 + Bradi3g52400 
Bd3 53073043 53074816 - Bradi3g52410 
Bd3 53080970 53085999 + Bradi3g52420 
Bd3 53092644 53095325 + Bradi3g52427 
Bd3 53096847 53105814 + Bradi3g52437 
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Table 5.7 All genes in the BFLA MTA interval 
Chr Start Stop Strand Gene2 
Bd2 58728770 58732192 + Bradi2g62140 
Bd2 58733646 58736402 + Bradi2g62150 
Bd2 58735823 58738293 - Bradi2g62160 
Bd2 58741905 58742495 + Bradi2g62165 
Bd2 58742913 58746778 + Bradi2g62170 
Bd2 58747141 58749702 + Bradi2g62180 
Bd2 58749703 58752645 - Bradi2g62190 
Bd2 58753385 58754800 - Bradi2g62200 
Bd2 58755054 58756021 - Bradi2g62210 
Bd2 58756822 58759322 - Bradi2g62223 
Bd2 58761339 58765234 + Bradi2g62237 
Bd2 58766163 58773680 - Bradi2g62250 
Bd2 58774159 58777445 - Bradi2g62257 
Bd2 58777692 58783305 + Bradi2g62270 
Bd2 58783376 58786040 - Bradi2g62280 
Bd2 58786357 58789691 - Bradi2g62290 
Bd2 58795593 58799290 + Bradi2g62300 
Bd2 58803589 58806224 + Bradi2g62310 
Bd2 58810115 58810845 + Bradi2g62315 
Bd2 58812512 58815061 + Bradi2g62320 
Bd2 58815520 58826281 - Bradi2g62330 
Bd2 58838783 58839721 - Bradi2g62341 
Bd2 58840901 58842298 - Bradi2g62350 
Bd2 58842285 58843945 + Bradi2g62360 
Bd2 58843206 58846737 - Bradi2g62370 
Bd2 58850211 58852395 - Bradi2g62380 
Bd2 58856933 58857706 - Bradi2g62391 
Bd2 58861875 58864800 + Bradi2g62400 
Bd2 58865541 58869579 - Bradi2g62410 
Bd2 58870033 58872206 - Bradi2g62418 
Bd2 58872929 58875622 - Bradi2g62426 
Bd2 58876003 58878794 - Bradi2g62434 
Bd2 58880540 58884587 - Bradi2g62442 
Bd2 58881839 58883006 + Bradi2g62450 
Bd2 58883139 58886347 + Bradi2g62460 
Bd2 58884806 58889455 - Bradi2g62470 
Bd2 58891077 58892632 - Bradi2g62480 
Bd2 58893095 58895797 - Bradi2g62490 
Bd2 58899554 58903796 - Bradi2g62496 
Bd2 58901197 58902062 + Bradi2g62502 
Bd2 58910348 58912149 + Bradi2g62510 
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Bd2 58920274 58921517 + Bradi2g62515 
Bd2 58924353 58925772 - Bradi2g62520 
Bd2 58926704 58927611 + Bradi2g62523 
Bd2 58927894 58929591 + Bradi2g62526 
Bd2 58929592 58934040 - Bradi2g62532 
Bd2 58934258 58943962 - Bradi2g62540 
Bd2 58944612 58949897 - Bradi2g62550 
Bd2 58951239 58953098 - Bradi2g62560 
Bd2 58954518 58956499 + Bradi2g62566 
Bd2 58957023 58960181 + Bradi2g62572 
Bd2 58960625 58963681 + Bradi2g62580 
Bd2 58964439 58966064 - Bradi2g62587 
Bd2 58966450 58967383 + Bradi2g62591 
Bd2 58978499 58979252 + Bradi2g62596 
Bd2 58981502 58983105 + Bradi2g62600 
Bd2 58991150 58994256 + Bradi2g62611 
Bd2 58994429 58999253 + Bradi2g62620 
Bd2 58999039 59001902 - Bradi2g62630 
Bd2 59001686 59003181 + Bradi2g62641 
Bd2 59003480 59006966 - Bradi2g62650 
Bd2 59008723 59011351 - Bradi2g62660 
Bd2 59011410 59016569 - Bradi2g62670 
Bd2 59017445 59021349 - Bradi2g62680 
Bd2 59022483 59023847 - Bradi2g62690 
Bd2 59025405 59033707 + Bradi2g62697 
Bd2 59033906 59035249 + Bradi2g62710 
Bd2 59036062 59037108 + Bradi2g62720 
Bd2 59037595 59042457 + Bradi2g62730 
Bd2 59044901 59047889 + Bradi2g62740 
Bd2 59048384 59051408 - Bradi2g62747 
Bd2 59052174 59063727 + Bradi2g62760 
Bd2 59064444 59086014 + Bradi2g62790 
Bd2 59106422 59108268 + Bradi2g62890 
Bd2 59108601 59110936 + Bradi2g62940 
Bd2 59114297 59125216 - Bradi2g62990 
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Table 5.8 All genes in the BFLB MTA interval 
Chr Start Stop Strand Gene 
Bd5 11910016 11913666 - Bradi5g08767 
Bd5 11918856 11924051 + Bradi5g08773 
Bd5 11942532 11944549 + Bradi5g08779 
Bd5 11947690 11948392 + Bradi5g08784 
Bd5 11963781 11965589 + Bradi5g08790 
Bd5 11974286 11979027 + Bradi5g08800 
Bd5 11975328 11975997 - Bradi5g08805 
Bd5 11979291 11985259 + Bradi5g08810 
Bd5 11987541 11990673 + Bradi5g08813 
Bd5 11993668 11994403 - Bradi5g08816 
Bd5 11995107 11998509 + Bradi5g08820 
Bd5 11998705 11998980 - Bradi5g08825 
Bd5 11999371 12006287 - Bradi5g08830 
Bd5 12018676 12020675 - Bradi5g08840 
Bd5 12027377 12029197 - Bradi5g08850 
Bd5 12055584 12061698 + Bradi5g08853 
Bd5 12066874 12067999 + Bradi5g08857 
Bd5 12076212 12078834 - Bradi5g08861 
Bd5 12094854 12100086 - Bradi5g08864 
Bd5 12106481 12107591 + Bradi5g08865 
Bd5 12107096 12108330 + Bradi5g08868 
Bd5 12114104 12114959 + Bradi5g08871 
Bd5 12115573 12118097 + Bradi5g08874 
Bd5 12118430 12120118 - Bradi5g08875 
Bd5 12121298 12123148 + Bradi5g08877 
Bd5 12140108 12140881 + Bradi5g08880 
Bd5 12142796 12144749 + Bradi5g08884 
Bd5 12149869 12151000 + Bradi5g08887 
Bd5 12160739 12167008 + Bradi5g08890 
Bd5 12169402 12170912 + Bradi5g08895 
Bd5 12172195 12174147 - Bradi5g08900 
Bd5 12176102 12186132 - Bradi5g08907 
Bd5 12182708 12185344 - Bradi5g08913 
Bd5 12188864 12194643 + Bradi5g08920 
Bd5 12196571 12199813 - Bradi5g08930 
Bd5 12202045 12203328 - Bradi5g08940 
Bd5 12203890 12208365 + Bradi5g08945 
Bd5 12213134 12214312 - Bradi5g08950 
Bd5 12222081 12227088 - Bradi5g08960 
Bd5 12227264 12230858 + Bradi5g08970 
Bd5 12231221 12235142 + Bradi5g08980 
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Bd5 12235208 12237623 - Bradi5g08990 
Bd5 12237684 12238736 + Bradi5g08993 
Bd5 12240548 12241647 - Bradi5g08996 
Bd5 12290452 12292074 + Bradi5g09000 
Bd5 12297248 12298594 + Bradi5g09010 
Bd5 12303563 12305314 - Bradi5g09020 
Bd5 12313430 12315095 + Bradi5g09030 
Bd5 12318753 12319785 + Bradi5g09035 
Bd5 12319700 12321550 - Bradi5g09041 
Bd5 12321764 12324207 - Bradi5g09046 
Bd5 12325498 12326921 + Bradi5g09051 
Bd5 12333449 12338842 + Bradi5g09056 
Bd5 12342519 12347653 + Bradi5g09066 
Bd5 12350487 12356140 + Bradi5g09076 
Bd5 12383598 12385634 + Bradi5g09090 
Bd5 12429288 12432687 + Bradi5g09097 
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Table 5.9 Summary of SNPs from resequencing data that result non-synonymous amino acid changes 
in putative bioconversion candidate gene Bradi5g08895 
  SNP1 SNP2 SNP3 
CHROMOSOME Bd5 Bd5 Bd5 
POSITION 12114212 12114262 12114611 
REFERENCE NUCLEOTIDE C T G 
ALTERNATE NUCLEOTIDE G C A 
FREQUENCY 71% 55% 5% 
AA SUBSTITUTION D79E L96S V180I 
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APPENDIX B 
ASSOCIATED FILES 
 
C. SJL_DISSERTATION_ASSOCIATED_FILES.xlsx - EXCEL file with SNP/INDEL 
sequence data. 
 
Associated file 1.1 All SNPs/Indels in Height1 QTL interval 
Associated file 1.2 All SNPs/Indels in HSW1 QTL interval 
Associated file 1.3 All SNPs/Indels for TT1 QTL interval 
Associated file 1.4 All SNPs/Indels for SW1 QTL Interval  
Associated file 1.5 All SNPs/Indels for BFL1 QTL interval 
Associated file 2.2 All SNPs/Indels for TB2 MTA interval 
Associated file 2.3 All SNPs/Indels for TB3 MTA interval 
Associated file 2.4 All SNPs/Indels for TB4 MTA interval 
Associated file 2.5 All SNPs/Indels for BFLA MTA interval 
Associated file 2.6 All SNPs/Indels for BFLB MTA interval 
 
D. SJL_NON_FIRST_AUTHOR_PAPERS.pdf – PDF file with additional non-first 
author papers. 
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Todd C. Mockler, Gautam Sarath, and Samuel P. Hazen. “Functional Characterization of 
Cinnamyl Alcohol Dehydrogenase and Caffeic Acid O-Methyltransferase in 
Brachypodium Distachyon.” BMC Biotechnology 13 (2013): 61. doi:10.1186/1472-6750-
13-61. 
 
2. Costa, Ricardo M. F. da, Scott J. Lee, Gordon G. Allison, Samuel P. Hazen, Ana Winters, 
and Maurice Bosch. “Genotype, Development and Tissue-Derived Variation of Cell-Wall 
Properties in the Lignocellulosic Energy Crop Miscanthus.” Annals of Botany 114, no. 6 
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